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FCC Attacks AM Interference
by Charges Taylor
Washington DC The FCC has taken
on the role of stern guardian over the deteriorating AM band with afar-reaching
proposal that strikes out at interference,
which the Commission regards as the
band's primary foe.
The 106-page text for the notice (MM
docket 87-267) was released 18 July, three
months after its adoption and includes
a generous roster of changes—some
dramatic—that the Commission believes
will improve the quality of the service.
"There is atheme that we tried to stick
with in this," said FCC Mass Media Bureau Assistant Chief for Engineering Bill
Hassinger. "We want to do everything

possible to reduce interference and nothing to increase interference. We're hoping it's atheme where all the pieces act
together toward that direction."

Five goals outlined
For the existing band, the Commission
outlined five broad goals: full-time operation with stereo modulation; competitive technical quality; nationwide daytime coverage free of co-channel and adjacent channel interference; nighttime
coverage equaling at least 15% of daytime
coverage— also
free
of
interference—and simplified antenna arrays.
A good portion of the text also was
dedicated to proposals for allocating the

AM expanded band. (See separate article this issue.)
But while the Commission pushed
strongly for a number of substantial
changes, it maintained that before any
decisions become final, it wants public
comment on the proposals. Comments
are due lq October, an extension of the

usual month-long period to file. Reply
comments are due 15 November.
The Commission's first line of attack
revolves around revision of technical
standards, which it said would potentially decrease the actual number of
AMs, thus prompting a reduction in
(continued on page 11)

Strother Files on DAB
by Alan Carter
Washington DC Louisiana-based
Strother Communications has asked the
FCC to allocate spectrum and establish
terrestrial digital audio broadcasting
(DAB) in the US to eventually replace
AM and FM.
The petition for rulemaking was filed
27 July, two weeks before the Commission said it would take up anotice of inquiry on DAB.
Previous request pending
The company's president, Ron
Strother, already has one of three requests before the FCC addressing DAB.
Strother previously asked the Commission for experimental authority to test

the technology over the air in Washington and Boston.
"I personally feel that DAB—the
technology—is a foregone conclusion,"
Strother told Radio World. "It's already
literally ready to come out of the prototype stage. This is not going to be some
LPTV that may or may not be introduced
into the marketplace."
Strother said his proposal takes into
account existing broadcasters and
preserves localism. "Everybody that has
an existing broadcast license will receive
adigital audio broadcasting channel," he
said. Licensees with combos would receive two channels.
NAB Science and Technology Senior
VP Michael Rau said the association was
(continued on page 7)

Digital Quality Transmission
The Model FM 58
5500 Watt FM Transmitter

Inquiry Into Digital
Radio Is Launched
by Charles Taylor
Washington DC The FCC has taken
the plunge into the issue of digital audio broadcasting (DAB) with asweeping
Notice of Inquiry to collect public opinion on the development and implementation of the rapidly developing technology.
In a1August meeting, the Commission pointed out that while digital radio
service promises to offer significant quality and performance improvements, it
must be explored carefully, with attention given to anumber of regulatory issues.
Issues to be queried in the notice, according to FCC Engineering and Technology Chief Thomas Stanley, will in-

dude: terrestrial versus satellite digital
transmission; DAB's potential impact on
the current radio service and ways to
minimize negative effects; spectrum allocation; licensing procedures; ownership restrictions, and the distribution of
facilities among states and communities.
The Commission noted the importance of expedient action on the issue,
in light of its increasing international relevance. DAB will be amajor agenda item
at the World Administrative Radio Conference (
WARC) in 1992.
While the majority of the five commissioners held back on making clear
their opinion on the issues involved,
Commissioner Ervin Duggan made a
strong plea that DAB be embraced by
(continued on page 7)

• New world standard FX 50 Exciter.
• Guaranteed 85 dB S/N.
• Built-in synchronous AM noise test facility.
• Patented folded half-wave coax al cavity
eliminates plate blocking capacitor and
sliding contacts.
• Self Contained solid state broadband IPA in
slide out drawer.
• Emergency 250 watt RF patching.
• Automatic power control with proportional
VSWR foldback protection.
• Single or three phase version available.
• Optional microprocessor video display
system (MVDS) with diagnostics.
la Optional PC Remote Control from MVDS.
With typical performance specifications of 0.02%
IMD and 0.01% THD and guaranteed 85 dB FM
S/N your listeners will hear the difference from a
new FM 5B.
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NAB Questions DrugRelated Proposal
Washington DC The FCC's
proposal to require license applicants to report illegal drug
convictions has met resistance
from the NAB, in comments the
organization filed.
The amendment would provide the Commission information necessary to implement
Section 5301 of the Anti-Drug
Abuse Act of 1988, which gives
federal and state court judges
the discretion to deny federal
benefits to those convicted of

NAB said.
It also suggested that adeadline of 30 days to report relevant
violations should be expanded
to six months or more.
offenses such as possession or
distribution of illegal substances. Federal benefits include
Commission-issued licenses.
Those subject to such scrutiny
would include officers of an applicant, directors, non-limited
partners, holders of 5% or more
of the voting stock and nonvoting stockholders or limited
partners with 5% or more interest in the applicant or licensee.
In its comments, the NAB
suggested that the new rules
would be too stringent.

"Compliance with the new
reporting guidelines would
amount to an unreasonable burden for licensees," NAB wrote,
"because it would require
broadcast station groups to
monitor and report on the activities of generally all corporate
officers and directors, in addition to shareholders with more
than a5% stake in these operations!'
Outside directors not directly
involved in daily operations decisions should be subject to
limited reporting requirements,

NAB Programming
and Production
Showcase Planned
Boston MA The fifth Programming and Production
Showcase, a fair of products
and services for radio, will be
presented at the NAB's Radio
1990 convention here in September.
The showcase, to be held Friday, 14 September, from 4:30 to
6:30 PM, will present products
and services including produc-

We Re- invented the Wheel

AND IT'S SQUARE!
Naturally, with all of Wheatstone's experience at building and interfacing consoles, it
was inevitable that we would take on the
design and manufacture of suitable furniture
for our audio installations. First we listened
to engineers and their requests, then we went
to work. The result is asignificant improvement over previous designs.
Consider the advantages of double- sided
equipment cabinets with fully interchangeable
door panels, with each side able to accommodate 19 inches of rackmount equipment.
Consider the convenience of hinged twin dropdown punchblock panels for easy installation
and maintenance. Consider the advantage of
hard chrome plated steel mounting rails that
eliminate the stripping problems associated
with lesser aluminum designs. Simply consider the strength we've achieved with full
inch and a half thick side panels and hybrid
inch and ahalf thick countertops.

We have re- invented cabinet technology.
We've wedded the latest precision NC metal
componentry to hybrid plywood/high density,
high resin pressure- laminated substrates.
Our construction and bonding techniques have
been optimized to eliminate stress related
laminate problems. We've handled wire management:
there are generous pathways
between each enclosure, as well as an integral
channel punchblock housing under the console
counter to keep everything neat, concealed
and away from unauthorized hands. And,
since cabinet faces can accept either
equipment or door panels, systems can easily
be configured to rit virtually any room. Doors
can even be placed on cabinets intended for
future electronics installation.
This cabinetry is very clever, unbelievably
strong, and ( of course) square—precisely. It
has that Wheatstone major market look. So
contact Wheatstone for furniture, consoles, or
prewires.
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Multiple Ownership
Rule Waived
Boston MA The FCC has
granted Eric Schultz awaiver of
its multiple ownership rules to
allow the partner of the licensee
of WROR-FM here to serve on
the board of directors of Brown
Broadcasting Service, the licensee of WBRU-FM in Providence,
RI.
The Commission concluded
that the waiver would serve the
public interest because WBRU
operates primarily to provide
broadcast experience and instruction to Brown University
students.
"A grant of this waiver furthers the public interest in that
it will allow the educational program at Brown University to
benefit from Schultz's broadcasting experience," the FCC
said.
The FCC noted that Schultz's
role in the operations of WBRU
is limited and entirely noneconomic. Further, the Commission noted that the overlap
areas of the stations are not substantial and that they serve separate and distinct markets.
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tion libraries, syndicated programs, programming software,
jingles, entertainment graphics
and voice/overs.
Last year's showcase attracted
nearly 2000 attendees and 41 exhibitors.
For information on exhibiting,
call Aimee Jennings at the NAB
at 202-429-5402.
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NRSC Sweep Shows Compliance
by Alan Carter
Washington DC A random, unannounced inspection of AM stations nationwide for NRSC processing filters by the
FCC has found 87% to be in compliance.
Inspectors from the FCC's 35 field
offices went into 374 of the US's 5000
AMs two weeks after the NRSC RF emission rules went into effect 30 June.
Field Operations Bureau electrical engineer Jeff Young also said inspectors
found almost 100% compliance with the
10 kHz stopband rule based on measurements by FCC Engineering Measurement Unit (EMU) mobile vehicles.
Of 119 actual readings taken, only one
station was found out of compliance and
that station installed the NRSC gear on
the reserve transmitter, not its main unit,
Young said.
No fines issued
AM stations found without NRSC
filters will not be fined, Young said, but
the station found outside the stopband
limit "may" receive an advisory notice.
The surprise inspections by Field Operations resulted after Mass Media officials
were told some stations would only install
filters if the FCC enforced the rule.
Bill Hassinger, assistant chief for engineering in Mass Media said the high
percentage of compliance was "good
news. It's encouraging."
Hassinger maintained compliance with

the new NRSC rules was something stations should do for their own good. "It has
nothing to do with the FCC. It's for the stations. It's not amatter that they comply. It's
mutual back-scratching!'
Stations are required to reduce occupied bandwidth to 10 kHz under the
first step of NRSC. Then by 30 June 1994,
stations must comply with NRSC-2 that
defines transmission parameters.
Referring to the new AM technical
rulemaking just released by the Corn-

mission, Hassinger said the NRSC rules
are part of incremental improvements
necessary for the band.
"It's one thing to compete against
scratchy records!' he said, "but now we
have high-quality cassettes, CDs ... and
DAB (digital audio broadcasting)!'
Inspections welcomed
National Radio Systems Committee
(NRSC) Chairman Charlie Morgan
praised the FCC for its action.

3

"I think it was atremendous show of
support for AM," he said. "It shows they
are abeliever and want to improve AM."
Morgan suggested the results of the
inspections should be proof to radio
receiver manufacturers that AM broadcasters have "cleaned up their act!'
"It's the receiver industry's turn!' he
said, noting consumers need improved
AM radios that complement the NRSC
standard. High-end receivers incorporating the NRSC standard are scheduled to be marketed from Denon and
Philips.
Morgan said he will call for the NRSC
to issue a statement of praise for the
FCC.

FCC Freeze Halts AM Upgrades
by Charles Taylor
Washington DC An approaching cutoff that would have allowed more than
1000 US AM daytimers to upgrade for increased nighttime power has been
invalidated—at least for the time being—
by the FCC's ongoing freeze on major
changes to AM stations.
The daytimer upgrade, passed in April
1985, made it permissible for designated
stations to operate at night at amaximum
of 500 W on former foreign clear channels.
At the end of afive-year transition period,
the stations could apply for apermanent
upgrade to 1000 W, providing no complaints of interference developed.
The deadlines for applying for the upgrade were August 1990, September

The
Sky's
The
Limit

1990, June 1991 and December 1991.
Now, however, the upgrade is on hold
while the FCC ponders applications of
its 12 April proposed rulemaking on
technical criteria for the existing and expanded AM band.
The action, contained in MM Docket 8726Z is aimed at comprehensive reform for
the ailing AM band, including measures
to clarify the expanded AM band, AM stereo, simulcasting with FM stations and
more. (See related articles this issue.)
"To put it simply, AM is on hold until
we can complete the proceeding!' said
FCC Mass Media Assistant Chief for En-

gineering Bill Hassinger. "We decided
the daytimer rulemaking five years ago
when the Commission had different
things in mind. Now, we're looking at total revision. It could cause some things
to have to back out!'
The AM freeze will likely remain as
long as 87-267 remains unsettled, which,
judging progress so fat could be agood
distance in the future.
The text accompanying the Commission's April rulemaking had just been
released publicly in mid-July.
For information, call FCC Mass Media
at 202-632-6460.
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PHASE TRAK 90
STEREO PLAYBACK
(WITH TIMER) $ 2650'
STEREO RECORD/PLAYBACK $4295 -

ComStream satellite equipment is ideal for point-to-point transmissions
such as remote broadcasts. The reason is that ComStream's innovative digital
audio compression techniques yield CD quality audio while using less satellite bandwidth than other methods. The use of new technologies also provides
economical two-way transmission between sites.
Satellite time is simple and economical to lease, and an easily transported
ComStream earth station can allow your broadcasts to originate from virtually anywhere. Some station groups are purchasing systems to share so that
costs are even lower. Additionally, many radio program distributors are now
selecting ComStream's unique system.
Call or fax your Bradley professional today for details. ComStream
equipment is another way Bradley will help you go digital in the 1990's.

Bradley
BROADCAST

8101 CESSNA AVENUE • GAITHERSBURG, MARYLAND 20879.4177
TOLL FREE: 800.732-7665 • MD & DC: 301-948-0650 • FAO: 301-330-7198
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With phase error, tape spec fluctuations and harried DJs,
a cart machine's working environment is far from perfect.
That's why you need Phase Trak 90: There's never been
a better cart machine for the real world of radio.
• Continuous non- encoded phase correction circuitry'
actually cleans up carts that sound dull on ordinary
machines— no re-recording necessary.
118 Automatic Tape Analysis system with Learn Mode
gets the best performance from every tape formulation.
• Lockout functions eliminate on air mistakes like yanking a cart before it's cued or forgetting to remove
it after it's played.
II Robust, fully modular plug-in construction takes everything a DJ can dish out.
Phase Trak 90: Quite simply, the best cart machine ever
made. Call Bob Arnold at (217) 224-9600, or ask your
Broadcast Electronics distributor for complete information.
• Patent Pending

•• FOB, Quincy, IL: Exclusive of sales or use tax
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Heed the Tides Of King Canute
by Judith Gross

abad rap. According to, of all people,
Isaac Asimov (and you only thought he
Falls Church VA
It's not often that
wrote sci-fi), who authored abook called
anybody connected with the business of
The Shaping of England, Canute, who was
radio regulation waxes literary ... so
arealist, and aregular guy and all, never
you tend to sit up and take notice when
really thought the tides were going to
it happens.
stop on his command.
Take, for instance, comments by FCC
In fact, he set the whole thing up:
Commissioner Ervin Duggan, on the
throne on the beach, wet robes, to show
Commission's NO! on Digital Audio
his courtiers how foolish they were for
Broadcasting (DAB). He found an elo- believing that aking had divine powers.
quent way of telling the industry not to
So maybe Commissioner Duggan made
foolishly try to resist the inevitability of astronger point than even he imagined,
anew technology, when he invoked the
in bringing up the old king's story.
name of an eleventh century Viking
That is, Canute knew the tides weren't
king.
going to stop just because he was king.
"We must not be King Canute standA good example for any person, group
ing with his arms stiffly out trying to
or agency in radio these days who thinks
stop the oncoming tide of what is
the new technologies, DAB or whatever,
new ... " said the Commish.
can be stopped just because we aren't
OK. A quick pop quiz to all my colready for them. Iguess we shouldn't
leagues revealed that lotsa folks had no
wait until we get all wet, too.
idea who this Canute mucky-muck was.
On the DAB front, in addition to the
Well, he was at first aKing of England
FCC's NOI, there are two interesting de(after the Danes invaded) later King of velopments. Strother Communications,
Norway and he helped the folks in Enthe company that wants to experiment
gland get over the miseries of long years
with the Eureka 147 system for terrestrial
of battle with invaders and all.
digital broadcasts, now has aplan for the
transition from current AM and FM to
digital.
It was filed in apetition for rulemaking, and would give digital allocations to
existing license holders.
And in a hearing before a Congressional subcommittee looking at spectrum, NPR President Doug Bennet said
the government should give additional
FM spectrum to the FCC for DAB and
asked for a20% set-aside for exclusive
But old Canute is best remembered for
use by public radio for digital broadcasts.
setting up his throne right at the
It's all going to boil down to
seashore—no, not to get aterrific tan—
spectrum—no doubt about it.
but to stand up and command the tides
***not to lap up and wet his rich robes. Well
Hot off the presses! Just learned that
of course they paid him no mind, and
Varian Associates has reached atentapoor Canute must have had aheck of a tive agreement to sell Continental,
dry-cleaning bill.
which had been on the block the last few
The story is usually invoked to symmonths.
bolize afoolish leader trying to stop the
The intended buyer is a Houstononcoming rush of something as inevita- based company called Tech-Sym Corp.,
ble as the ocean, the way Duggan so elea company dealing in advanced elecgantly put it.
tronic systems. We'll get some more info
But I'm here to tell ya that Canute got on them and give you details next time

around.
Everybody's still digesting the massive
AM technical rewrite put out by the
Commission. It'll be interesting to see
how the industry responds to ideas like
relaxing multiple ownership rules,
eliminating simulcasting or requiring

Harris-Allied hits The Big Apple

AM stereo.
Some of the more technical proposals,
those dealing with reduced interference
through redefining protection contours,
have been greeted with dismay by consultants.
When you look at aproposal like imposing more stringent daytime groundwave protection (from 0.5-0.5 mV/m to
0.5-0.079 mV/m) you could come to acouple of conclusions.
First, it seems to say that every AM doing things the way they have been done
until now is out of compliance with new
rules (if they are adopted). That means
"grandfathered." It does not bode well
for future upgrades in service.
Second, if all the Commission's
proposals are adopted, we could end up
with a lot fewer (but maybe stronger)
AMs on the dial. Would that be agood

or bad result? Depends on whom you
ask. If you happen to be the AM who
is going to go away ...
I've heard some strongly negative
comments about all of this. One consultant pointed out how with the proposed
new rules, some AMs who could have
taken advantage of ways to
increase nighttime coverage
will now no longer be able to
do so, since astation seeking
to change its nighttime
coverage would actually have
to show adecrease in interference.
So are we sacrificing present benefits to the band for
future improvements? One
irate consultant called the
whole thing "aMcCarthyist
witchhunt" for interference.
Whew!
** *
Shows, shows, shows. Ms
the season. Got achance to
see some sneak previews of
some items in one of HarrisAllied's "traveling road
shows." This one was up in
the stylish offices of Media
Scan in my old Noo Yawk.
Denon had anew production model CD player; AKG gave demos
of its DSE-7000 and ITC had its new cart
machine. It was agood chance to chat
with some vendors in arelaxed setting.
The focus moves up to Boston in midSeptember for Radio '90. One company
being very secretive is Auditronics. I
hear they have anew product but when
Iwant to know what it is—mum's the
word.
I'm also looking forward to hearing
from the NAB's DAB task force and
fielding more industry reaction to all the
digital hoopla at the show. Take alook
at our preview in this issue for more details.
And the 40th annual IEEE symposium
is fast approaching. It'll take place 6-7
September across the Potomac from here
in beautiful downtown DC.
(continued on next page)

Transmitter Control can be aBear
You need to make sure you can stay on the air and stay

The ARC- 16SA is part of amodular system. For full-time

legal. At the same time, you need to keep operating costs

control, add astudio unit. Multi-site options make it easy to

under control.

control several transmitter sites or even control studio

Choosing the right remote control system is the
first step.

equipment such as program automation.
Call now for your copy of our new catalog, then ask us to

The ARC-16SA* from Burk Technology lets
you control your transmitter from any phone.
You can establish off-premises control points
for unattended operation, or supervise
non- technical operators by phone.
The annual savings can be
thousands of dollars.

show you how we can improve your operation and your
bottom line.

Call TOLL FREE

1-800 255-8090
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If you have comments for Radio World, call us at 800-336-3045 or send a letter to Readers' Forum
(Radio World, Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041 or MCI Mailbox #302-7776). All letters received become the property of Radio World, to be used at our discretion and as space permits.

Learning from history
Dear RW:
As aradio broadcaster who owns, built
and operates both an FM and aAM station, Ifeel the following must be stated
for consideration of the radio broadcasting community.
The system, invented in the late teens,
reached the public by the twenties. The
public took to it, and by the thirties and
forties was really providing agreat public service. Some say it leaked out in the
late fifties and early sixties.
By the late sixties a new system, invented and developed in the early thirties, was making its presence felt. It was
a real race in the seventies and early
eighties, but by the late eighties the new
system had taken the lead and never
looked back. The first system held on for
a few more years. The second system
had its heyday, but eventually abetter
system came along and all but put it out
of business.
If you think this scenario is about radio broadcasting, AM, FM and DAB
you're wrong. Think back to over 100
years ago, starting with the early 1800s,
and you'll realize that what I'm referring
to is steamboats, railroad trains and airplanes.
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Mark Twain called them "floating
palaces" and once they numbered in the
thousands. The cry went up, "steamboats must be saved!" "Look at all the
service provided, all the people employed!' "Shall the public be denied this
valuable service?" The public decided.
Now only the Delta and Mississippi
Queen remain and sail out of New
Orleans, LA.
There was no way that steamboats
could compete with the railroads. The
trains were faster and could go more
places. That is, railroads provided abetter service. Greed and governmental action stymied the railroads. The airplane
superseded the passenger train.
Broadcasting, by use of AM, in the
medium wave band, is a low fidelity,
noise-prone system that is totally incompatible with today's audience. It too shall
go the way of the steamboat. Nothing
can be done to stop it from happening.
Owner greed and government action
is derailing the FM band. Poor programming policies, commercials that are boring, shock jocks, use of DA antennas,
contour protection plus other ideas
presented, will do to FM what happened
to AM.
A DAB system should be comparable
with other countries, but modified for
use in America. The population density
of America is not as great as Europe. The
total coverage area of terrestrial DAB stations must be the same as the present
total coverage area of maximum facility

Earwaves
IEEE Sked
(continued from previous page)
On the agenda for radio sessions are
several antenna-related topics including
one on an antiskywave antenna for AM
and horizontal pattern testing of circularly polarized FM antennas using timedomain techniques.
Michael Rau and Stan Salek from
NAB Science & Technology are slated to
talk about coverage and frequency considerations for DAB, which should be interesting. And Paul Donahue from Gannett will chair asession on satellite and
general engineering.
For more info on the IEEE symposium
contact Gerry Berman at VOA: 202-6193771. He's coordinating the whole shebang.
And now that Ihave to get in gear for
show coverage, I'm doing my best to
stick to arigorous training program. This
week Ispent four hours aday just standing still in one place on a slab of
concrete—in four-inch spike heels.
Yeah, it sounds rough, but just think
how well I'll hold up on the exhibit floor
after that (if Ilast until then!).
Heard ajuicy tidbit? Spill your guts to
Earwaves by faxing JG at 703-998-2966,
writing to PO Box 1214, Falls Church VA
22041, or calling 703-998-7600. Who knows,
you could win acoveted RW mug.
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The NAB's Radio '90 show holds the promise of surpassing previous years
as the premier fall radio event.
It's the one industry convention dedicated solely to radio which brings all
factions of the industry: management, engineering, programming and sales
together in asingle venue.
Unlike the spring NAB convention, the size of the fall show lends itself to
acloser, less hurried look at the latest in equipment.
And this year, with new sessions devoted to emerging technologies such as
DAB, along with the well-established seminars on digital radio and directional
antennas, there's more for engineers and managers than ever before.
It's also an opportunity to meet
the radio industry's key players and
achance to bring ever-increasing international attendees to aradio-only
gathering.
It's clear that NAB has done alot to
insure the fall radio show's success,
but there are still questions about
how to build on this success and in
what direction it should grow.
NAB has resisted splitting radio off from its spring convention despite the
fact that doing so would undoubtedly boost the fall show. And, certain officers
of the association have also stated they don't view Radio '90 as an engineering
convention.
Because of these questions, it would be good for the industry to help guide
the future of the convention by showing its support through attendance.
Although many budgets are tight right now, participation by managers and engineers as well as programmers would help make this year's show successful and
could pave the way for an even stronger radio-only convention in the future.
If Radio '90 can deliver the quantity and type of attendees that guarantee
ashow's success, it may become, in the hopeful words of one exhibitor "radio's greatest show."
—RW

Support
Radio's
Show

class B/C FM stations.
Broadcasters, wake up and smell the
coffee. Through the years we've seen
technological changes from steamboats
to trains to airplanes; from AM to FM to
DAB. Those who do not know history
are condemned to relive it. Do broadcasters know history?
Sidney J. Levet III, Pres. & CE
WCKW Stereo 1010/
WCKW-FM Stereo 92.3
LaPlace, LA
Loudness not the answer
Dear RW:
After reading Eric Small's article, Occupied Bandwidth: Early Data (
13 June
RW) concerning the measurement of FM
broadcast modulation and occupied
bandwidth, my first reaction was to ask
myself if all this is really necessary.
It seems to me that all of this uproar
about "accurate" modulation measurement on the FM band is adirect result
of station operators pushing the limits of
modulation and then scrambling to find
away to justify themselves technically
'f and when they get busted by the FCC

for over modulation.
FM broadcasting has bigger things to
worry about than trying to utilize every
last Hertz of available bandwidth allocated to them just to be the "loudest" station on the band. Digital audio transmission, in whatever form it may evolve, is
going to be aformidable opponent for
FM broadcasting in terms of transmission quality, and this "loudness" mentality on the FM broadcast band just
stacks the deck further against FM.
As Itune across the FM band here in
Chicago, Ican tell which stations are
overdoing it modulation-wise, as they
are generally the ones that just plain
sound bad. Isee no advantage to running
CD and DAT players on the air under
such conditions. When you have no effective dynamic range, what's the point?
Oh, and by the way. Ihad adream the
other night, and in that dream the Radio Lord of the Universe told me the real
reason behind the existence of the
"proof" switch on audio processors. It is
there to prove that the transmitter could
sound decent if left to its own devices.
Doug Horan
Crown Point, IN
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Strother Puts Forth DAB Plan
(continued from page 1)
"happy" to see support for aterrestrial
system. NAB opposes direct broadcast
satellite (DBS) delivery. He said the petition should be addressed in the FCC's
DAB inquiry.
Gannett Radio Engineering VP Paul
Donahue, acting chairman of an industry ad hoc group on DAB technology, said
the petition was good in that it would
spur comment on the issue. "Great, let's
get the FCC moving and see what's happening," he said.
Neither Rau nor Donahue would address specifics on the petition, pending
further review.
The petition describes a scenario
where broadcasters would simulcast

their operations until there is significant
market penetration of DAB receivers.
Strother said he is not working directly
with receiver manufacturers but noted
that "everybody has a generic prototype!' He said he is beginning research
into the development of areceiver—how
it would function and look.
Modification possible
While Strother noted that his proposal
is based on the European-developed Eureka 147 DAB system because it is the
only one available, he could modify his
plan to accommodate whatever standard
may be adopted. He also said he expected a "more sophisticated model" of
the Eureka system by the first quarter of

FCC Begins DAB Inquiry
(continued from page 1)
the industry.
"Wise entrepreneurs, in my judgment,
plant their flags on new technologies
that swim into view rather than try to resist them," he said.
Duggan also expressed hope that the
Commission would not hold back on advancing technology. "There are concerns
about the competitive effects on 10,000
local broadcasters, but we must not be
King Canute standing with his arms
stiffly out trying to stop the oncoming
tide of what is new;' Duggan said. "It is
not only unwise, but foolish for us to
take aposition of resistance to this new
technology!'
The commissioner also voiced his support for the digital service proposed by
Satellite CD Radio Inc., one of three
companies that has thus far petitioned
the FCC with digital innovations. The
Satellite CD application proposes to create ahybrid digital service utilizing both
terrestrial and satellite transmission.
"I may be premature, but Ifind the hybrid idea most appealing;' Duggan said.
"It seems to offer the best of both

worlds!'
Stanley said that filings asking for experimental authorization by the other
companies vying for US digital inroads—
Strother Communications and Radio Satellite Corp.—would likely not be held back
in their experimentation by impending action on this Notice of Inquiry.
However, Satellite CD's petition for
rulemaking as well as asecond Strother
petition asking for arulemaking would
probably be folded into a sweeping
rulemaking on digital radio, according to
Bruce Franca, with the FCC's OET.
Franca said action on these, because
they request spectrum allocations,
would wait for the broader rulemaking,
while the other companies' plans—
seeking solely experimentation could actually serve the FCC's NO!.
Mention also was made of assembling
an advisory committee and holding an
en banc hearing similar to the November
gathering on the AM service. Stanley,
however, said the issue still is too new:
"We need to wait six or nine months for
clear policies and technical paths. It's
premature!'

1991 to be available for testing. Eureka
147 is currently under testing in Canada.
The Strother petition outlines aplan
where the US would be partitioned into
non-overlapping DAB market areas. One
or more DAB channel groups composed
of 16 individual channels, each consisting of 4MHz of radio spectrum, would
be assigned to each market.
Transmission facilities for each DAB
channel group would be licensed jointly
to the licensees whose channels make
up each channel group.
After existing broadcasters receive
their channels, those remaining would
be allocated by a "window filing" and by
a "first come/first service" similar to current FM.
The petition suggested the FCC set a
designated penetration level for receivers
before simulcasting would end and AM
and FM phased out.
After the conversion, the AM and FM
bands would be available for reallotment.
"... The United States can convert radio broadcasting from AM/FM to DAB
in an orderly way that is totally consistent with the concepts of private station
ownership, local service and licensees'
accountability on which our system of
broadcast regulation is based;' the petition stated. "For both the broadcaster
and the public, DAB can be just like AM
and FM, only better!'
Strother, in the petition, said 48 MHz
is needed for terrestrial DAB and suggested 225-2700 MHz be used.
In the most spectrum-efficient configuration, each channel requires 250 kHz;
therefore, 192 channels would exist, the
petition stated. The channels would be
assembled into 12 adjacent channel
groups, each containing 16 channels.
Spectrum reallocation
While much of the spectrum is allocated to the government, Strother asked
the FCC to request that the National
Telecommunications and Information

Administration (NTIA) release portions
for DAB.
And the petition also noted the concern for spectrum for simulcasting high
definition television. But, it maintained
that recent developments in video compression may greatly lower spectrum requirements.
It also suggested that after conversion
to DAB, the present FM band could be
reallocated for TV.
The petition stated that Strother's proposal is for aterrestrial system, but called
attention to a "comprehensive" system
that may include asatellite component.
Strother, aformer broadcaster, consultant and entrepreneur, formed Strother
Communications Inc. for DAB developments. He will form Digital Audio Limited
Partnership specifically for DAB work.
For information from Strother Communications Inc., call 504-542-9275.
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MFM Joins the Ranks of DAB
by Alan Carter
Monterey CA An electrical engineering professor has developed what is being promoted as adigital transmission
scheme that would allow digital audio
broadcasting (DAB) to be compatible
with current spectrum use.
The proprietary system marketed by
Mercury Digital Communications is
called Multi-Frequency Modulation
(MFM).
It is described as a high speed,
bandwidth-efficient, robust digital transmission technology, ideal for bandwidth
limited applications. Among those cited

are bandpass or baseband environments
over-wire lines, point-to-point radio transmissions and digital broadcasting.
NAB presentation
Mercury Digital will make apresentation to NAB staff 7September, according to Mercury Digital President and
CEO Tom Duffy, who is areal estate and
litigation attorney. The MFM process
was developed by Mercury Research and
Engineering VP Dr. Paul Moose, a
professor at the Naval Post Graduate
School in Monterey.
Duffy said MFM is not acompression
scheme but "transmission technology."
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Resis*.-.. , to impairments
Mercury Digital suggested the MFM
process is resistant to common channel
impairments, such as flat loss, attenua-

Duffy said MFM is more robust than the DAB
Eureka 147 developed in Europe and being
tested in Canada.
bits/Hz data transmission efficiency and
work continues on a 10 bits/Hz speed
system.
In addition to CD-quality audio in existing FM channels, Mercury maintained
MFM technology has the potential to
transmit spectrum-compatible digital television signals at 25-42 Mbps, within existing 6MHz TV channels, or 336 kbps
video teleconferencing over a 48 kHz
groupband leased line.
Its developers say MFM achieves bandwidth efficiency by creating asignal that
needs no equalization, at baseband or
bandpass frequencies, and does not require guardbands. They claim the MFM
signal can be utilized to the edge of the
available band without intersymbol inter-

by John Gatski

Fairchild

HAFtFas

the DAB Eureka 147 developed in Europe and being tested in Can•-i-

tion, group delay distortion, listener
echo, noise, phase jitter, frequency offsets, phase hits and gain hits.
Duffy said Mercury Digital was not in
aposition at this time to address questions about simulcasting possibilities if
radio stations used their existing frequencies to broadcast by MFM. He
called that a "political issue" outside the
company's realm. "We're technologists,"
he said.
Mercury Digital was formed in January 1990 for the development and marketing of MFM, Duffy said. It hopes to
license the technology domestically and
internationally.
For information from Mercury Digital,
call 408-649-0679.

FCC Budget Debated

384

EXCLUSIVELY from

The developers would only say that
MFM produces substantially higher uncompressed data than existing technologies. Lab tests have produced a 7

ference or interchannel crosstalk.
Duffy said MFM is more robust than

SATELLITE
USING

Washington DC The House and Senate have approved similar versions of
bills that set spending limits for the FCC
but include much-needed upgrades to
the Commission laboratory in 1991.
The House and Senate agreed upon
authorization for fiscal year ( FY) 1990 at
$109.8 million, but the versions differ on
the total FY 1991 authorization and
several other requirements. Authorization is not the actual budget which the
FCC sets, but is acongressional spending limit with certain requirements.
The House and Senate versions agreed
to include: the lab upgrade set for 1991,
which the Office of Engineering Technology said is badly needed; allowance of
commercial radio operator exam services
to be delegated to outside parties; con-

tinued use of "older Americans" as technical and administrative employees
through FY 1991 and extension of maximum notice for tariff filings from 90 to
120 days.
Other areas of agreement are prohibition against willful interference to radio
communications and an amendment to
the FCC's fine and forfeiture rules to encompass applicants who engage in misconduct during the license application
process.
Areas yet to be worked out include: FY
1991 authorization ($119.8-Senate and
$121.4 million-House); money to continue operation of aHawaii monitoring
station beyond FY 1991, and whether to
include aHouse requirement to consider
any FCC decision's (except equipment
certification) impact on foreign commerce by the US.
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FM sound so dear, it's like
Carnegie Hall when no one
coughs or blows their nose.
The day our engineers went
alittle crazy.
Three years ago, the engineers
at TFT had acrazy idea. They
decided it was high- time someone
improved the quality of FM sound —
dramatically. So they got to work.
What they discovered didn't surprise them. The weakest link in
total FM audio performance was
still the STL Receiver's demodulating circuitry. Since the FCC's
allowable RF bandwidth precludes
the use of 950 MHz digital STL,
the challenge now became how to
eliminate that demod— forever.
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using an Intermediate Frequency
(IF) as the interface. By using the
IF to transfer FM modulation from
the STL Receiver to the Exciter, it's

There's nothing wrong with
being skeptical about whizbang
ideas. But after 20 years in broadcast technology, we're not about to
introduce something we invented
overnight or isn't proven. So if
you'd like to hear something truly
exciting, call us for complete information on the new Reciter. Contact
TFT, Inc. 3090 Oakmead Village
Drive, Santa
gm,
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Clara, CA 95051.
g
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areas of interference caused by proximity
to powerful FM transmitters.
When the minibus rolled into Vancouver, its digital receiver was to be
challenged by the mountains that surround the Pacific city—normally a
deathtrap for conventional line-of-sight
transmissions.
Members of the NAB Advanced Radio
Committee, recently appointed by the
Radio Board, were expected to observe
the Montreal tests in early August.

DAB Stands Up to Canada's Test
by James Careless
Ottawa CANADA "It's really delivering the goods!'
That, simply put, sums up how digital audio broadcasting (DAB) is performing in ongoing cross-Canada trials, according to Michel Tremblay, senior VP
for radio at the Canadian Association of
Broadcasters (CAB). The tests have
shown DAB overcomes the traditional
problems of FM multipath and delivers
acrisp, CD-like signal.
Along with the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. (CBC) and the federal government here, the private-broadcaster CAB
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is one of the key partners in tests of the
European-developed Eureka 147 DAB
system.
Tremblay and other Canadian engineers met 16-17 July in Toronto, one
test site, with their counterparts from
France's Centre Commun d'etudes de
telediffusion et telecommunications and
Germany's Institut fur Rundfunktechnik
—the creators of the Eureka digital radio
prototype.
The meeting followed the Toronto
phase of the trials, which wrapped after running 5-15 July. The tests moved to
Montreal 23 July-3 August and to Vancouver, 10-18 August. The tests started
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11 June in Ottawa.
Because of the current success in Ottawa and Toronto, Canadian engineers
planned to put the DAB-equipped minibus, which holds the receiving equipment, through even more rigorous experiments.
In the Montreal tests, Tremblay said,
plans included possibly driving through
tunnels and also running through some

SMN Consolidation
by John Gatski

SMN began broadcasting from
Chicago in 1981. It has since expanded
Chicago IL The nine-year old Satellite
and is now distributed to more than 1000
Music Network ( SMN) is consolidating
stations in the US and overseas.
its Chicago operations with its Dallas
The company located its broadcast facilheadquarters as part of amove to cenities for the multiformat music service in
tralize operations and save money.
Chicago initially because of the necessity
About 20 of the approximately 60 fullto be uplinked to asatellite via asubcartime/part-time employees including the
rier on WGN-TV in Chicago. WGN was
assistant engineer will be transferred to
one of the country's first "super" stations
Dallas by 15 October. The other emthat transmitted nationwide via satellite.
ployees will be let go, according to SMN
Today, the technology allows direct upemployees based at the Chicago office.
link capability from the network's own
The move comes nearly ayear after the
equipment and facilities in Dallas, Tyler
company was bought by Capital Citsaid.
ies/ABC Inc.
SMN's Chicago CE Art Reis is one of
SMN President/CEO John Tyler said
the 40 Chicago employees let go.
the technology has developed to the
Reis said he has mixed emotions about
point that will allow the company to conseeing the Chicago facility closed down.
solidate in the Dallas headquarters at a
"In this building, we changed the face
considerable savings.
of broadcasting with the introduction of
Tyler declined to reveal how much the
long form radio," he said. "We would
company would save from the consolihave liked to see the network stay, but
dation
we understand!'
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AM Interference On
Top of FCC's Hit List
(continued from page 1)
interference.
It recommended that a first adjacent
channel protection ratio of 16 dB be instituted for daytime operation. Currently, first adjacents are offered no protection. The recommendation was based
on conclusions drawn by separate
studies conducted by the NAB and B.
Angell, supported in past comments by
a majority of broadcasters.
Increase groundwave protection
The technical rewrite would increase
daytime groundwave protection contours for first adjacent stations. Instead
of protecting from each station's .
5mV/m
countour to the other station's .
5mV/m
contour, the Commission is proposing
protection from astation's .5mV/m to another station's .079 mV/m contour.
Current rules for second and third adjacent channels include no protection ratios, but instead require that stations be
separated at certain distances determined by the location of specific field
strength contours. No changes were encouraged for these guidelines.
For determining nighttime interference, the Commission proposed that applications for new or modified AM stations would be acceptable if their individual nighttime limitations at the site
of another co-channel or first adjacent
channel station did not exceed 1.0 mV/m.
In hand, for protection to skywave
service of Class Istations, the maximum
allowable level would be 0.25 mV/m at or
within the 0.5 mV/m 50% contour.
The recommendations replace an
earlier FCC proposal to limit increased
adjacent-channel nighttime skywave interference by including it in RSS calculations and by lowering the threshold
used to determine whether interference
occurs. An RSS-based alternative wrangled over by the Radio Advisory Committee also was rebuffed by the proposal.
These new protection criteria, the
Commission said, assume the use of

narrowband receivers at night.
For stations wishing to move or modify
their nighttime service the Commission
is also proposing that authorization be
contingent on a station's reducing current interference levels by 10%. This
marks adeparture from its current policy
of allowing the same amount of interference in such cases.
Finally, the FCC noted that its freeze
on new or changed AM facilities, instituted 5April, will remain in effect as
long as the proceeding for AM reform is
open.
End to split frequency
Another technical change offered was
to halt the uncommon but up-to-now acceptable usage of split frequency
operations—when astation uses one frequency during the day and another for
nighttime operation. In the past, the
practice has been utilized on acase-bycase basis in an effort to "relieve problems faced by daytimers," however, the
FCC now believes it "would be inconsistent with our efforts to improve AM
service!'
Commenters who believe otherwise,
the Commission said, should address
specifically how such operations would
not impede the reduction of interference.
The FCC also changed its tenor on the
issue of nighttime skywave signals,
which in the past the agency has not
considered a source of interference.
"This differs from our current practice,
which defines interference as occurring
only if the calculated skywave field
strength exceeds prescribed levels," the
Commission said.
In addition, it proposed to terminate
MM docket 88-376, which allowed the theory of negotiated interference, where stations are allowed to accept interference
within their normally protected contour.
'Although adoption of this change
would provide greater flexibility for stations seeking increased service areas, it
would also foster increased congestion
and distorted service areas," the FCC said.

The Commission also recommended
dismissal of arule that permits interference within the normally protected contour of astation that is the only licensed
station in its community. Again, in its effort to rid the band of interference, it
found Section 73.37(b) contradictory.
The issue of stereo was addressed only
briefly. The FCC issued no mandates,
asking simply, "In the existing band,
should stereo transmissions become
mandatory as apart of any measure to
increase service and reduce interference
or after acertain number of years?"
Non-technical reforms
The Commission's efforts to reduce interference through non-technical policy
and rule changes focused on three primary endeavors: granting tax certificates
to AM licensees who receive payment
from others to surrender their licenses;
relaxing multiple ownership rules in certain cases; and doing away with the
practice of simulcasting FM programming over AM stations.
The effort to relinquish an AM's right
to simulcast has perhaps been the most
controversial issue in discussions following the proposal's 12 April release. Some
in the industry have voiced the opinion
that for many struggling AMs, simulcasting is the only means of staying afloat.
The FCC called on those broadcasters,
in their comments, to present data supporting the public interest and economic
benefits of program duplication. It also
asked where exceptions to arule against
simulcasting would be appropriate. An
example, it said, would be where the
amount of overlap of the AM and FM
service is minimal.
The justification for the change in
policy, the Commission explained,
comes out of evidence that in instances
where stations have resorted to simulcasting as a way to prop themselves
financially, "we are not aware of any
cases for which such measures have
reversed the decline in audience share
or established apermanent sound economic base!'
The practice also unnecessarily holds
allocations open, preventing other parties from using the channel, the FCC
noted. Also, it restricts other stations
from making modifications and improvements and causes increased interference.
(continued on page 12)
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Major reform proposals for
the existing AM band
Encourage or require stereo modulation
Require 16 dB first adjacent channel
protection for daytime operation
Eliminate the 50% RSS exclusion
and assume a2mV/m night limit
for all stations
Require a10% interference reduction for modifying nighttime service
Halt negotiated interference, as
outlined in MM Docket 88-376
Award tax certificates to licensees
that surrender allocations
Reduce or cease simulcasting FM
signals on AM
Establish qualifications for ahighquality AM receiver
Reclassify AM stations
Require stations relocating or
modifying toreduce current interference

Major recommendations for the
AM expanded band
• Allocation preference to those
creating most interference in the
existing band
• Minimize use of directional antennas
• Allow 50% nighttime coverage
during transitional period
• Encourage or require stereo modulation
• Allocation preference to licensees
willing to broadcast from mediumsized cities with no current allocation
• Allocate by interference criteria or
use prescribed distance standards
• Only current AM licensees may
apply for expanded band channels
• Waive current maximum license
ownership rules
• Establish asample allocation plan
with letters of intent due 15 October
• Move Travelers' Information Stations (TIS) at 1610 to any of the 10
new expanded band channels
Comments are due 15 October, and reply
comments are due 15 November.

Grab the Comrex and run...
Would you believe— alive talk show, broadcast from the
back seat of an on-duty police cruiser. . . from anude
bar... or from the
"Spontaneity is the best
scene of astreet
marketing toolyou can use!
crime? These are
turn Sheffield, PD, WNWS Miami
just some of the
Apfferson Pilot Station
ways WNWS Talk
Radio PD Lorri Sheffield puts her listeners directly in the
middle of issues they care about.
At amoment's notice, WNWS puts its talk
show talent where the action is. How?
With cellphones and Comrex
frequency extenders. The
cellphone gives them immediate
connection between the studio
and the story—and the
Comrex turns the telephone
sound into broadcast quality.
See Us At Radio ' 90 Booth 412

h

"While other stations may do aquick 60 second bit at
station breaks, we put awhole crew of producers and
news people on the scene and cover it live during our talk
show," says Sheffield. "There's strong emotional appeal.
And we get right to the core!"
There's no need to depend on expensive dedicated phone
lines or overcrowded RF links. The WNWS team can just
grab the gear and go—doing the creative en route. And
transmit great sounding audio from virtually anywhere.
Call today to hear what Comrex can do for your
programming.

OIAMI IS WY

IbiwrovigaimAtink
Specialists in Remote Broadcast Audio Transmission

Comrex Corporation
65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720
1-800-237-1776 / (508) 263-1800 / Fax: (508)635-0401
Circle 70 On Reader Service Card
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Expanded AM Band Goals Set
by Charles Taylor
Washington DC If the FCC has its
way, the AM expanded band will never
suffer the failings of the current AM
service.
That appears to be at least one of the
messages the Commission offers in its
massive proposal attempting to reform
AM, which includes adetailed plan to
allocate and protect the additional 10
channels— from 1605 MHz to 1705
MHz—planned for the expanded band.
In its text on the expanded band, the
Commission outlined six broad goals for
the 250 to 300 expected new stations:

full-time operation with stereo modulation; competitive technical quality; 10
kW daytime power; 1 kW nighttime
power or more if circumstances permit;
non-directional antennas or a simple
directional array and between a249- and
497- mile separation between co channels.
Modeled on existing band
Technical criteria for the expanded
band primarily will be modeled after the
existing band, the FCC said. However,
the Commission hopes to minimize the
need for directional antennas, thanks to
appropriate spacing with the new allo-

One source

vp-

\\

for
your
total

cations.
Regarding nighttime service, the Commission proposed that asuitable candidate that could not guarantee 100%
nighttime coverage of its community
should be allowed awaiver without burdensome processing of applications.
Thus, the FCC recommended that it
should require only 50% nighttime city
coverage.
It asked for comment on the proposal,
including the option of allowing 50% on
atemporary basis and ultimately returning to the 100% standard.

.fe-ea'oMe‘

(continued from page 11)
The Commission's practice to issue tax
certificates to licensees who receive payment from another party to surrender
AM licenses, sanctioned in MM Docket
89-46, will aid in reducing interference,
the agency said. The FCC asked if tax
certificates also should be issued to licensees receiving payment from other licensees to reduce their service area.
Common ownership changes
The final non- technical proposal involved relaxation of rules allowing common ownership of AM stations with
overlapping contours. The FCC said it
should consider waiving the contour
overlap rule on acase-by-case basis to
permit common ownership of two commercial AM stations with overlapping 5
mV/m contours if an applicant shows
that an interference reduction to adjacent
or co-channel stations would result.
The FCC asked for comment on the
ramifications to the broadcasting industry of such amove.
Within the document, the Commission
also supported development of a highquality AM receiver. "We believe the serv-

A Total In-House Engineering

Service
A Turn Key Systems

•

RENOVATION

A Antennas

CONSTRUCTION

A Coaxial Lines

EQUIPMENT

A Annual Service Agreements

ENGINEERING

Commission dissents
But the Commission disagreed.
"While the arguments for such reservations are not without merit, we believe
that the most efficient and effective use
of the expanded band is to resolve the
(continued on page 16)

FCC Eyes Interference

A Complete Manufacturing

DESIGN

Comments are due 15 October, with
reply comments due 15 November.
The most noticable shift in attitude in
populating the expanded band is the
FCC's intention to have stations causing
the most interference on the existing
band given preference in allotments.
Numerous broadcasters have petitioned
that minorities, daytimers and public radio stations deserve allocation preference.

MANAGEMENT
SERVICE
INSTALLATION

ice would benefit if we settled on asingle
hypothetical model possessing desirable
and yet affordable attributes," it said.
Current efforts by the NAB and Electronic Industries Association (EIA) to develop ahigh-quality AM were heralded
and, according to the FCC, will induce
manufacturers to make asignificant improvement in the performance of AM
receivers.
According to the proposal, the Commission is considering developing alist
of those receivers that satisfy minimum
criteria needed for a good quality receiver, to be updated and released publicly every six months.
In hand, the agency added, "We are
convinced that, as the service improves,
good quality, wideband receivers will become more common."
Advanced antennas, new classes
The text also referred to improvements
that the service might gain with advanced antennas, however the FCC preferred to defer specific suggestions until testing has been completed and
results analyzed.
Also among the proposals was adesire to reclassify AM stations so they will
parallel terminology used in international agreements. Class Istations would
be renamed Class A; Class II and Class
III stations would be labeled Class B; and
Class IV stations would become Class C.
Establishment of afourth class, Class
D, also was proposed. The new class
would identify stations that lack fully
protected unlimited-time operations. It
would include the current Class II-D,
Class IIS, Class IIID and Class III-S,
and would provide "akeener focus on
acategory of stations which has its own
set of special needs."
For information on or copies of the text
for MM Docket 87-276, contact the FCC
Mass Media Bureau at 202-632-6460; or
NAB Science and Technology at
202-429-5391.

SA 990 OP AMP
FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE AUDIO

We do it ALL

CD HARRIS
EMS

217-222-8200
FAX 217-224-2764

P.O.

BOX

4290 •

• VIBRATION TESTED

CENTRAL TOWER, INC.
SYST

.. . for you!!!

• HIGH RELIABILITY
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IL

62305•42 49
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0.00011

2855 Hwy. 261
Newburgh, IN 47630-8642
812./8.5:3-0595
Fax# 812/8.53-6652

• HIGH QUALITY
COMPONENTS
• FROM STOCK
• APPLICATION NOTES
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"Call me, I'm interested." Circle 17.
" Send me literature." Circle 86.
See Us At Radio ' 90 Booth 350

me, I'm interested. — Circle 28.
"Send me literature. — Circle 99.
See Us At Radio ' 90 Booth 819
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Which cart machines do you put in your racks?
Everyone has a different preference. Which carts
do you put in your machines? The clear favorite is
the genuine Audiopak broadcast cartridge, the
world's best selling tape
cartridge. The # 1choice
of demanding broadcasters across the country
and around the world.
No matter what brand
of machine they play
them in, broadcasters
know they can always
count on Audiopak.
That's because only
bona fide Audiopak
carts are loaded with
real Audiopak tape.
You expect consistency,
reliability and unsurpassed
audio performance.
You get them all with every batch of Audiopak carts —" workhorse" A-2s,
"stereo" AA-3s and " digital- ready" AA-4s. Just as you have for years.

*VIPS

That's a record no " lookalike" cart will ever be able to match. So if you
want all the clarity and phase stability your cart machines were designed
for, don't take chances. Make sure they're playing " the only blue that's
true"— genuine Audiopak carts. Look for our new Quality Assurance seal
and the molded-in Audiopak logo on black A-2s as well as blue AA-3s
and AA-4s. They're your guarantee of genuine Audiopak performance.

•

,irtu_afiree e:.
" 'se

The cart the world
counts on, cart after
cart after carte

BROADCAST

CARTRIDGES

P.O. Box 3100
Winchester, VA 22601
Tel: (800) 522-CART or
(703) 667-8125
Fax: ( 703) 667-6379
Circle 30 On Reader Service Card
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SW Plan Targets the Caribbean
by Paul Rebmann
Miami FL Commercial shortwave
broadcasting to the Caribbean basin has
been proposed in an application for an
international radio station filed with the
FCC in July.
The application proposes a 10 kW
shortwave transmitting facility near Miami and studios to be located in Miami,
according to Jeff White, GM of the operation, Radio Miami International.
Radio Miami International is apartnership owned by White and CE Indaleoio
Espinosa, both based in Miami. White
is a broadcast journalist and international radio consultant, while Espinosa
is an electronic and broadcast engineer.
White said they are applying for only
10 kW, even though FCC rule 73.751
specifies a minimum of 50 kW carrier
power for international stations.
Espinosa explained that 10 kW is all that
is needed to adequately cover the Caribbean basin due to the close proximity of
the areas. Several shortwave stations
broadcasting to the same area from other
countries use only 10 or 20 kVV, he added.
However, Tom Polzin, an FCC engineer on the international staff of the
Mass Media Bureau, said no shortwave
stations authorized so far have waivers
of the minimum power requirement. He
added that normally shortwave stations
want the most power they can afford,
and several religious shortwave stations

operate with 500 kW.
The minimum power requirements
were intended to insure that shortwave
stations are broadcasting outside the
United States, White said. The directional antenna system for Radio Miami
International will assure that the transmissions are intended for out of the US,
he said.
The tower array described in the application is avertically polarized corner
reflector composed of three 50' masts
supporting awire screen and arranged
in a60° angle. The diven element will
consist of another 50' mast positioned
inside the angle formed by the screen.
The antenna system is designed to produce ahorizontal beamwidth of 60° and
a25° vertical beamwidth.
Espinosa said the station is expected
to provide service to the Caribbean islands as well as coastal countries in Central and South America from Honduras
to Columbia. This area includes most of
ITU zone 11 and parts of zones 12 and
13, according to White. Radio Miami International will operate in the 49, 31 and
25 meter bands if granted authorization.
Programming will include "extensive
coverage" of tropical weather conditions
during the hurricane season, White said.
He noted that Miami is a major news,
music, cultural and transportation center for the Caribbean basin.
"We'll cover important business events
like the annual Miami Conference on the

Caribbean, and we'll provide news and
features of interest to international
travellers in the region," he said.
Although White hopes the station
eventually will derive most of its income
from the sale of commercial spot announcements, the owners said they have
to educate advertisers and agencies
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hat is it about the Signature Ill that keeps so many leading
station groups and consulting engineers coming back for
another, and anotner. and...? Is it this console's unparalleled
record of reliability and longevity? The LPB Signature Ill's easily
maintained modular electronics? Its excellent RFI immunity? Or
is it designed- for- radio features like the following:
•3 inputs per channel
•Identical Program 1 and Program 2 output busses

Paul Rebmann CE for WEZY-FM/WLKFAM in Lakeland, FL.

Reaching Foreign Shores
Miami FL A lot's happening in
shortwave that the US doesn't know
about, according to a Miami radio
businessman who wants to start a
commercial shortwave service
directed toward the Caribbean.
Jeff White, GM of Radio Miami International, said the international radio service recently has gained some
popularity in this country.
He attributed the interest to the
availability of inexpensive portable
shortwave radios. White said now it
is possible to buy a combination
AM/FM/shortwave radio with adigital readout for less than $50.
Most international stations are
operated by governments or religious
organizations. The FCC currently is
coordinating frequencies for 19 shortwave stations, which is the number
that are licensed or hold construction
permits, according to Tom Polzin, an

engineer in the FCC international
branch of the Mass Media Bureau.
Religious shortwave stations are
considered commercial and most of
the US stations are religious. Polzin
said that there were only four commercial shortwave stations in the US
before 1980, with the other 15 authorized since then.
Polzin noted that shortwave broadcasting is an expensive proposition,
and that the FCC also has instituted
fees for the frequency coordination
applications. The new fee is $35 for
each frequency-hour in each season
of operation.
Shortwave stations are not assigned
asingle frequency as are AM and FM
stations, but are assigned particular frequencies to use for certain hours. These
assignments are issued for quarterly
seasons, defined in the FCC rules for
international broadcast stations.

MAKE THE MOST
OF YOUR NIGHTS.

It's hard to stop.
Ir-3131ii4
4. t64,

about shortwave.
"This will be an experimental sort of
thing, programming-wise," White said.
Radio Miami International will probably
start selling some blocks of airtime to
outside people or organizations producing their own programs.
For information on Radio Miami International, contact Jeff White at 305551-5834.

AM daytime broadcasters: Do you have alow power overnight
authorization? Do you need an inexpensive backup for your main
transmitter? Either way, alow power transmitter from LPB is your
high performance solution.
•FCC Part 73 Type Approved
•Cost effective— low electric power consumption
•Compatible with all AM Stereo systems
•Compact design mounts on the wall
•Hundreds in service across the country
•Satisfaction guaranteed
•One year warranty
•Ten day delivery
Find out how easy it is to own, install and operate an LPB low
power AM transmitter— and how low your overnight electric bill
can be. Call John Tiedeck today at 215-644-1123.

•Remote starts on all channels ( except channel 1)
•Mono stereo input switch on stereo consoles)
•Components and connections clearly labeled for painless
installation and easy maintenance
Chances are. its all of the above. But whatever the reasons.
leading stations and engineers across the country demand
Signature Ill's " unstoppable" performance. In fact. they've
made it one of the most popular consoles ever built. If you've

AM-30 P
2TO 30 WATTS
tas

been spending too much time inside your console lately,
contact your broadcast equipment dealer or call LPB for full
information and specifications at ( 215) 644-1123.

•

•

LPB Signature Ill audio consoles are available in 6,8,10 and 12 channel stereo
and 6,8 and 10 channel mono configurations.

LPB

28 Becton Hill Road • Frazer, Pennsylvania 19355
Tel: 215-644-1123 • Fax: 215-644-8651
See Us At Radio ' 90 Booth 911
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AM 100-P
25 TO 100 WATTS
$3995
See Us At Radio ' 90 Booth 911

AM-60-P
10 TO 60 WATTS
$1995
Circle 67 On Reader Service Card

Feature Shock!
O

tan's new MX- 50. Built
around the premise that
you can have everything you
ever wanted in atwo- track tape
machine, and still stay within
your budget. For example:
The DIansport
— DC quartz PLL capstan
motor with front panel selection of operating speeds ( from
either a15/7.5 or 7.5/3.75 ips
speed pair).
— Capstan speed variable
by ± 7% from the front panel,
and by -± 50% from SMPTE

•
•
.

Otari's MX- 50.
time-code
A built-in tape timer displays current tape position in
For whenever or
external
hours. minutes, and seconds, and includes asearchtocontrollers
wherever you
cue locator with cue point and zero location memories.
need aprofessvia an Otari•
ional
audio
machine
at an affordstandard 37- pin connector.
•
able price.
— Optional remote control.
The Electronics
For more information, call
—Lighted VU meters with
your nearest Otani professional
peakreading LED indicators.
audio dealer, or Otan iCorpor— rfransformerless active
ation at ( 415) 341-5900.
balanced inputs with XL- type
connectors.
—Optional Voice Editing
•
Module (VEM) for twice normal
play speed with normal pitch.

•
•

-±- 7% van-speed.

10.5" reel size capacity
with self-centering
NAB hub locks.

rape drive tachometer
for accurate tape time
display. and for external
synchronizer or controller
standard
interface via Otan 37-pin connector

Capstan speed controllable
-± 50% via SMITE timecode
external controllers.

Optional Voice Editing Mode
(VEM) for twice normal
play speed with audio
pitch shifted down one
octave for normal pitch.

DC quartz I'LL capstan motor
with front panel selection
of operating speeds.

Alloy deckplate.
Independent reel size
selectors for supply
and take-up motors.

Lighted VII meters
with peak-reading
LED indicators.

Built-in tape
timer display.

Headphone amplifier with
front-panel headphone
jack and level control.

Optimized record and
reproduce heads.

Switchselectable NAB/IEC EQ
with front panel indicator

Lifter defeat with
momentary or locked
operation.
©1989 Mari

See U≤ At Radio ' 90 Booth 1221
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FCC's Plans for Expanded Band
(continued from pogo 12)
interference problems of the existing
band," it said.
The Commission added that it had no
reason to believe that the proposed approach would promote or disadvantage
one segment of the industry more than
any other.
Commissioner Andrew Barrett, however, took issue with the decision in a
separate statement included in the proposal text.
"I am concerned particularly about the
plight of new minority broadcasters who
could assist in adding to the level of
diversity in broadcasting!' he said.
"There is aneed to ensure that minori-

-The Industry Source for
Manufacturer, Supplier,
NAB and FCC Phone Listings, as well as Product
Information, Company
Profiles, Buyers Guide
Reprints, RW's 1989
Editorial Index, Reference
Material, and More

ties are not precluded from ownership
opportunities as this Commission allocates new spectrum!'
He expressed hope that the Commission would favor the groups requesting
preference in situations where no broadcasters in the existing band request aparticular allocation or where none of the
stations requesting the allocation can
show that they would reduce interference in the existing band by moving.
"Such ascheme would ... assist us in
accomplishing our long-held goal of
diversity of programming through media ownership!' Barrett said.
Preference to medium-sized cities
The Commission, however, did show
some signs of preference. In its original
assignment of spectrum, it lamented,
many medium-sized cities were never
assigned licenses because of the dominance of nearby larger cities, which
received all available AM and FM frequencies.
This time, after full-time AM stations
are considered, it proposed to consider
ahead of all other daytime-only applicants, the applications of stations
proposing to migrate to the expanded
band that would provide afirst local fulltime aural service to cities with populations of 100,000 or more.
The Commission also suggested that
at least until atransition period has expired, the new spectrum should not be
open to new applicants—only to licensees of the current band.
Stereo also was viewed as apotential
target for preference. As with the existing band, the FCC asked: "Should all
stations be required to transmit in stereo
or should acommitment to transmit in
stereo be treated as apreference factor?"
Stations will apply for the spectrum,
the FCC suggested, within astandard filing window. If afull-time petitioner has
no other applicants competing, he
would be eligible to receive an allotment.

However, if anumber of petitioners file
and that number exceeds the number of
available allotments, they would be
ranked by the amount of interference
they currently are creating.
This would be determined by the ratio of nighttime interference caused by
a station to the amount of nighttime
service the station provides. The station
with the highest ratio would be given
preference.
Interference versus distance
The Commission questioned whether
assignments should be based on an applicant's technical evidence that he
would not interfere with other existing
stations (which is typically used in the
current band) versus assignment strictly
based on prescribed distance standards,
thus protecting stations from interference.
The latter approach, the FCC said,
would limit the full use of channels,
however, would offer better protection,
thus assuring listeners a high-quality,
interference-free service. Second, this
method would give licensees flexibility
in selecting antenna sites.
However, because of the nature of AM,
this system could be a challenge, the
FCC said. "We realize that the urban
areas most likely to produce migrators
are also likely to accommodate few allotments if we regularly space stations!'
For optimal results, based on these
ideals, the Commission concluded that
amethod incorporating flexible station
separations would lead to optimal
results.
In order to demonstrate how its allotments will work, the Commission intends to establish a sample allotment
plan, and encourages all interested stations to send letters of intent by 15 October.
Feasibility among channels 1610, 1620
or 1630 would first be considered, depending on interference potential with

existing stations at 1580, 1590 and 1600.
Allotment would then work its way up
the expanded band, using the following
as a mileage separation guide: cochannels would be placed 497 miles
apart (249 miles apart in the Commission's Zone 1) and adjacent channels 124
miles apart.
Waive maximum ownership rules
Because stations in the expanded band
would maintain their original allocations
for a transition period of at least five
years, the Commission recommended
waiving maximum license ownership
rules that would prevent astation owner
from holding two AMs—the original assignment and its counterpart in the expanded band.
In hand, once the transition period
has expired, the owner must agree to
shut down his existing station, the FCC
said.
Along that line, the Commission asked
for advice on determining the transition
period's duration. "We cannot predict
how quickly wideband receivers will become widely available. Nor can we forecast audience listening patterns or potential advertising revenues for stations
operating in expanded band!' the FCC
said. "Should (the transition period) be
linked to the penetration of fullband
receivers locally, regionally or nationally?"
The Commission also sought comment on the proposal to permit unlimited program duplication between the
existing and expanded band.
Also discussed was an amendment of
FCC allocation of Travelers Information
Stations (TIS), which currently are assigned to 530 MHz and 1610 MHz. In its
docket 84-46Z the FCC proposed moving those stations at 1610 to 1700 because
of potential problems with future Canadian and Mexican stations operating on
1610 and domestic stations on the upper
adjacent channels.
With the July text, the FCC suggested
that those TIS could be allocated to any
of the 10 channels in the expanded band.
For information, contact the FCC's
Mass Media Bureau at 202-632-6460.

Our STI:s give you one
distinct advantage.
Front panel programmability
Engineers who rely on BEXT
STI's as backups because of
their easy frequency selection have learned two more
significant facts: First,
that our STP,s outperform
expensive competitors, and
second, that our field
response is quick, accurate
and thorough.

4
MIMS

si
MKT

Both the high value LC Series and the high performance SD Series offer the unique convenience of front
panel programmability
Both are modular systems: in the rare event that you
need more than the standard 1.5W to reach your transmitting site, it is easy to add our 15W amplifier.

®1990 BEXT. Inc.

The LC Series is so affordable,
even small stations can justify
abackup system (remember
backup composite means full
stereo redundancy.) khandles
main program and subcarrier
frequencies up to 100 kHz.

The SD Series offers top performance, and supports all
subcarrier frequencies up to 200 kHz. The SD receiver's
RF bandwidth is adjustable to optimize reception in
your environment.
These reliable STI!s are available with prompt delivery,
direct from our San Diego offices. Call today for more
detailed information.
Suite 7A
739 Fifth Avenue
San Diego, CA 92101 USA
619-239-8462
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ntroducing the Gates Line
of 1, 2.5 & 5 kW Solid
State AM Transmitters.
Gates. It's more than a name
— it's a tradition of quality
and value. To earn that name.
these affordable new transmitters had to meet the highest industry standards in five
key areas:
Value
•Overall efficiency of up to

How the
newest AM
transmitters
earned
one of the
oldest names
in radio.

on the air at the highest safe
power level.
•Bandpass output network
has proven its lightning survival capabilities in the field.
•Automatic instant AC restart.
•Battery backed- up controller
memory.
Performance
•Patented Polyphase Pulse
Duration Modulation
technology.

72% cuts power costs.

•Unsurpassed reach with

•Multimeter plus PA voltage.

130% positive peak capability.

PA current. and forward/reflec-

•Minimal distortion, over-

ted power meters standard.

shoot and ringing for crisp,
ear grabbing" sound.

•Output tuning included as
standard.

Original circa- 1946

•Remote inputs com-

Gates transmitters

patible with both TTL

are still on the air to

and relay-type remote

remind us that value,

systems.

durability, simplic-

Durability

ity, reliability, and

•No tube failures,

performance are as

time-consuming

important right now

adjustments or

as they ever were. So

replacement costs.

if you want an affordable solid state trans-

•Modular construc-

mitter with all the

tion with easily

"old-fashioned"

accessible socketed

advantages, call

MOSFETs.

Harris today for more

• "Chimney design"

information on the

air handling keeps
transmitter clean
and dust- free.
• 100% solid state "soft- failure"

newest AM transmit•Color StatTM front panel with

ters — and how they earned

signal flow block diagram and

the proudest name in radio.

red Fault LEDs shows trans-

power amplifiers.

mitter status at a glance.

Simplicity

•Rugged, dependable discrete

•Six independently adjust-

logic controller.

able power levels accommodate virtually all PSA/PSSA
requirements.

e
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H.ARRIS

Harris Broadcast Division
Marketing Department

Reliability
•Automatic overload power

P.O. Box 4290, Quincy, IL USA 62305-4290
Tel ( 2171222-8200 Ext. 3408
Fax (217) 222-7041

cutback keeps the transmitter
CO 1990 Harris Corporation
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The Revox PR99 MK111 Professional Recorder

means business aid in
today's high-pressure,
competitive environment,
your station can't settle for
anything but the very best. Featuring advanced
audio electronics, the PR99 MKIII professional
recorder outlasts and outperforms all others. With
its superior construction, this recorder was built
for long-term dependability, easy maintenance and
the highest quality .
audio. And our reputation for
service and technical support remains unsurpassed in the industry.
Take note of these PR99 features: • asolid
die-cast aluminum transport chassis and head
block • record and playback heads built to the same
tolerances as the heads for Studer multitracks

easily accessible modular electronics for tough,
reliable performance • an Autolocator with digital
counter in hours, minutes and seconds • rack
mounts standard.
With ease and versatility, this no-nonsense
machine stands up to the rigors of daily station operations. Whether taping news call-ins, dovvnlinlcing
or uplinking satellite feeds, producing commercial
spots or remote recording—whatever your station
needs, the PR99 delivers!
For value and
performance over STUDER REVOX
the long haul,
Play aPro.
Studer Revox America, Inc.
1425 Elm Hill Pike Nashville,TN 37210 (615)254-5651
The one built
New abrk (212)255-4462 • Los Angeles (818)780-4234
for business.
Studer Revox Ltd. , Toronto (416)423-2831

Call your Studer Revm Professional Products Dealer for more information about the complete line ot Studer Revox Professional Products.
See Us At Rodio ' 90 Booth 55/
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NRSC Deliberates Receiver Tests
by John Gatski
Washington DC Several changes
have been made to NRSC proposed FM
receiver tests that are supposed to assess
whether processing degrades performance.
Although there was significant disagreement about the intent and methodology of the testing, some details were
worked out at a20 July meeting of the
National Radio Systems Committee
(NRSC) FM Composite Spectrum
Studies Working Group.
The procedures were proposed last
spring by Bob Orban of Orban Associates to assess the effect of aggressive audio processing on FM receivers. The
differences of opinion over test methods
surfaced during aMay meeting.
The tests are supposed to subject
receivers to various levels of processed
signals and determine the best protection ratios.
Based on previous questions about

takes into account processing, he added.
In other matters relating to the FM
processing effects test, Belar President
Amo Meyer presented Digital Still Oscilloscope (DSO) readings of several
unidentified stations to point out the accuracy of using such ascope.
Use of aDSO has been suggested to
measure modulation during Orban's
processing tests, according to Salek.
Meyer said the NRSC should use a
higher speed DSO rather than the
recommended 50 MHz scope.

He said his modulation measurements
of the unidentified stations were used
with a400 MHz DSO and he maintained
they were very accurate.
"You need the speed to give an adequate number of samples of all the frequencies;' Meyer said.
RF protection ratios

Working group members also briefly
discussed adraft receiver RF protection
paper submitted by Bonneville International Engineering VP Bill Loveless, who

was not at the meeting.
In his analysis of RF signal protection
ratios, based on FCC rules, Loveless suggested that new Class A and C assignments "may be causing interference due
to the wide variance of RF protection ratios built into the FCC allotment rules for
different classes of stations!'
Salek said the paper will be discussed
in more detail at the working group's
next meeting.
For information on the NRSC contact
Stan Salek at 202-429-5391.

The tests are supposed
to subject receivers to
various levels of
processed signals and
determine the best
protection ratios.
how many receivers to test, members
have agreed to evaluate three receivers,
according to NAB Staff Engineer Stan
Salek, who coordinates the NRSC.
The receivers will include ahigh quality tuner such as the NAB's NRSCspecification tuner that will be built by
Denon, a mid-quality receiver and an
auto receiver.
Also, members tentatively agreed to allow the companies whose processors are
selected for the test to define what is
meant by "light, medium and heavy"
processing levels, Salek said.
Further details involving the receiver
tests are expected to be discussed during a5September telephone conference
call between working group members,
Salek added.
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lhelICASTS
SAVE TIME AND MONEY
Keep your remote crew on the move and
making money with the all new, more compact,
ever-portable Cellcast Remote Broadcast Studio.
It's rough and ready to go.
Your crew arrives on location, calls the station
and ZAP!, they're on the air. It's that simple.
You'll never wait on costly, inconvenient land
lines again.
The Cellcast Remote Broadcast Studio
combines the best features of an 832 channel
cellular telephone and aprofessional mixing
console into one convenient package. Both 2
and 4-channel models are available.

European aspect
The effects of processing on FM signals
also has interested European officials,
based on discussion by the US's CCIR
Study Group 10 and 11 Chairman John
Reiser. Reiser also is the FCC's CCIR specialist.
Reiser, who was at the meeting as an
observer, said European officials and
broadcasters are interested in the NRSC
processing effects study.
Currently, Europe's traditional method
of measuring modulation does not
"necessarily take into account processing;' which has recently become atopic
of much discussion there, Reiser noted.
The concern stems from aEuropean
broadcast trend toward increased
processing, Reiser said.
International standard
The NRSC's findings from its processing tests could be used to develop an international modulation measurement that

THE BOTTOM LINE

Cost comparison tor one local remote broadcast:

Los Angeles
Land Line
Dabs
4
Days to install
2
S-5.75
Line install fee
$ 71.65
15.00
Minimum charge (mo.)
30.75
67.00
Jack install fee ( min.)
5n0
$157.75
Total $ 155.40
Cellcast RBS
Days to install
Minimum charge (mo.)
50.00
50.00
Cellcast Savings
$
105.40 $107.75

S141.10
26.88
50.00
$217.98

S 50.00
$167.98

To learn more about the clear choice of
Cellcast remote broadcasting, give us acall today!

Celbast

REMOTE

New York

BROADCAST

STUDIO

SEE US
AT
RADIO ' 90
BOOTH
#1220

RETAIL PROMOTIONS, NEWS, SPORTS. CALL 1-800-852-1333.
TriTech, Inc., 2415 Fast Skelly Drive, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74105, 918-425-5588
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Once Your Station
Gets StereoMaxx'ed,
_

LIFELESS

Every other
station in town
will sound
alittle...
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.
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StereoMaxx, The Spatial Image Enlarger
From Modulation Sciences, Gives Your Station An Extra Edge
...Without Extra Problems.
•StereoMaxx Makes You Bigger, Not Just Louder.

• Many Have Tried. StereoMaxx Succeeded.

StereoMaxx' " enhances and enlarges your music's stereo image,
for adramatically Bigger, Fuller sound. It works with any loudness processor you use — Optinmd, Texar Audio PrMin, CRL,.you
name it. The spatial image enlargement impact of StereoMaxx is
compatible with — but completely different from — loudness
processing. From Rock to Easy Listening, StereoMaxx adds punch
and excitement to any
AM or FM stereo music
format. StereoMaxx
makes your station stand
out on every kind of
stereo radio — from
large hi-fi systems to
portable boom boxes and
headphone radios, and in
the car . . . WOW!

With StereoMaxx, you get the added punch and impact of stereo
image enlargement with No phase problems, No increased
multipath problems, No problems for mono listeners, in fact, no
problems at all. Radio professionals know Modulation Sciences is
a company that keeps its promises: Our CP-803 Composite Clipper
is on the air at over 1200 stations, keeping them loud, clean and
legal. And our Sidekick is
the industry-standard SCA
generator. So when we say
StereoMaxx enlarges your
stereo image, with no
problems or side-effects,
you can believe it.

•There's No Downside Risk With StereoMaxx.

•Call Now For More Info And Free Demo Cassette.

The idea of making astati(mn stand out by enhancing
and widening the stereo image is certainly not new.
Enterprising engineers at competitive stations have
tried anumber of schemes. Everything from simple
matrixes to consumer hi-fi ambience gadgets.
Unfortunately, these attempts have always yielded
unacceptable side effects: No-no's such as mono
incompatibility, increases in multipath, and
jet-streaming DJ. voices. But the potential benefits of
stereo image enlargement are too good to ignore, so
Eric Small and the Modulation Sciences design team
went to work. And we succeeded!

Once your station starts broadcasting with
StereoMaxx, all the "ordinary" stereo stations in town
will sound like just that . . . ordinary! Of course, since
StereoMaxx is brand new, no one else in your market
has it — yet. So now's the perfect time to check it out.
Call Modulation Sciences for your FREE demo
cassette and more details about StereoMaxx. Our
Toll-Free number is (800) 826-2603

Why not call for your
demo cassette right now!

modulation sciences, inc.
12A World's Fair Dr. • Somerset, NJ 08873 • PH 201-302-3090 • FAX 201-302-0206 • Toll Free 800-826-2603
Optimod. Texar Audio Prism and CUL are trademark, of Urban Associates Inc.: Tesar Incorporated; and Circuit Research Labs. Inc.; respective4.
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UCLA Closes Its Radio Archives
by Frank Beacham
Los Angeles CA The UCLA Film and
Television Archives, one of the world's
most prestigious media preservation facilities, has closed its radio archives due
to lack of money and interest.
The archive will continue to store its
massive radio collection but will accept
no new material nor engage in any
preservation efforts with existing programs, the university announced. More
than 50,000 acetate disks and 10,000 tapes
of radio programming from 1933 to 1983
are affected.
The collection includes awide range
of radio programming including 1940s
productions of Hallmark Playhouse programs featuring Ronald Reagan, Deborah Kerr and Ann Blyth and Edward
R. Murrow's reports of the Korean
War and the Germans bombing England.
The collection also includes shows by
Jack Benny, Orson Welles, Fibber McGee
and Molly, This Is Your FBI, and hundreds
of variety shows.
"Frankly, and maybe this isn't right,
but the reality is that film and television
studies at the university, and other disciplines, like history and sociology,
which use mass media in teaching, are
more interested in film and television,
not radio," said Geoff Stier, assistant to
the director of the archive.
Stier said, however, the university continues to support aradio preservation effort and hopes in the future, with proper
funding, to re-open the radio archive.
However, Ron Staley, who has developed the radio archive over the past 13
years, told the Los Angeles Times he
doubts the archive will ever be resurrected. "I've always felt that radio has
been given short shrift, and this proves
it. My one concern is what is going to
happen to these materials!' Staley, who
began avacation when the announcement was made, will no longer be associated with the archive, auniversity

official said.
"I don't want to use afour letter word,
but Ithink this is deplorable," said John
Gassman of LA's SPERDVAC (Society to
Preserve & Encourage Radio Drama, Variety & Comedy). "Iunderstand money
is the thing, but Ithink to just let that
collection sit is totally inexcusable. Radio
as amedium is just as important as film
and television. It has to be preserved or
otherwise it won't be there."
Gassman, who has led anational effort to save radio programming, said
UCLA's archives have great credibility
and "alot of people who want to donate

material automatically think of UCLA.
Unfortunately, radio is excess baggage to
them (UCLA). Nothing gets preserved.
The material, when donated, sits there
on the shelf and, after a time, deteriorates without being preserved on the
new technology of today!"
Frank Bresee, whose Golden Days of Radio is heard weekly by aworld-wide audience of 200 million listeners on the
Armed Forces Radio Service, lamented
UCLA's action.
"Those radio shows are the history
of our country during the last five or
six decades," Bresee said. The veteran

radio host and program collector expressed doubt the archive would ever
re-open.
"That stuff will sit gathering dust and
two years from now the regime at UCLA
will change and somebody will come
along and say 'these old records are taking up space where we could put some
television shows, let's dump them.' And
they will. That's been the history of radie Bresee said.
For information, contact the UCLA
Film and Television Archives, 8013 N.
Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90038.
Telephone: 213-206-8013.

Until now you've heard FM stereo
the way they would've.

CLASS A FM BROADCASTERS
UPGRADE TO 6 KW

New SEPARATION TABLES intimate most
separations in( teased hut some

tuallv

decreased.
The following studies will he of assistant e
to you in tiling with the FCC.
• CHANNEL ALLOCATIONS
• SERVICE CONTOURS
• TERRAIN ELEVATION RETRIEVAL
• POPULATION COUNTING
• AREA-TO- LOCATE ( ALS)

Your listeners are buying cassette and CD players for their cars and homes
because they want the best sound possible. How can you compete in the 90's
when many of your listeners may actually be spending agreat deal of time
hearing your stereo station in mono? The addition of FMX Stereo to your station
offers you achance to greatly increase your stereo coverage area and let your
listeners know that your station is offering the latest in FM stereo performance.
Call Broadcast Technology Partners at (313) 540-4380 (or fax (313) 540-0942)
to find out how your station can offer the sound of the 90's for aprice that
sounds like its right out of the 50's!

F Z°

Call our Sales Department to place your
order or for more information.

datawopld

STEREO

A Service of OW. Inc

Fax ( 301) 656-5341
(301) 652-8822

(800) 368-5754

See Us At Radio ' 90 Booth 335
Circle 8 On Reader Service Card

FMX' and FMX Stereo" are trademarks of Broadcast Technology Partners.
See Us At Radio '
90 Booth 314
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Boston Plays Host to Radio '90
tional antennas, AM and FM improvement, the international market, learning
one's way through the FCC hierarchy
and more.
The Radio 1990 keynote speakers will
be Paul Harvey, the nationally known radio commentator, on Saturday, 15 September; and prominent business tycoon
Ross Perot, also on 15 September.

BOSTON
RADIO 1990
September ,12.15

by Charles Taylor

Boston MA rhe broadcasters are corning ... The broadcasters are coming ...
From 12 to 15 September, radio
managers and engineers will descend on
Boston for the annual NAB radio
convention—Radio '90. The show's engineering conference begins 11 September.
Featured this year will be sessions on
digital audio broadcasting (DAB), direc-

Engineering conference
The engineering conference will feature special seminars and technical
papers and reports, including afocus on
the Radio Data System ( RDS), on Tuesday, 11 September. (See related article
this issue.)
The forum will explore the installation
and use of the digital subcarrier technology, which allows FM stations to send
text messages to radio listeners. It will
cover the technical theory and operation
of RDS, proposed changes to the European system for US use and the availability of transmission encoders and radio receivers.
A digital radio station workshop Wednesday, 12 September, will cover all new
topic areas, with amajor portion dedicated to radio's current hot spot, digital
audio broadcasting (DAB). The seminar
will review the technical aspects of
generating and transmitting DAB, including the techniques used to fill coverage area gaps. Potential methods for US
implementation also will be covered.

Also in the workshop, industry officials will discuss sampled-data theory,
digital transmission and storage techniques, including DAT/CD technology.
Included will be the third annual digital luncheon.
For engineers with ahankering toward
the installation, maintenance and operation of AM directional antenna systems,

Owner and Management sessions will
offer attendees a look at Washington's
major players and issues; opportunities
in international radio; and two roundtable forums on congressional policies.
The NAB task force on digital technology also will present areport at the show
on its intentions for determining the
technology's role in radio.
Ten stations among 45 nominated will
receive the NAB's Crystal Awards for Excellence at aluncheon Thursday, 13 September. The awards were established in
1987 to recognize radio's efforts to im-

The John B. Hynes Veterans Memorial Convention Center will be alive with broadcasters this
September.

NAB offers aseminar on such Thursday,
13 September and Friday, 14 September.
The course will be directed by Carl
Smith of Smith Electronics, arecognized
authority on the topic of AM directional
antennas. Participants can discuss individual directional problems.
A session for every fancy
Other sessions will include AM Engineering, Saturday, 15 September, with
papers on two antenna studies—the low
profile study and the NAB skywave
suppression antenna system; FM Engineering; Progress of Radio Receiver
Technology; Interference: Its Causes
and Cures; AM Improvement and FCC
Initiatives; and Radio Technical Measurements.

prove the quality of life in individual
communities.
The Marconi Radio Awards also will be
chosen among 115 nominees on Saturday, 15 September. The awards recognize
the best of the radio industry's personalities, stations and formats of the year.
The awards show will be hosted by radio personalities Larry King and Gary
Owens.
Finally, aseries of bus tours will show
broadcasters the facilities of five local stations. Each tour will visit two stations,
where participants will see the latest
technological equipment in production
and control rooms, and hear about the
stations' operational strategies.
For information on Radio '90, contact
the NAB at 1-800-342-2460.

MORE RADIO PROS ARE TAPING
To THE NTH DEGREE WITH DIC/DAT

The radio world is turning to D1C///DAT, the one DAT best
suited for airplay. Ultra-consistent tape. Ultra-strong shell.
For ultimate performance even faced with the most...
enthusiastic use.
Call toll-free for information

1-800-DAT-1-DIC.

Why in the world
broadcast in AM Mono?
Modernize with C-QUAMe AM Stereo!
Face it. We live in astereo world. And you join afamily of winners
when you choose C-QUAM AM Stereo. You'll find . . .
•Nearly 800 C-QUAM AM stations around the globe
•More than 20 Million C-QUAM decoder IC's shipped to receiver
manufacturers
•4countries to date with aC-QUAM AM Stereo standard
For details on the Motorola C-QUAM AM Stereo system, call Steve
Kravitz collect at 708/576-0554. Fax 708/576-5479.

MOTOROLA

In New Jersey, 201-224-9344
17/C 1..7rfa/

DuT

D/C/17/77/20X/P

Digital Aude Tape

o

METAL PARTICLE TAPE

C-QUAN" SETTING THE INDUSTRY STANDARD
SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE

C-OUAAP 45 A REGgSTEFED TRATMAILIRK OF MOTOROLA IL,LLC
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See Auditronics' new 210 at Radio '90.
Our new 210 radio console looks remarkably similar to our 12-year- industryleading 200 radio console...until you look
beneath the surface. Inside the 210 you'll
find improvements in every section you
can hear and use. From our new lowernoise input preamplifiers to our new
transformerless output modules. From
our new overbridge and broader acces-

sory selection to our standard clock/timer
with sequencer capability that you can
slave to your house system.
All- new modules include an upgraded
telephone interface with direct recorder
output that doesn't require an input
module or third bus. All output modules
are identical full-featured stereo so you
can interchange at will, and you'll need
fewer spares.

ouditronici. inc.
See Us At Radio ' 90 Booth 1128

Manufacturing innovations throughout
the 210 allow us to deliver Auditronics'
quality at aprice you'll find very attractive. In addition, you get our factorydirect warranty service for the first year,
backed by Auditronics' legendary lifetime
technical support.
Your radio console for the 90s is the
Auditronics 210. Call us free at
800-638-0977 today to ask why.

3750 Old Getwell Road, Memphis, Tennessee 38118 • 901-362-1350
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Sessions Span Radio Spectrum
This Year's Engineering Program Covers Topics
Ranging from RDS to Progress in Radio Receivers
by Janet Elliott
Boston MA Radio '90 is the show for
everyone in radio—and that includes engineers.
The 1990 engineering program, opening 11 September, will be new and exciting with information on ideas, technologies and methods to increase the
technical knowledge and skill of radio
engineers.
Engineering seminars
New and noteworthy is the Radio Data
System (RDS) Seminar which will take
place on Tuesday, 11 September, 1-5 PM.
This new seminar will explore the installation and use of the Radio Data System (RDS). Now in use in Europe, the
RDS creates a way for FM stations to

A presentation on
"RDS Alerting
Capabilities" will be
made by Gerald
LeBow of Sage
Alerting Systems,
Stamford, CT.

theory and operation of RDS, proposed
changes to the European system for US
use, and the availability of transmission
encoders and radio receivers. A presentation on "RDS Alerting Capabilities"
will be made by Gerald LeBow of Sage
Alerting Systems, Stamford, CT.
Pierre Schwob of the PRS Corp. in
New York will discuss "ID Logic—Ally or
Alternative?" A panel discussion on
standards questions facing broadcasters
in the US will complete the seminar.
David Reaves, WHTZ in New York, will
chair the seminar.
The 22nd Directional Antenna Seminar will take place Thursday, 13 September, and Friday, 14 September.
Any engineer responsible for the
proper installation, maintenance, and
operation of an AM directional antenna
system will find the NAB Directional Antenna Seminar valuable.
Topics presented will include: field
strength measurements, adjustments
and maintenance, using aSmith chart,
instrumentation, ground systems, pattern shape, and broadbanding,
The seminar is programmed and
moderated by Carl Smith of Smith Electronics Inc. Smith is a recognized
authority in AM directional antennas
and has written many books on this subject. He is known worldwide for his
achievements in broadcast station antenna design.
Participants can also discuss their
questions with the course instructors
who include Alan Gearing, Jules Cohen
& Associates, Washington, DC; Karl D.
Lahm, Lahm, Suffa and Cavell, Fairfax,
VA; Steve Kramer, Steve Kramer, RE.
Consulting Engineers, McKinney, TX;
Ron Rackley, du Treil, Lundin and Rackley Consulting Engineers, Washington,

DC; and John Sadler, Federal Communications Commission, Washington, DC.
The Third Digital Seminar, on Wednesday, 12 September, will cover all new
topics areas devoting amajor portion of
the program to Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB).
Dr. Richard Cabot of Audio Precision,
Inc. will begin by presenting areport on

tion to Digital Audio Broadcasting will
be presented by NAB staff engineer
Stanley Salek.
Then William Spurfin from The Christian Science Monitor will discuss Real
Time Audio Data Compression Technology. And Steven Edwards from Rogers
Communications in Toronto will give a
report about the DAB Test/Demonstrations in Canada, recently completed after afour-city run.
Continuing on the topic of DAB,
Michael Rau, Senior VP of NAB Science
& Technology will discuss US Allocations Challenges for DAB. And David
Hicks, who chairs NAB's Radio Board
will moderate apanel discussion called:
"DAB: Friend or Foe?"
In addition to the latest information on
digital technology, there will be plenty
of other session of interest to engineers.
An engineering management session
will discuss Dealing with the Difficult
Employee on Thursday, 13 September.
This workshop, led by Judith E.A. Perkinson of the Calumet Group in Hammond, IN, will explore how to understand and deal with the differences between people. It will show you how to
develop a systematic approach to end
the cycle of difficult behavior in others
and ourselves.

Receiver design
The Progress of Radio Receiver Technology on Friday, 14 September will examine the new features of AM/FM radio
receivers which improve technical performance as well as working flexibility.
New National Radio Systems CommitOne if by land, two if by sea...but this year
tee (NRSC) guidelines for AM receiver
it's radio, not the Redcoats, that's coming to
designs and advances in FM receiver
Boston.
decoder technology that have improved
Digital Audio Interfacing Standards Properformance will be presented. There
send textual information to radio
gress.
will also be areport on arecent survey
listeners.
Then Don Bird, from 360 Systems will
of key consumer industry principals on
RDS works via the ability to control an
talk about the features and design of his
receiver design trends.
electronic alphanumeric display on a
company's Digital Audio Cart Recorder.
On Saturday, 15 September there will
special radio. The radio can display logo,
A company with adifferent kind of dig- be asession on Interference: Its Causes
format and alternate frequency data
ital cart replacement technology, Comand Cures. Broadcast engineers and util(among other functions). RDS can autoputer Concepts Corp., will feature a ity company officials will look at broadmatically keep track of translators and alpresentation by Greg Dean on An Allcast interference and investigate sources,
lows tuning by format.
Digital Commercial Insertion System.
corrective actions and the role of the
The seminar will cover the technical
After abreak for lunch, an IntroducFCC.
Also on Saturday, Increasing AM
Quality and the FCC Proposals will focus on the Commission's proposed rule
changes to bring about AM technical improvement. Among the topics presented
will be explanations of new coverage calculation methods and less complicated
ways to simulcast an expanded band station with an existing station. Plus, the
status of the related FCC Rule Making
You've got abright, contemporary sound that's the envy of your competitors — but
will be discussed.
your playlist includes alot of material from adifferent era — atime when things
Radio Technical Measurements on
sounded great but, well, "
dull." On top of that, those old disks and carts are noisier
Saturday, 15 September will discuss how
than your new equipment, and they aren't getting any quieter!
competition with other high fidelity media places anew focus on "getting the
most" out of station technical perforNot a "generic" prescription
mance.
The Orban 290& continuously analyzes your audio and adds just the correct amount
Demonstrations of the ways in which
of sparkle and space for each tune or spot. Used in transfers, it gives your library
stations can keep ahigh level of perforthe contemporary sound you need while its Open SoundTM single-ended noise
mance, using current, straightforward
reduction cleans up hiss and surface noise.
measurement methods are planned.
Presentations will be made by David
Harry of Potomac Instruments in Silver
Spring, MD, and Kent McGuire and Ken
Jones of Sound Technology in Campbell,
CA.
Strong Medicine
FM Engineering on Friday, 14 SeptemThe Orban 290& — three unique processing functions
ber will feature aprogress report from
LISTEN TO THE DIFFERENCE.
the NRSC-FM Subcommittee on mulin two independent channels of audio problem solving
tipath and composite transmission study
power. Don't let tired audio undermine your 90's
adivision of AKG Acoustics, Inc.
activities and the status of FM directional
sound. Call your favorite equipment supplier today
1525 Alvarado Street
antennas. Larry Eads of FCC will update
San Leandro, California 94577 USA
and try out a290/1. You'll be feeling fine in the
engineers
on recent FCC actions affectTel 415/351-3500 Fax 415/351-0500
morning!

Just What the
Doctor Ordered...

orbon

See Us At Radio ' 90 Booth 400
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MARKET
UPDATE

Tracking Trends in Beantown
by Jeff Williams
Boston MA When one thinks of Los
Angeles, warm weather, youth and alaid
back attitude come to mind. With New
York, there's the hustle of abig city and
a place where only the brave survive.
Now think about Boston. You guess
correctly if you think of education, politics, sports and people who seem to have
ahard time saying, "Park the car in Harvard Yard!'
A look at the radio market here also
reveals a unique way of going about
business. There is almost aparochial attitude to be accepted into the broadcasting community. In the programming
sense there must be some care taken to
become part of Boston and not acknowledge any other region.
The Boston radio market is the sixthlargest in the US, and contains more
than 60 stations within its metropolitan
area. These stations range from the big
50,000 W AM stations to the low power
FM stations that bring out anew generation of broadcasters from the colleges.
Most FM, but good AM
The majority of Boston stations are
FM, but there are four viable AM stations that have become staples for their
audiences. In fact, in the Spring Arbitrons two of those stations ranked in
the top five.
One interesting aspect is that only one
AM/FM combo duplicates its programming, anovel fact considering the current trend of many cost-conscious stations.
The four strongest AM stations are
WRKO, WBZ, WHDH and WEEI, all of
whom have been complying with the
FCC's NRSC standard for some time.
The smaller stations with less power,
range or both, survive by using satellite
service formats and, in some cases, if
they are far enough away from the
downtown area, use original programming to cover alimited region of the official market area.
An exception among the smaller AMs
is 5000 W daytimer WILD, located in the
downtown area, which serves listeners
with the market's only urban contemporary format. The rest of Boston's AMs
try to fill aniche by using formats that
are usually not found on the local FM
stations here: big band, country, Spanish or financial news.
Many AM listeners
It seems to work well. According to
Dan Griffin, GM at WHDH, "There are
many AM listeners in this market. AM
fills a particular need with weather,
sports, news, school closings and just
survival in Boston. The survival of AM
will depend of personality, news, talk
and sports."
When it comes to AM in this market,
Griffin should know. In the past, he has
worked at all four of the leading AMs.
Griffin returned to the Boston market in
1983 from New York to become GM of
WRKO. At the time, the station had just
switched from its music format to talk.
WHDH switched from full-service to
its current talk format two years ago, and
still holds an audience that has listened
for years. The station talks into the night
and then moves on to satellite programming. It is not broadcasting AM stereo

and does not intend to install asystem,
Griffin said.
In an interesting development this past
year, WHDH was approved to be bought
by alocal television station and has since
moved into the TV station's building.
WRKO, with its talk format, currently
leads the AM band because this station
lives on controversy. With the current
state of the New England economy and
the commonwealth's budget problems,
the station does very well. This is astation that changed from being one of the
big rock and roll stations of the
RICO/General dynasty to being the talk
station of the 1980s and on into the

1990s.
On the technical front, WRKO has
been in its studios since 1983 and currently has no plans to upgrade or move
them.
Unwarranted for talk
"AM stereo in not intended to be installed because the station uses the talk
format," said acting CE Larry Bruce.
— The transmitter is wired for stereo, but
the interest in AM stereo is not there to
warrant the use of the system."
WBZ, meanwhile, is New England—
which is its motto. Being afull-service
AC, it plays some music during the day

and talk at night, with news interspersed. WBZ is an AM stereo station
using the C-QUAM system. The station
also does extensive remotes at different
locations using amotorhome with an entire studio in it.
This is one of the Westinghouse 50,000
W stations that is well known for having aloyal audience and acoverage of
25 states at night. But recently, there has
been achange in its programming direction, leaving some confused and wondering if local nighttime AM pro(continued on page 31)

YOUR SOURCE
FOR THE BRIGHTEST IDEAS IN SOUND!

Audio offers acomplete range of the finest equipment.

Leading broadcasters
rely on the Audio
Broadcast Group for
business building ideas
in sound for three solid
reasons: service,
solutions and systems.

SERVICE

Nobody but nobody
out services Audio.
From initial project
design to installation
to post project evaluation we make service
the rule rather than
the exception. And as
afull-service source we
can provide asingle
component or turnkey
service on complex
RF installations.

High-quality Studio Furniture from Audio.

equipment and our
own specially designed
Studio Furniture line
to create solutions that
look and work
beautifully.

ponents to save you
money. Match our fullline of broadcast
equipment and furniture for the ultimate
in sound performance
and value.

SYSTEMS

Because we manufacture acomplete range
of sophisticated studio
furniture we can create
the ideal custom system for you integrating
our standard com-

SOLUTIONS

The ideas we develop
are designed to solve
your most perplexing
problems. We couple
the world's finest

Rotting Radice'
acomplete broadcast-ready mobile
studio you can
take anywhere.

For more information
or aFREE catalog
write: Audio Broadcast
Group, Inc., 2342 S.
Division Avenue, Grand
Rapids, MI 49507-3087
or call (616) 452-1596
for information or
1-800-999-9281 to
order. Fax: 616-452-1652.

0AUDIO
broadcast group inc.

1-800-999-9281

See our specials in the classified section!
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INTRODUCING

RS CART 2000.

A great new cart machine.
With so many good cart machines on the market today, how do
you make anew one better?
Begin by including every important cart machine feature: 3cue
tones, fast forward, XLR connectors, active phase correction, front
panel azimuth adjust, LED VU and phase meters, full logic, remote
control, and more. You'd have to buy every other machine available to
assemble all these features.
Next, build it to last. That means long life heads, 1/2" thick deck
plate, direct drive Nidec motor, massive toroidal power supply, newly
designed positive cart hold-down and guidance systems, and precision
head-block assembly

Finally, distinguish it with features no other unit has. The RS-2000
is the first cart machine to offer flutter correction, splice finder, and
timer on all models.
But features aren't important if the engineering isn't top-notch.
The RS-2000 was created by industry-renowned design engineer Mike
Sirlçis. So this "new" machine carries more than adecade of cart
machine experience.
One last note: since the RS-2000 is built, sold and supported
exclusively by Radio Systems, it carries one more trademark—VALUE.
Every RS-2000 model is very affordable.
Call toll-free today for details.
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See Us At Radio ' 90 Booth 112

INC.

110 High Hill Road

D

P.O. Box 458 D Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0458 D 609/467-8000

0

800/523-2133

FAX 609/467-3044
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Sessions
(continued from page 24)
ing FM broadcasters.
AM Engineering on Saturday, 15 September will include papers on NAB's two
antenna studies. The low profile study
is investigating possible methods that
low power AM stations can use to concentrate agreater amount of coverage in
their cities of license by using physically
short and simple antennas. Al Resnick
of Capital Cities/ABC, Inc. will present
this report.
The NAB skywave suppression antenna system would allow stations to
improve local nighttime coverage while
reducing the skywave interference to
distant co-channel stations. The system
is now undergoing final tests at a
site in suburban Maryland. Kelly Williams of NAB Science and Technology
will discuss the results. Additionally,
activities of the NRSC to improve the
technical quality of AM will be
reviewed.
Technical information on avariety of
subjects will be available at the Science
& Technology Booth, 1121, in the main
exhibit hall. Get up-to-date information
on recent FCC Rulemakings and Rules
changes, handling interference complaints, digital audio interfacing and
broadcasting, radio receiver technology,
the Radio Data System, frequency coordination, plus many more.
National Radio Systems Committee
handouts and the current meeting
minutes are also available.
If you would like more information on
Radio '90 engineering program, call NAB
Science and Technology at 202-429-5346.
For general information or to register, call
800-342-2460/Fax: 202-775-2146.
Janet Elliott is Director, NAB Science &
Technology Operations.

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS
SESCOM'S MI SERIES
OF PROFESSIONAL
QUALITY TRANSFORMERS

FEATURES:
BROAD FREQUENCY RESPONSE
ldB 20-20KHz
LOW DISTORTION
30Hz LESS THAN . 2%
AT FULL POWER
MAGNETIC- SHIELDING
ELECTRO -STATIC SHIELDING

BUILT TO THE HIGHEST
STANDARDS
4000

VOLT

4 POWER LEVELS

QUICK

Tuesday, 11 September

Radio Data System ( RDS) Seminar

1-5 PM

Wednesday, 12 September

NAB Third Digital Radio Station Seminar, Hynes Convention Center

9 AM-5 PM

Thursday, 13 September _

22nd Directional Antenna Seminar ( Part I)

9 AM-5 PM

Friday, 14 September

22nd Directional Antenna Seminar (Part II)

9 AM-5 PM

Thursday, 13 September

Dealing with the Difficult Employee

3:30-4:40 PM

Friday, 14 September

The Progress of Radio Receiver Technology

2-3:10 PM

FM Engineering

3:30-5:00 PM

AM Engineering

9-10:30 AM

Engineering Panels:

Saturday, 15 September

1-2:10 PM

Radio Technical Measurements

2:30-3:40 PM

Note: All times are subject to change. Please check with NAB for final schedule.

TAKING IT TO THE STREETS
Programming Crossroads- Radio programming is now at
a crossroads with stations using sound alike formats to
at-tract target demographics. How your station gets its
next advertising dollar may depend on how you handle
remote broadcasts. Remotes will give you an edge on the
competition, involve your listeners and give you station
recognition.
The Premium Vehicle- You need a premium vehicle to
broadcast the cleanest sound. Your next remote
doesn't have to be an audio compromise. Deliver
studio quality sound with the new Moseley
Remote Programming Link 4000.
Quiet Ride- The RPL 4010 Transmitter
delivers up to 20 watts in a package
that's lightweight, portable and
field programmable.
You can drive to your remote
with confidence that the RPL
4020 Receiver will operate in
high RF environments virtually
immune from adjacent channel
interference.
Cruise
ControlsYou and your
air talent will
enjoy the easy
set-up of the
RPL 4000
featuring a
built-in 3channel audio
mixer for mic
and line inputs, 2:1
internal noise reduction, ,
two frequency operation, •
wide/narrow bandwidth and,
extensive metering and
diagnostic9„,The RPL 4000 is'éeso
fully compótible with existing RPLls

Service and SupportRPL 4000 carries a 2 year
warranty and 24 hour technical

driver's seat. So what are you

4000 and take it to

the street!

SESCOM INC.
2 100 WARD DR.
HENDERSON NV 8901 5

Destined to be a classic, the RPL 4000
is available NOW from your favorite
Moseley dealer!

As with all Moseley products, the

Moseley RPL

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

• it

10:30-11:40 AM

Increasing AM Quality and the FCC Proposals

waiting for. Get your economical

DELIVERY

.702-565-3400,800-634-3457.r

Interference: Its Causes and Cures

The RPL 4000 puts you in the

PERFORMANCE

AFFORDABLE

SEW
,Co1111

Seminars:

support.

INSULATION

100% TESTED FOR

27

VbseleY

The Trusted Name in Communications
Moseley •
Associates .
Incorporated

U.S.A.

702- 5E5-•828
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See Us At Radio ' 90 Booth 737

111 CaStilian Drive
Santa Barbara. ÇA USA
93,11.3093

a

Phone 805 968 9621

GRC Intl
Company

Telex 658448
FAX: 805 685 9638
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360 Systems
Booth 1408, 1410
Will feature its DigiCart digital audio
cart machine. The DigiCart offers 16-bit
linear digital sound using digital audio
disks. The company also will show its
AM- 16 Series Audio Crosspoint
switchers.

Auditronics
Booth 1128
Introducing new product. Details at
booth.

Barrett & Assoc.
Booth 506
A wide variety of radio products will
be shown.
AKG Acoustics
Booth 400
Will show the new Orban 4000A transmission limiter and Orban 290Rx enhancement processor. Other products to
be shown include the Optimod-FM,
Optimod-FM XT2 with six-band limiter
and Optimod AM-stereo.

Bradley Broadcast
Booth 649
A wide variety of radio products will
be shown.

Audio Broadcast Group

Booth 245
247
Will show its "human engineered" studio system including the Auditronics 200
Series console and other equipment.
Other products to be shown include studio furniture and pre-wired options.

Audiopak
Booth 757
Will show its redesigned A-2, AA-3
and AA-4 broadcast cartridges.

Broadcast Electronics
Booth 1003
Will show its line of cart machines, audio consoles, AM stereo generator and
FM transmitters.

Broadcast Supply West
Booth 220
Will feature the 360 Systems DigiCart
and Audioarts A-50 audio console.

Burk Technology
Booth 1027, 1029
Will show its ARC-16 remote control
system and highlight other unattended
transmitter control products.

CCA
Booth 1307
AM, FM and shortwave transmitters.

Booth 819

Broadcast Technology Partners

Century 21 Programming

Booth 914
916, 918

Broadcasters General Store

Circuit Research Labs
Booth 1227
Will show the Audio Signature processor and MBL-100 news/talk AM processor.

Booth
1412, 1414
Will show Hit Design's Tailor Dynamic
Equalizer and SMO-900 stereo modulation optimizer. Other highlighted
products will include California Digital's
DigiMod 2000, Sine Systems' News
Director, KYFHO Labs' Master Spy and
Harrison's AP-100 on-air console.

Audio Technologies, Inc. (ATI) Booth
546, 548
Will show its Vanguard Series eight
and 12 mixer, on-air consoles with recently introduced modular front panel,
said to be more user friendly.

Booth numbers are subject
to change. Check NAB
program for details.

Dataworld
Booth 335
Will show its full line of radio-related
information databases and programs.
Available are such studies as AM
groundwave calculations and daytime
and nighttime channel studies.

Dielectric Communications

Central Tower

Booth
314
Featuring FMX, alow-noise FM transmission system.

D

Booth
231
Will show ring-style FM antennas,
coax transmission line and coax switch
with operable remote control panel.

E

Computer Concepts
Booth 1032
Will show the Digital Commercial System ( DCS) that features PC-based digital recording and instantaneous playback
of commercials and jingles on hard disk.

Comrex
Booth 412
Will show its line of telephone interface equipment including frequency extenders for cellular phones, hybrids, and
couplers.

Booth 144
146, 148
Will show its Computer Assisted Programming Systems (CAPS), including
DAT decks, hard disk storage and full
random access of all audio selections.

Electronic Research Inc.
Booth 750
752, 754, 756
Will highlight its cogwheel antenna
system.

Eventide
Booth 654
Will display the HS322 internal sampler board option for all H3000 UltraHarmonizers®. The gear stores two
mono or stereo samples in RAM.

Fidelipac
Booth 356
Will show the new CTR 90 series cart
machines and AUDIOMAX cartridges.

Concept Productions

Flash Technology
Booth 1210
Highlighted will be medium intensity
strobe obstruction lighting for towers.
(continued on page 30)

Rebuilt Power Tubes

Econco
•

AUTOMATIC
SWITCH TO SECONDARY OR TERTIARY
STEREO INPUTS ON PRIMARY LOSS OF
CHANNEL

II

SWITCH TO SECONDARY OR TERTIARY
STEREO INPUTS ON PRIMARY LOSS
OF AUDIO

•

LOSS OF CHANNEL CORRECTION

•

AUDIO POLARITY CORRECTION

II

User programmed sequence and time delays

•

On-line audio monitoring and stereo audio
switching

IM

Microprocessor based

•

Audio error alarms and level matching

Approximately

One Half The Cost Of New
3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee
Some Of The Tubes We Rebuild

77 Kreiger Lane, Glastonbury, CT 06033
(203) 633-5472
See Us At Radio '90 Booth 1232
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4CX5000A

3CX3000F7

4CX15000A

4CX10000D
5762 / 7024

Call For Our Price List

AND MORE...CALL OR WRITE
FOR COMPLETE DETAILS
TITUS
TECHNOLOGICAL
LABORATORIES

3CX3000A1

3CX2500F3

Econco
1318 Commerce Avenue
Woodland, CA 95695 USA
ECONCO

Telephone: 916-662-7553
Fax: 916-666-7760

Telex: 176756
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If Your Only Excuse For Not Buying
An ITC Cart Machine Has Been Money,
You Just Ran Out Of Excuses.

hundred thousand

Introducing
the Series 1cart

times. We've built

machine from

the new Series 1

ITC. As the world's

to take anything

leading cart

you can dish out,

machine manufac-

24 hours a day,

turer, we under-

365 days a year.
So before you

stand how to make
a superior cart machine. And the new

mortgage your program director

Series 1cart machine is superior.

or settle for something of less value

Equally as important, we realize
each station has a different need and
a different budget. That's why we
designed the new Series 1with all the
features you need at a
realistic price.
Pound the
buttons. Flip
the switches,
jam a cart in
and yank it out a few

than ITC, check out the new Series 1
today.
You won't need an excuse to
buy one.
For more information contact ITC at
(800) 447-0414; from Illinois call collect
(309) 828-1381. To order, call one of ITC's
authorized distributors:
(800)
(800)
(800)
(800)

Allied Broadcast Equipment
Audio Broadcast Group, Inc.
Broadcast Services Company
Broadcast Supply West

622-0022
999-9281
525-1037
426-8434

In Canada, contact
Maruno Electronics, Ltd., at
(416) 255-9108
Outside the U.S. and Canada,
contact your local ITC distributor.

International 'Tapetronics Corporation ... The World Leader in Cartridge Machines

See Us At Radio 90 Booth 320

Circle 16 On Reader Service Card
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(continued from page 28)

G
Harris/Allied
Booth 350
Highlighted will be the AIR Corp Pro
Announcer speech processor that uses
monolithic circuitry.
Also on display will be the Audisk automation system, along with Gentner's Telemix 2000 phone system with integrated
IYTMF touchpad and interfaces for recording equipment and delay systems.

Gentner Electronics
Booth 300
Products will include the VRC-2000
transmitter remote control system, Digital Hybrid Hprocessing equipment, the
Teleswitch that can acéess up to five telephone lines, and the PeopleLink personalized phone system.

naLte

Other products include AKG's DSE
7000 digital auto system for broadcast
production, satellite downlink equipment, and digital analog, SCPC and subcarrier equipment.

Booth numbers are subject
to change. Check NAB
program for details.

Henry Engineering
Booth 1232
Will show the Fast Trac dubbing system and other studio products.
Hnat Hindes

Booth 1232

Will show their complete product line,
including the TRIMAZE, MIC-MAZE
and new CP 2013 Composite Processor.

International Tapetronics Corp.
Booth 320, 322

naut

INTRODUCING:

NAUTEL AMPFET ND25/50, 25 KW & 50 KW

Will highlight the Series 1audio tape
cartridge machine. The Series 1includes
a DC-servo capstan motor, new lowvoltage solenoid, asolenoid/cam leveraging system that reduces overall heat rise,
and hold-down/tape guidance system.
Also on display will be the 99B series
and Delta Series cart machines and the
ESL V eraser/splice locator. The Audio
Switcher system will also be shown.
Intraplex
Booth 1216
A new digital audio transmission with
CD-quality using ahigh compression algorithm that permits 15 kHz stereo over
a256 Kb/s bandwidth or 7.5 kHz monaural over a64 Kb/s bandwidth will be
highlighted. It is retrofittable into all existing Intraplex Ti Multiplex equipment.
Other new products include low-cost
digital audio transmission systems and
networking modules for the addition of
digital audio circuits to existing voice and
data digital network.

SECOND GENERATION ALL SOLID STATE AM TRANSMITTERS
Solid state design utilizing digital circuit techniques results in superior audio
performance and high efficiency
Specifically designed for NRSC Standards compatibility and AM Stereo
operation in support of improved AM radio
Parallel modular configuration provides true active reserve without need for
operator intervention
On air serviceability features allow module removal without interruption in
broadcasting

Kintronic Laboratories
Booth 1034
Products will include AM directional
antenna phasing equipment, dummy
load, open frame and vacuum contractors, AM multiplexing equipment, remote arc detector/sensor, transmitter
power sensing unit, shortwave antenna
model and info, and rigid transmission
line.

Built-in duplicate exciter sections offer complete backup of critical low level
control circuitry

LDL Communications

Booth 815
817

Featured will be afull range of highpower FM antennas and combiner systems suitable for multichannel or single
station use. Also computer-controlled
monitoring of multichannel FM stations
will be shown.
Other services will include LDUs turnkey capability for the supply and installation of master FM antenna and combiner system.

ALL SOLID STATE AMPFET ND SERIES AM MEDIUM WAVE TRANSMITTERS
POWER RANGE UP TO 100 KW
Phone: (
902)823-2233 Canada-Fax:(902)823-3183-Tlx:019-22552

nauto
See Us At Radio ' 90 Booth 1227

NAUTEL

Nautel Maine Inc.

(Nautical Electronic Laboratories Limited)
RR#1, Tantallon, Halifax County
Nova Scotia, Canada BOJ 3J0

201 Target Industrial Circle
Bangor, Maine
04401 U.S.A.

LPB
Booth 911
The company's audio consoles and
AM transmitters will be displayed in a
working low power radio station. The
Signature series audio console, available
in 6, 8, 10 or 12 mixer models will be
used to supply audio from aDenon DN950FA CD cart player to a functioning
LPB low power AM transmitter.

NI

nautel
Circle 147 On Reader Service Card

Marti Electronics
Booth 1218
Will introduce the new RPT-30/6 6channel portable remote broadcast transmitter. The equipment is designed to
handle the crowded environment of
large radio markets.

Radio World
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Product Preview
Media Touch
Booth 100
Will display the Touch Screen Broadcast Control System, OrnniPLAY CD and
DAT system, OmniPLAY Automation
Engine and digital audio mass storage.
Modulation Sciences
Booth 1418
Will feature ModMinder Analyzer
software, which works on IBMcompatible PCs. It expands the communications and control capabilities of the
ModMinder remote package.
Moseley Associates
Booth 737, 739
Will feature the MRC 1620 remote control with optional Task Master 20, PC
control smart options, smart options for
MRC2 and anew family of program multiplex and SCA products.
Motorola
Booth 1103
Will demonstrate its AM stereo system.
Murphy Studio Furniture

Booth
0356, 1227
Will display its Elite and Premier studio furniture groupings.
N
National Supervisory Network Booth
1416
Will demonstrate the NewService
NSN TrendSetter, a computer-assisted
operations system that can enhance the
productivity of operations personnel at
manned stations.
Nautel
Booth 1227
Will show its line of solid-state AM
transmitters.
Northeast Broadcast Lab Booth 1227
Will feature afull working studio including furniture, audio console, cart
machines, CD players, digital effects
processors, broadcast telephone systems, DAT, portable and studio versions
and patch bays.

Otari

Booth 1221

Shively Labs
Booth 1016-1018
Will feature directional pattern studies for
FM broadcasting. Also to feature its complete line of FM broadcast antennas, transmission line and multistation combiners.
Studer ReVox

Booth 551, 553,
555, 557
Will feature the A729 professional CD
system controller, designed for fast, creative programming and production, both
on-air and in post production. Also, the
Studer Dyaxis hard-disk production system, C270 Series recorders and A807-4
IC recorders.

Tennaplex Systems
Booth 1400
BGM International
1402
Will debut the latest version of its music and commercial control system, the
BGMI Pristine MMCS. The PC-based
systems play music or messages from
CD, DAT, computer hard disk or any
relay-triggered source.
TFT
Booth 530
Will introduce the Model 8900 reciter,
asingle-rack mount chassis combining
an STL receiver and an FM exciter with
IF interface.
Titus Technological Labs Booth 1232
Will show and demonstrate its complete line of products, including the
MLW-1.
V

T-7

Valentino Music

Varian/Continental
Booth 910
Will display the solid-state 500/1000 W
FM transmitter and the new 11,000 W
FM transmitter. Also: studio, monitoring
and other related RF equipment.

Wheatstone
Booth 913
Will display their complete line of broadcast consoles, including the new Audioarts
A-50. Studio furniture will also be shown.
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The CRI Audio Signature is a unique way to think of audio processing. Combine a powerful four band
stereo compressor to an advanced microprocessor system. The result is aunit that lets you define the processing parameters that you want. Select the band split points—tailor the wide-band and multi-band density for your format. Boost or cut each band as you like. Created the sound that you want? Then store
your design in one of four memory positions. Remote control? Dayparting7—You betl Your PC and
modem can control the Audio Signature from anywhere, anytimel The Audio Signature is a perfect
replacement for older mono four band processors. Call or write CRL today—discover the power of the
Audio Signature.

AROUND THE COUNTRY—
AROUND THE W ORLD

THE

'iaté,1ic.

PROFESSIONAL'S
CHOICE

EQUIPMENT

• New and Reconditioned/Guaranteed •

building and move them elsewhere or to
build amaster antenna on the building.
The issue of modulation wars has been
sparked in some major markets, but in
Boston the war is not well known.
Media Touch customers
"What right do we have as broadcasters to take an artist's music and reWBZ uses the Media Touch system,
mix it with our processing?" asked Mike
which allows commands through acomCooley, CE at album classics-formatted
puter screen.
WBOS. "Luckily, our format requires us
Likewise, all-news and information
WEEI began utilizing the Media Touch
to have adynamic and separated sound"
because of its appeal to what he said is
touch screen afew years ago to turn its
studios into acombo operation.
an upscale male audience.
"It is integrated with the news and traf"When Iarrived here (when the stafic operations that go on around here,"
tion was country), there was some comsaid WEE! CE Larry Vidoli. "This is very
posite clipping, but that was soon removed," Cooley added.
helpful for the traffic department beAt CHR WZOU—currently the numcause they don't have to look at the
messy handwriting of some of the talent ber one station in the market—CE Chris
Hall says that for some time, the station
and they're able to pull up all of the information of a particular spot in their
has been backing off its processing. In
the next few months, he said, its overall
computers, which includes the last time
sound will change.
the spot was played in the day!'
John Connell, WEEI's CE at the time,
"I intend to buy anew transmitter and
concentrate on the site until Iam satisdesigned the system and started to implement it. Since then, he has left the
fied with the sound of the station," he
said. That formula also includes aconstation to market and build the system
sciousness of composite clipping, which
on his own by founding Media Touch
he claims is less and less of anegative
Systems.
factor in the market: "Ido have acomLast year, the station also changed locations to allow more space and the abilposite clipper—as apeak limiting device,
not as an active processor!'
ity to upgrade the system.
But WROR, which has aHot AC forStereo, meanwhile, is "on hold" for
mat, does use aggressive processing.
WEEI, Vidoli said.
"The processing adds aspark of exciteOn the FM side
ment to the station and with state-of-theThe FMs in Boston have an advantage
art equipment, we can be louder now
than in the past," said Harry Nelson, PD.
over those in many US markets because
On the subject of loudness, WBOS's
the topography is fairly flat, thus mulCooley said, "Loudness is subjective. I
tipath is not a problem. Most station
think that loud is when there are dytransmitter sites are located in Neednamics and separation exists. Some peoham, aBoston surburb, or on top of the
ple think the opposite. Because of the
Prudential building downtown.
The current hot topic here is the issue
different sound that each station
of non-ionizing radiation. So far, WROR,
produces in this market, you can see that
WBOS and WBUR have switched to a it is asubjective topic!'
new master antenna at their Needham
transmitter site. Plans are in works to Jeff Williams is aproducer for WRKO-AM in
move transmitters off the Prudential
Boston.

(continued from page 25)
ming is going to last in Boston. The station
has fired its local talk show host and has
opted for satellite programming instead.

Audio Processor is the ...

Radio Systems
Booth 112
Will offer the new RS Cart 2000,
which provides constant phase correction, splice finder, timer three cue
tones, flutter correction, front-panel azimuth adjustment, direct drive DC
servo motor, roller cleaning mode and
more. Also shown will be RS Series
consoles and RS DAT.

• Consultabon •

Boston Broadcasting

Your Next Four Band

QEI Corp.
Booth 746, 748
Will introduce the second-generation
Digital Stereo Generator and the CATLINK Model 400 digital STL.

AST

Booth 1126

31

Sales

Turnkey Servsce Total or Partsal
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Circuit Research Labs, Inc.
2522 West Geneva Drive
Tempe, Arizona 85282-3192 U.S.A
18001 535-7648 (602) 438-0888 FAX (602) 438-8227
Bulletin Board System (
602) 438-0459

Audio Signature is a
trademark of Circuit
f'•
,rch Labs, Inc

Information: (619) 433-5600 • Fax: (619) 433-1590
Orders: (800)748-5553

See Us At Radio ' 90 Booth 506
Circle 112 On Reader Service Card

See Us At

Radio ' 90 Booth 1227
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The M&E CD Library System
by Ty Ford

a Plus, SE or Mac II with at least a
20MB hard drive. The entire collection
Baltimore MD Whether you're workof all the libraries actually takes no
ing with aproduction music library at a more than 10MB. Your Mac should be
radio station or at acommercial producrunning Finder version 6.0 or higher,
tion facility, at some point the number
System version 6.0, 128K ROM and 1MB
of CDs becomes so large that it becomes
RAM. According to the manual the proimpossible to remain in touch with all of gram runs with Apple Talk, Apple
the cuts.
Share and Multifinder.
The more additions to your library,
If you're running "Big Blue you'll
the farther out of touch you get. Even
need an IBM PC, PCXT, PCAT or 100%
if you use the library a lot, and even
IBM compatible system with DOS 3.1 or
if you commit yourself to riffing
higher, afloppy drive and a20MD hard
through the library a half hour each
drive.
day (this is what the skip feature on
Iran into problems after installing a
CD players was really designed for),
demo version of 3.0. There were times
you will lose contact.
when screen messages would pop up
announcing that Icouldn't do what Iwas
trying to do because of some problem
with the system.
A call to Hagai Gefen resulted in an explanation that, even though my Mac SE

MICC3M
FILE

Istarted losing contact when my collection of CD production music libraries
exceeded five feet in length. It occurred
to me that agood database program with
aflexible search capability would make
life in the studio a lot easier.
After calling afew of my contacts at the
libraries, the consensus was that although it might be a good idea, there
were not enough computers in production facilities to warrant the software development ... yet.
That was then, this is now
A year and a half later, there are at
least three software packages: The M&E
Library System from Gefen Systems,
ScoreMaster from Computer Music
Consortium, Inc. and Professional
Librarian from Leonardo Software.
Some individual music and sound effects companies also have their own
librarian software.
This month's Producer's File takes a
look at The M&E Library System. The
Mac version of the software requires

better to install the parts of the file individually rather than use the Install
macro. Version 3.1 apparently addresses
this problem, although Ihave not had
the opportunity to work with it.
After copying the files to the folder (no
big deal), Ifired up the system again.
This time everything in the demo
seemed to work just fine.

A gold star
Gefen gets high marks for going to the
extra effort of making the text as consistent as possible. Rather than using the
descriptive texts from each different library, one person at M&E actually listens
to each piece of music and then adds the
description to the database using his
own words.
The menus are simple. "Tile" includes
the basic open, close, save, page setup
and print commands. The "Edit" menu
gives you basic undo, cut copy, paste,
clear and show clipboard commands.
They let you select different pieces of
music and compile them in a separate
file, which allows you to compile alist.
Later these same edit features can be
used to create afinal list of cuts used for
billing purposes.
Another new feature on the 3.1 update
is the ability to tag selections in the file
and put it into a client file. That way,
when you are doing asearch and come
was running with 1MB of RAM, the varup on atagged listing, you can check to
ious INITs Ihad installed had reduced
see who used it last and when. It's also
the RAM to the degree that the applicaagreat feature for tagging those cuts that
tion would not run properly. Sensing a really stand out when you're previewing
good business expense opportunity, I newly arrived CDs.
chose to upgrade from 1MB to 4MB
An update expected in August of this
RAM ($260), activated Multifinder and
year will generate ause report form. No
reinstalled the program.
more hunting for blank forms and wastNew problems arose. The search-bying time doing the cleanup paperwork
word function would only find the first
for production jobs.
word of each description, and some of
The Mac version of the M&E library
the lists contained unreadable junk. Ansystem is easy to run. The simple menus
other call to Gefen and Iwas informed
and screen are typically Mac-intuitive.
that while the 3.0 version of the applicaThe default setting automatically selects
tion would run with Multifinder, it was
all libraries in the database. You can then

Gefen gets high
marks for going to
the extra effort of
making the text as
consistent as possible.
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BAI . . .
The only name in Broadcast Automation you need to know.
(800) 336-8004
4125 Keller Springs, #122 • Dallas, Texas 75244 • Ph: ( 214) 380-6800 • Fax: ( 214) 380-0823
Circle 88 On Reader Service Card

search by individual library, word, category, synonym or catalog number.
As you make a selection from
any list, that piece is highlighted
and you are shown its complete
description. You are also shown its library name, catalog number, CD number, the duration of the cut and any
track or index information.
Various searches
To do aword search, type in aword
or words and click on the word search
button. All selections with that (or those)
word(s) in their descriptions will be
listed. The degree of exactness of your
search word determines what you get.
Typing in "CO" for example gave me listings for "contemporary," "country" and
"comedy."
The M&E library comes with aselection of word categories like Action/News, Americana, Comedy, Dramatic, Jazz, etc. Clicking on each category opens up a list of subcategories
that you can also click on.
Once you have selected acategory and
asubcategory, aclick on the "select" button of that screen automatically does a
word search using both terms. This
results in alist of those pieces of music
which fit the description.
In addition to categories and subcategories, the M&E library also searches
by synonym. A separate collection of
root words, each with its own sub group
of synonyms are available by pulling
down the "windows" menu and selecting "synonym ... ".
It's important to note that you have to
choose from the root words in the synonym file to do this search. Entering just
any descriptive word for a synonym
search doesn't work.
When you select aword from the root
list, the synonym list appears next to it.
The synonym list gives you a list of
words that may help you define your
selection better. Also, you can add or delete root words and synonym words to
customize that part of your database.
If you go back to the main screen, enter the root word "easy" and hit the synonym button, for example, alist of music is generated that doesn't have the
word "easy" in the descriptive text. Instead you get selections with the words
"light" and "pleasant," which are synonymous with "easy."
Catalog search
If you know the selection you're looking for is on acertain CD, you can enter
the catalog number of the disk or tape
in question and get acomplete listing of
all the cuts.
The software is alot easier to fathom
than the price list, due to the amazing
number of options available. For example, $250 gets you librarian software for
the Promusic Libraries. The full-blown
version, containing all of the libraries
and extensive editing capability, costs
$825 for the IBM version and $995 for the
Mac version.
Quarterly library updates continue to
track new releases. Gefen also markets
complete systems including software,
Sony CDK-006 CD juke boxes, networks,
synchronizer software and more. For
more information call Gefen Systems at
1-800-545-6900.
o
Ty Ford is an independent audio consultant and regular contributor to RW. Currently, he is writing an advanced production
book for Focal Press. Reach him by phone at
301-889-6201 or by MCI mail #347-6635.
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AND RPU'S
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wers noise, while
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effects of interference and fade.

:TV STL AUDIO SUBCARRIERS

ATELLITE AUDIO

Dolby SR improves
analog channels
without audible side
ffects yielding
erformance rivaling
digital systems.

With Dolby SR, there's
no need to re-allocate .
subcarrier frequencies
rreplace existing
quipment in order to
liver high quality
dio to the transmitter.

Listeners today expect better sound wherever they go — at home, at the
movies, in the car. To keep up with their expectations, you need Dolby SR.
Two channels, with the compact, easy-to-operate Dolby Model 363 (shown).
Or up to 24 channels, with Dolby Laboratories' multitrack products.
Dolby SR dramatically reduces noise, increases headroom, and lowers
distortion from initial production to final transmission. That means you can
deliver your message today with the clarity you've been expecting from the
technology of tomorrow.

Dolby Laboratories Inc• 100 Potrero Avenue • San Francisco, CA 94103-4813 Telephone 415-558-0200 • Teiex 34409
346 Clapham Road • London SW9 9AP • Telephone 01-720-1111 • Telex 919109 Facsimile 01-720-4118
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• Scrap Your Cart Machines
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Want it to sound better ?
Get on the
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with the Broadcast Devices'

Digital Di replaces all your old audio Cart sources with
high quality dea/audio from acomputer hard disk.
Priced from $ 1,995.00
Multi-day Satellite programming is a snap. Full ID,
liner rotation and live assist options. Easy operation.

APC 200 Audio
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Eliminate your paper Log. It's all on the screen
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successful FM translators"
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Call for 40 page brochure - Our 10th Year
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The Management

1-800-334-7823 - I -817-625-9761
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Talk with Howard Enstrom,
veteran broadcast consultant who, in the 70s
switched to FM translators as a specialty.
FUTA services: Feasibility studies, freq-
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Eliminate annoying stereo phasing problems
Electronically align your recorder with each dub
Works with your existing stereo cart machine
Complete cart diagnostics with each dub
Get more mono punch
Improve your stereo image

uency searches, system design-engineering,
FCC applications. Publisher of The SIGNAL
SOURCE, bi-monthly newletter all about FM
translators. BEST EQUIPMENT PRICES.
FM TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATES, INC.
30925 Vista View
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CALL US TODAY!
Find out how CTI can
deliver a state-of-the-art
system using a new PCbased Format Sentry
controller combined with
remanufactured source
equipment at...

omy of a dial- up remote control without the high
initial cost. An eight channel system consisting
of remote control unit and a separate telemetryinput/relay-output panel with screw-terminal interface is only $ 1398 and is easily field expandable all the way up to 64 channels. The low cost
of the RFC- 1 is made possible by an elegantly
simple design approach and the use of a newly
available microprocessor which drastically
reduces the component-count of the unit.
3704 Inglewood Cir, S., Nashville, TN 37216-3310

(615) 228-3500

Whether your station is satellite, live assist, or reel-to-reel,
CTI has the answers.
• 2 week delivery
• 1 year warranty
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Specifically designed for Radio
and TV Broadcasters, Broadcast Plus
offers flexible annual license plans to
fulfill any music need and budget.
Chosen from more than 250 superbly
recorded CDs, this collection contains a
huge variety of music styles, including
the most contemporary, with 30 and 60
sec. versions, logos and punctuations.
Please take the time to call or write us
today about Broadcast Plus:
You owe it to your station.
1-800-322-7879
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Computer Aids for STLs & RPUs
by Barry Mishkind
Tucson AZ When planning an Sil path
or an RPU shot, the engineer often has visions of the hours of work required.
However, as the use of computers
proliferates in radio stations, it becomes
easy to install and use one or more
of the available programs to do the
preliminary work.

KEWCUMYÏ: .-CONNECTION
Two software vendors that provide
programs of this sort are EDX Engineering and SoftWright. Both are headed
by registered professional engineers
with years of experience in filing FCC
applications.
This makes the output of the programs suitable for use in some less
complex filings, although others may
require assistance from your regular
consulting engineer.
What you can do
The Terrain Analysis Package (TAPTN1)
from SoftWright comes in modules that
you can purchase as needed. The data
can either be plotted on screen, or written to an ASCII file for your uses or a
data file for 3-D plotting.
By allowing you to assign job names
to each site, you can set up several sites
of interest for either transmitting or
receiving. Then each site can be calculated to other coordinates, or to aspecified distance and azimuth.
Data can be stored on the hard disk for
areas you normally use, or the program
will prompt you for any additional data
diskettes you need.
Depending on your needs or desire for
accuracy, either 3second or 30 second
data can be ordered. Both sizes of floppies are supported, as well as CD ROM.
Output can be routed to the screen or
ahardcopy device. If you don't have a
plotter, the program will send the output to your dot matrix printer.
You can make changes along the way
and specify flat earth or 4/3 curvature, for
example. TERRNDA and RPATH114 from
EDX Engineering do much the same jobs,
although they come as separate programs
instead of menu choices as SoftWright
provides. Of course, abatch file could be
set up to automatically move you from one
program to the other.
RPATH is designed to drive aplotter
and not adot matrix printer, so that may
be aconsideration. On the other hand,
there are translation utilities that can
make the output go to any printer.
Adding more features
Both SoftWright and EDX provide
more options for using the data. As addin modules, SoftWright provides aseries
of programs for directional and field and
contour calculations for AM/FM/twoway applications.
EDX doesn't provide an overall menu
shell, but awide variety of programs can
be added to utilize the data generated
from TERRN. They range from
SHDMAPTm, a program that will develop plots of RF shadow areas, to
ground conductivity calculators, to

dows 3.0 to see if it lived up to its promise. It really does get tiring for aPC user
to hear all the time how wonderful the
Macintosh is, and how easy it is to use.
Well, Windows 3.0 really shows off the
graphics capabilities of the PC. The icons
and push buttons (when the mouse
clicks on them they "depress") really

FM/TV channel study programs.
Which is the better program package?
It depends on your needs and preferences for display and data export, as well
as the size of the area where the program
is used.
SoftWright and EDX have different
procedures to enter and manipulate the
data. EDX takes greater advantage of a
color monitor. SoftWright seems more
flexible for output. Also, they have
different pricing policies on the data. (Of
course, you can enter the data manually,
but that defeats the whole purpose of a
database, except in an emergency.)
So, you may want to see ademonstration of the program functions of interest
to you before deciding which is best for
you. Both of them export the data to a
wonderful program call SURFERTM
from Golden Software, that produces
maps in 3-D and color.
Adding SURFER to either package will
give you the ability to develop topographic and coverage maps. A demo
disk is available for this program, too.
Costs can be suprisingly modest, starting at $395 plus data file blocks of topographic data.

Windows 3.0 really
shows off the
graphics capabilities
of the PC.
look sharp. Yet, pretty looks are not
enough to sell the program—the way
Windows lets you fully utilize those 286
and 386 machines is the clincher.
The 640K barrier is now officially gone!
Windows lets you take full advantage of
all the RAM you have. And that means
speed. Beyond that, it can use the hard
disk as extra memory.
Of course, akey feature is the ability
to easily transfer information or pictures
between applications. Windows ties
word processors, spreadsheets and databases together with graphics programs
in away that makes your computer time
much more efficient.
Copying files is as easy as dragging

Software update
As many readers will know, especially
if you read any computing magazines,
Microsoft has recently released Windows, version 3.0, with alot of publicity. I've been anxiously waiting for Win-

In the 12 September issue of RW, Ed Montgomery will begin a12-part course
on Amplifier Fundamentals.
Amplifier Fundamentals is an overview of how amplifiers function. It will review
audio and RF amplifiers, small-signal and power amps and cover terminology,
decibels and circuit analysis.
The cost of registering for the course is $35 and all who register will be mailed
an exam at its completion. The course is good for 1.2 CEUs of credit and can also
count toward SBE certifications. To register use coupon below.
NORTHERN VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Social Security No.

Director of Continuing Education, Annandale Campus
(703) 323-3159

Please enroll me in the Community Service Program listed below:
MIDDLE INITIAL

FIRST NAME

State

Course Title

Amplifier Fundamentals

Course Code

BCS191601

Business
Fee$ Phone

Home Phone

35.00

How did you learn about this course?

Received brochure in mail,
Library,

Referral

Newspaper advertisement,
Radio/TV announcement

with our patented
K-Line thermo-coupler and
state-of-the-art rigid
coaxial transmission lines.

Our patented K-Line has
replaced other manufacturers'
lines, however, to our knowledge,
no other company's line has ever
replaced ours.

Course Date(s) and time

Zip Code

AVOID COSTLY
TRANSMISSION
LINE FAILURES

We resolved to find solutions to
those problems and we did just
that.

LAST NAME

Address
City

Barry Mishkind is aconsultant and contract engineer in Tucson. He can be reached
at 602-296-3797, or on FidoNet 1:300/11.

In our early years, servicing other
company's products, we found
inherent weaknesses in every
design.

8333 Little River Turnpike, Annandale, Virginia 22003

Name

your mouse across the screen. While the
file manager lacks afew frills that some
shells provide, it works well in visually
depicting what you are doing.
Installation is much easier than previous versions. It even searches out your
existing applications so you get up and
running quickly.
With over 500,000 copies out, many
manufacturers are jumping on the Windows 3.0 bandwagon to bring many
popular programs into the Windows environment. Naturally, Microsoft is a
leader here, with Word for Windows and
Excel available now for Windows 3.0, and
more products appear every day with
"Windows 3.0 Compatible" on the box.
The built-in programs are even worth
attention, including two word processors, agraphics program, calendar, calculator, abasic telecommunications program, even acardfile with ability to autodial the phone numbers on it.
For more information on the products
mentioned above, contact Harry Anderson at EDX at 503-345-0019, Larry Ellis
of SoftWright at 303-329-6388 or Golden
Software is at 800-333-1021.

Other

Enclosed is my check payable to Northern Virginia Community College. Iunderstand that enrollment may be limited

That says something. And so
does our 5year warranty, an
industry first.

and if the course is cancelled for any reason, my check will be refunded in full.
For office use:

SA 91

RU 97

SID 91

Call or write for asolution to
your transmission problems.

RU 98
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SHALLCO, INC.
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TRANSMISSION LINES AND ANTENNAS
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How'd He Do That?
Dear 1G,
When Iwrote you back in February
(Tricks of the Trade, 2 February issue), I
didn't anticipate the run of calls and
notes written to me by other broadcasters asking about other "helpful
household hints;' as it were.
Because more things can go wrong in
a radio station than in any house ever
encountered by Heloise, the answers
aren't as cut-and-dried as one would
like. Imean, there's not much call for
"how-to-get-Kool Aid-stains out-ofthe-carpet." Rather, it's "how-to-drainthe-spilled-alcohol-bottle-out-of-theOtari-4-track."
Be that as it may, I'd like to take acouple of lines to share some more advice.
Apologies to those to whom these tips
are groaningly obvious; this will be the
kind of page you tear out and show the

jocks. All are based on phone calls, notes
and actual visits and none can be considered the definitive answer; as I've said
above, lotsa things can go wrong.
S000
Why do my splices go "thump?"
Betcha you've magnetized your blade
Betcha you casually toss it down between cuts. Everytime you do that you're
giving the magnetic particles in the blade
aWile E. Coyote drop-off-a-cliff. Do this
enough times and they'll align themselves with the earth's polar magnetic
pattern. Pass the blade (don't scrape it)
across a playback head; if the meter
deflects, you've got athumper. A shot
over the bulk eraser should do it.
What do you do with that oatmeal box you
wrote about?
Mic tricks! For the price of breakfast
you've bought afixed-frequency micro-

phone bandpass filter for commercial effects (imagine what the price of oatmeal
would be like if they printed that on the
box).
Other fun things to have around: a
metal trash pail, five feet of raingutter
down-pipe, ten feet of pool filter hose
and aTupperwarem cold-cut box. Don't
laugh 'til you've talked into 'em.
Why do alot of produced spots sound like
they've been half-bulked?
Take your "in" basket off your computer. A moment's thought will make
this obvious.
Why keep one old mechanical typewriter
at your station? You've got adozen electrics
and word processing—get rid of it!
Sorry, but next time the power fails
and the emergency juice doesn't fire
right away, my partner in the newsroom
is going to need something. What do
you have planned at your station for an
outage? Do your phones stay on? Copier
work? HVAC?

What do you do
with that oatmeal
box you wrote
about?

Can Iuse the laser in my CD machine to
reheat abuttered bagel?
Only during aratings period and only
if you work crosstown from me.
My boss buys the worst equipment. Look
at this reel machine—it can't even record.
Don't blame your boss: All your tapes
are twisted. With some of today's backcoated and lubricated tapes, the old
"shiny side outside" rule seems to apply
only to apples now.
Suspect aproblem? Don't be too quick
to leap on the boss—put aone-eighty in
your tape and see what happens.
Why does my satellite signal sound like I've
got half afoot of snow in the dish?
Before you strip the PC boards to look
for nothing, run outside and look to see
if any bees, hornets or wasps have
moved into town and opened up the
Feed Horn Condominium complex.
Trying to pass a couple of squinky
volts of microwave energy through afistful of bugs is comparable to riding
through arevolving door on atandem
bicycle—can't be done. Talk to your satellite company and then to an exterminator.
I'll be meeting everybody at the Boston show (Radio '90), so I'm hoping to
hear about more tricks and tips from
those attending. Stop me if you see me,
Jude, and ask me why Frankenstein
doesn't have any children ... answer on
request.
Up to my kneez in beez,
—Al

It your plant is heavily dependent on
the utilities for nearly everything, keep
a cheapie $12 phone with clip leads
handy, a package of carbon paper and Al's favorite answer to "How do Iget into
afew fans nearby. Do you have apower- radio?" is, "Just pry off the back." Write to
out plan?
him do Radio World.

COMPLETE YOUR DEFINITION OF " CLASS A,"
CALL CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS
....... .1
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••••••Continental Electronics is here to assist you with your new definition of
"Class A." You can increase power, increase revenue base, and expand
your listening audience by upgrading your transmitting facility.
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Continental has engineered four transmitters to meet your needs. The
500/1000 Watt transmitter is single phase and is only 42 inches tall. This
transmitter and the 3.8 kW are totally solid-state and designed for high
efficiency and reliability.
The 2.5 kW and the 5 kW transmitters are single tube transmitters. All
Continental FM transmitters include an internal harmonic filter and the
Ultimate 802A Exciter.
500/1000W

3.8 kW

For service after the sale, call the Continental 24- hour tech line. At
Continental, service is an attitude, not a department.
So, call your Continental Sales Manager to get the complete definition
of " Class A."

varian®
5kW

See Us At Radio ' 90 Booth 910

continental electronics division
P.O. Box 270879 Dallas, Texas 75227
Telephone: 214-381-7161 Fax: 214-381-4949
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A Basic Primer for
Noise Generators
by Thomas Vernon
Harrisburg PA Whether you're
designing circuits or tweaking amplifiers
for ultimate performance, noise and distortion are usually viewed as the darker
side of electronics. With diligence they can
be reduced, but never quite eliminated.
But noise doesn't always have to be
bad! This month we'll look at noise
generators, including three that you can
build yourself. Then we'll discuss how
to put that noise to good use.
What is noise?
Noise is usually defined as any unwanted signal appearing at an amplifier's
output terminals. It is arandomly occur-

at higher frequencies.
Later solid state devices usually employed aspecial noise generating diode
or resistor as the noise source. This was
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Major Market
Quality

SKETCHES
followed by amplification and filtering to
get the desired response curve.
Digital noise
Some of the more exciting new designs
produce digitally synthesized analog noise
using pseudo-random-bit sequences. Since
this noise is generated by shift registers, the

Figure 1.

An easily constructed RF noise generator. Be sure
to build the circuit in a shielded enclosure.
Source

Radio Amateur s Handbook

ing signal characterized by its frequency
spectrum, amplitude distribution, and
mechanism responsible for its origin. In
most electronic circuits, its origins are
thermal.
The most prevalent form of noise is 14,
or Johnson noise. It manifests itself as
base current noise in transistors and
cathode current noise in tubes.
Research in general systems theory
has shown that 1/f noise occurs naturally
in many suprising places. The yearly
flow of the Nile over the last 2000 years,
the speed of ocean currents, the flow of
traffic on expressways, and the flow of
sand through an hourglass all plot out
to a 1/f spectrum!
The earliest noise generator circuits
date back to the '40s, and of course, used
vacuum tubes. Sometimes magnets were
placed around the noise generating tube
to reduce oscillations and increase noise

bit pattern repeats, but any portion of it
looks like random is and Os.
Digitally generated noise has some
definite advantages over its analog counterpart. The main advantages are predictability and ease of maintenance. Bandwidth is easily controlled by adjusting the
clock frequency. When this white noise
is filtered digitally, the output waveform
is independent of the clock frequency.
Older analog circuits usually employed specially selected components to
generate noise. Finding replacements
and verifying generator specifications
can be aproblem if the product is obsolete or the manufacturer has gone out of
business.
Also, the low amplitude of noise
generated requires so much amplification that these devices are susceptible to
RF interference and can pick up stray
(continued on page 38)
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Destined to be the best console value of the 90's...presenting
the new Audioarts A-50 on-air console. Available in 8, 12,
and 18 channel configurations, the A-50 features machine
control functions, individually programmable channel logic,
outputs for program, audition, telephone, control room and
studio monitors, as well as internal headphone and cue
amplifiers. Since it's modular, the A-50 can be upgraded with
additional accessory modules as your needs grow. Audioarts
clever engineering and the latest advances in electronic
assembly make this a console with high-end features and
quality at atruly affordable price. A fully loaded 18 channel
console is under $9,000.00. The A-50 is now available from
BSW, the supplier with a 17 year reputation for excellent
service to stations nationwide. Call BSW toll free for more
information.

EIS1At

BROADCAST

SUPPLY

WEST

America's Full- Time Broadcast Supplier

FEATURES & BENEFITS
•I
H,1
• I
"will

enior

Small Market Affordability

1-800-426-8434
ORDERS • INFORMATION • SPECIFICATIONS
BSVV • 7012 27th Street W • Tacoma WA 98466 • FAX 206 565 81 14
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Putting Noise to Good Uses
(continued from page 37)
signals. Digital generators don't have
these problems.
If you want to ride the crest of new
technology, build your own digital noise
source. Affordable custom ICs are now
available. Add a few discrete components and you're in business. The National MivI5837 is one of the more popular of these noise devices.

Begin by aligning playback heads with
a commercially produced pink noise
alignment tape or cartridge. Next, record
mono pink noise and adjust the record
head for optimum high frequency response. You can use an oscilloscope, or
do it by ear.
Once your recorder is set up you can
make up your own master alignment
tape to match all the playback machines
to your record decks.
Audio processing equipment is easily
set up with apink noise source. The advantage here is that the setup results are
much more consistent over time than pro-

Do it yourself
Figure 1shows awhite noise generator derived from aWalt Jung publication.
Output is 1V p-p into a600 ohm load.
Figure 2.

AMAZE

gram audio, since songs that are hot on
the charts now probably won't be around
in six months when you want to do some
re-tweaking. At least one processor
manufacturer has apink noise generator
built into its box for system alignment.
RF uses
Noise also has practical applications in
RF. One of the most useful tests is in receiver alignment. Alignment adjustments or component changes in the RF
stages can have aprofound effect on the
SNR of a receiver. With conventional
alignment procedures it is hard to tell if

10

300

033

RF

1 V p- p
pink noise
f,F

1.0 M

T

O 127 Il
=
=
=
This generator circuit uses a 17 bit pseudorandom
white noise generator chip to produce pink noise.
Accuracy is + 0.25 dB from 10 Hz to 40 kHz.

generator. Again, construction isn't critical, but the 1N21 diode is easily
damaged by excessive heat, so take appropriate precautions.
A few words about measuring noise

Chncit lihinde) Inc

somewhat because you're eyeballing the
scope. The RMS value will be around 1/6
of the p-p voltage.
A broadband source of random noise
can be very useful for testing both audio and RF devices. While laboratory
devices are available with frequencies extending into the gigahertz range, the
simple devices described here have
many good applications around the radio station.
Tom Vernon, aregular RW columnist, divides his time among broadcast consulting,
computers and instructional technology. He
can be reached at 717-367-1151.

42 Elaine Street • R.R. 1 • Thompson, Connecticut 06277
(203) 935-9066 • ( 203) 935-9242
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MIC-MAZE

Microphone Processor

IIEPIX-110•1 re,

o

J

J •

Applications: Microphones...plus
The Mic-Maze is also a multifunction device that is ideal for FM
processing, SCA, STL, TV, satellite up- link, and production.
So transparent, that it will process FM composite baseband
without artifacts.
Us At Radio ' 90 Booth 1232

68 K

high definition, Concert Hall Sound

The A- MAZE is the industry's most
"Psycoacoustically Invisible" processor. Your
audio image is bigger, cleaner, wider, louder
. . . Guaranteed.

mc
MAZE

Consider the crest factor
The crest factor of the meter is also important. This is the ratio of peak to RMS
voltage that can be accurately measured.
A crest factor of 3:1 or better is required
for measuring random noise. Information on bandwidth and crest factor can
usually be obtained in the meter's instruction manual.
For metering noise in the megahertz
range, an oscilloscope may be your only
option. Here accuracy is compromised

+15

All transistors are 2N2925.

Construction and component values are
not critical.
Audio noise generators often have a
selector switch for white or pink noise.
White noise has equal power per Hertz,
while pink noise has equal power per octave. Thus its power density drops at 3
dB per octave. This curve approximates
the power in music, with less energy per
Hertz with increasing frequency. This is
what makes pink noise an excellent vehicle for testing sound systems and audio devices.
Applications around the studio include
alignment of tape and cartridge machines.

are in order. The most accurate way
to do this is with a true RMS voltmeter. Be sure that the meter you're
using has the frequency response to
handle the freqencies you are interested
in. Some meters have aresponse that
rolls off around 20 kHz, while others
are flat out to 100 kHz. Using ameter
with alimited bandwidth will give false
low readings.
Sometimes with audio work, abandpass filter is inserted between the output of the unit under test and the voltmeter to limit the noise being measured
to the audio band. This would prevent
measuring false high readings on a
wideband VTVM.

Figure 3.

A simple white noise generator for audio applications. Circuit puts out 1 V p- p into a 600 ohm load.

See

Noise is usually defined
as any unwanted signal
appearing at an
amplifier's output
terminals.
and the RF gain control at maximum.
The output from the speaker terminals
at this time is the receiver noise. The
generator is now turned on, and the gain
adjusted until the output measured
across the speaker terminals doubles.
The output from the noise generator is
now measured, and subsequent alignment adjustments are made for this 2:1
noise ratio with minimum output from
the noise generator.
Figure 2illustrates alow cost RF noise

10

See

circuit adjustments have improved the
SNR, or just increased the gain (and
noise) of the receiver.
The RF noise generator is useful in solving this dilemma. The generator is connected to the receiver's antenna terminals.
The receiver is operated with the AVC off

J

Ciiiftleo Mc
MM.. M.O.

Chncitlihindai) Inc
42 Elaine Street • R.R. 1 • Thompson, Connecticut 06277
(203) 935-9066 • ( 203) 935-9242
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«ban
Listen
to the
Differe nce!

tetère

Designed. Then priced.
Not vice-versa.

When they're finished, we price it.

ther manufacturers set price goals, then
commit their designers to create products to fit
the price. Worse still, their prices must leave room
for dealer profits.

nd since we don't build in adealer mark-up, our
customers always receive the best price on their
equipment. Our published end-user price would be
others' "confidential dealer cost". The "negotiation
discount" you'd properly expect from their dealers,
we invest in superior components.

Your station works as well as your consoles let it.
How do you know whether your consoles have been
built to aprice, or designed to perform? If they're
from Pacific Recorders, you have the assurance that
avery real difference in priorities is at work.

So the next time you have the chance to order new
consoles, maybe you'd be better off to look beyond
the price tag and see the value of our approach.
Excellence first. All else second.

The difference:
ur design engineers are in the happy position
of being encouraged to choose materials, components, techniques and approaches as they see fit.
Their objective is products with uniquely superior
attributes: Maximum headroom. Minimum noise and
distortion. Total RF immunity. Tough, reliable housings. Massive power supplies. Friendly control
panels.

[lease send me
abrochure on:
ILI Air consoles
CI Prediction consoles
El Cart machines
ID Dolby SR® for cart
Everything PR&E offers
Return this coupon to:
IPacific Recorders &
Engineering Corporation
I2070 Las Palmas Drive
Carlsbad, CA 92009
19) 438-3911

L

0 1990 PR&E

NAME
STATION
ADDRESS

RW
PACIFIC RECORDERS
& ENGINEERING CORPORATION
The number one choice for
more # 1stations
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EAS: Colorado's Answer to EBS
by Frederick M. Baumgartner
Part Iof II
Indianapolis IN Almost no one will
(luny that the EBS has serious limitations. Its 1950s technology, slow pace,
"cry wolf" mandatory testing, repeated
Figure 1.

Start Flag

450ms

50ms
1 Sec 50ms
50ms
50ms
50ms
50ms
50ms
50ms

8 Sec

0.000011..111111

State/Prov. Code

tion of the population and it will be late
and likely inaccurate.
A number of piecemeal proposals have
attempted to repair parts of the EBS system. SBE members in Michigan are quite
successfully reducing the "cry wolf" testing irritation and speeding up the system by shortening the tones.
Oklahoma and San Francisco are implementing alternative communications
channels and signaling to support EBS's
single point distribution. San Francisco
is also moving to serve the deaf with its
updated EBS.
In the midst of these efforts comes the
Figure 2.

ing. The terrain and the inherent limitations of the EBS system make aworking
state system impractical. Still, Colorado
is apractical state—if the old technology
doesn't work, it will find something that
does. That something is EAS.
EAS is built around a very simple
piece of equipment. The heart of it is
ErTMF tone encoders and decoders, with
one important difference—they all run
12% higher in frequency.
The ordinary $2.50 CMOS encoder/decoder can be shifted up in frequency (most often all this requires is
changing the 3.58 MHz crystal to 4.00

the EAS carries priority and location information.
Second, while the EBS decoder can listen to only one source (the CPCS-1 or
arelay station) the EAS decoder can scan
eight sources, looking for an EAS activation.
Let's look at what that means in the
real world.
Speed
Each step of the EBS requires a 23second tone sequence to be sent. An
operator then determines if it is in fact
areal activation or just another weekly
test, then another 23 second tone sequence is sent; the procedure may have
to be repeated.
At each step the message may be lost
through technical fault or operator error.

Figure 3.
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and required operator intervention at all
levels and poor penetration into today's
communications media virtually assures
that, if needed, it will reach only afrac-

emergency announcement system
(EAS), amethod conceived in Colorado.
It is proving acost effective tool that borrows improvements from other EBS updates.

MHz) and works
perfectly well:
To Tape Recorder
r
The frequency
shifted DTMF beDptional EBS encod
comes blind to
and will not talk
Why EAS was developed
to standard DTMF
Program
1— AUDIO TO XMTR
PROGRAM AUDIO
Colorado is an area of rough terrain
devices.
Intercept Card
and high-tech emergencies with everyThe result is a
thing from Rocky Flats and torpedoes
device that is
dropped at the intersection of I-25 and
much faster and
I-70 to Doppler detected tornadoes. Its
considerably
EAS decoder
mixture of major, medium and supercheaper than the
small stations and wide variety of elecEBS two-tone systronic media make it an ideal location to
tem. But there are two other advantages
In any case, time is lost. Even when the
develop and test an EBS supercharger.
to EAS technology.
weather service is allowed direct entry,
The state does not now have an apFirst, while the EBS has only one mesthe NWS (National Weather Service)
proved EBS plan, but not for lack of trysage carried by the tones ("activation"),
tone and the EBS tone and wait period
still require at least one minute.
By contrast, the EAS system will activate achain of stations up to eight deep
in eight seconds. The announcement can
began immediately, so most EAS announcements would be completed before the old EBS could have been activated.
With potentially lifesaving tornado information now so quickly available, it
seems ashame to waste the technology
by waiting typically two minutes before
notifying the public.
An exclusive offer from Dielectric. Manufacturers of FM

F

DIELECTRIC

FM Antenna. • •
5-year system warranty
antennas and FM products for over 35 years, our full line includes single and multi-station antennas, combiners, filters,
switches, and transmission line. The Dielectric advantages:

•Improved technology for 1990 and beyond
•Directional patterns for FM upgrades
•Antennas for every power and bandwidth
requirement
•Variable spaced antennas for limited tower
apertures
•Minimum downward radiation
Full 5-year warranty on every complete Dielectric system!
Dielectric Communications
See Us At Radio ' 90 Booth 231

Raymond, ME 04071 • 1-207-655-4555 . 1-800-341-9678 • FAX: 207-655-4669
Circle 150 On Reader Service Card

Hub versus matrix
The EBS system relies on asingle distribution point, the CPCS-1 station. Each
activation must reach the CPCS-1 (although many stations allow the NWS to
circumvent the CPCS-1).
The practical limitation is that only a
few of the sources of emergency activations have access to the CPCS-1. Access
to the CPCS-1 is not always good; in
some cases the contact is by dial telephone.
In contrast, the EAS allows many entry
points. The scanning function of the EAS
decoder means that the NWS, metropolitan ringdown lines, sheriff's radio in rural communities and anumber of other
broadcast stations can be monitored.
(continued on next page)
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KRNA Builds a Rock-Solid Studio Setting
by Dee McVicker
Iowa City IA Robert Norton,
at one time an engineer for
large-market radio and now the

operations manager for KRNA
in Iowa City, IA, slips on his
engineering hat every year or
so to update the station's studios. Call it a professional

EBS Alternative
(continued from previous page)
There are three advantages
with this approach. First, even
if alarge number of stations are
off the air, or fail to pass the
EAS message, the system will
"restructure" or "heal" itself.
Only afraction of the stations
need to survive for the system
to work.
Second, in rural areas, the
most reliable means of communications may involve satellite
(for example, Denver's TV stations are uplinked and receivable in mountain communities),
community translators, the
sheriffs' repeater or state twoway systems. Even mountaintop ham repeaters may be used.
More security needed
EAS allows anything that
works to be used. Of course, a
second level of security is
needed when the public has access to the communications
channel input (i.e., telephone
and ham repeaters).
But this security may be as
simple as PL, digital PL or allowing aham repeater to accept
EAS activations only from the
NWS or abroadcast source. In
medium and major markets
there are enough secure means
of communication to make the
question of security moot.
Third, entry points into the
system can be tailored for the
community. In very rural
America it may be necessary for
the sheriff or state patrol to activate the local EAS from the
squad car (the county sheriff
cannot bring up the state EAS).
The EBS system is pretty
much an "all or nothing" proposition. Either the state (or region) is activated completely, or
it is not. The same "shotgun"
approach is used for any level
of emergency, from advisory to
nuclear attack.
The EAS system is highly targeted. Each EAS activation carries information that defines the
state, region, city and priority
level desired.
EAS encoders will send information on the location and
priority level of the activation.
Decoders are programmed to
respond only to EAS activations that involve their coverage area. The priority information allows the station to deal
Fred Baumgartner is engineering manager at Indianapolis'
WTTK and WTTV-TV. Previously,
he was at KWGN-TV and
KHOW/KSYY in Denver.

with each activation appropriately and—if desired—automatically.
Next: Priority levels in the
EAS.

hobby, but Norton is by no
means dabbling; he's making
tremendous headway with a
control room, a 2-track, an 8track and a news room.
His most recent project was
the 8-track, a sort of nemesis
that has been haunting him
since the station moved into
the new facility in 1985. At that
time, the 8-track was envisioned as'more of a4-track and
the primary source was decidedly vinyl. That's all changed.
A single story, the facility

was built for radio from the
ground up. It was also built
rock-solid. That is, it was built
for the heavy modulation of
KRNies rock and roll format.

FACILITIES
SHOWCASE
Commented Norton, "We like
to run everything nice and
loud!" Not one to tolerate audio
bleed-through from one studio

to the next, Norton went to
work in 1985 to install thick,
solid walls.
Today, the studios are well
isolated by layers of sheetrock,
placed strategically over 2x4s to
deaden audio leakage. "All together in one wall," said Norton, "you have six layers of
sheetrock."
Norton also spared no expense and put in double thick
doors for each studio. The
layout of the facility was also
(continued on page 42)

When you need extra hands mixing audio,
Shure's AMS can help.
Until recently, you needed outstanding when addressed from within a120-degree
hand-ear-eye coordination to mix audio in "window of acceptance" centered at the
multiple-microphone broadcast situations. front of the microphone. AMS mics not
addressed from within this angle remain off.
Now there's asystem that gives you
So the number of open microphones is kept
broadcast-quality audio when you can't
cover all the faders at once. It's the Shure to aminimum automatically, with no need
Automatic Microphone System (AMS),
for manual control
Since the Shure AMS automatically
featuring patented direction-sensitive gating.
The Shure AMS continuously compares keeps track of the number of open micra
audio signal levels from two matched unidi- phones and adjusts the overall gain to
rectional condenser microphone cartridges compensate, your broadcast level stays conlocated back-to-back in each AMS micro- stant as mics open and close, without
phone. The rear-facing cartridge monitors troublesome gain-riding.
Direction-sensitive gating makes the
ambient sound, while the front-facing cartridge handles sound from the desired
source. When the front cartridge output
exceeds the rear cartridge output by 9dB,
the AMS mic channel gates on automatically
in .004 seconds.
Because of this unique gating concept, an
AMS microphone channel will only gate on

suuRE®

Shure AMS the best system to use in multiple-mic situations, from panel talk shows to
game shows to hearings on Capitol Hill.
More and more broadcast engineers are discovering the advantages of having
broadcastquality multiplemicrophone

audio without the headaches of manual mixing or the time-consuming setup of so-called
automatic mixers.
With AMS you not only get all the
advantages of atruly automatic microphone
system, you also get the broadcast-quality
audio and reliability of Shure microphones.
For acomprehensive AMS literature
packet, call us at 1-800-257-4873. For AMS
technical support, call Michael Pettersen at
1-708-866-2512.

The Sound of the Professionale—Worldwide.
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Building a Rock-Proof Facility
(continued from page 41)
casional cut on vinyl.
crucial to eliminating audio leakage.
The 2-track production studio, which
Norton decided on aright angle pattern
had been carrying the production load
with alayout that would buffer critical
until the new 8-track was added, also
studios from each other.
has the Auditronics 218. Its cabinetry,
In the corner, he situated the control
like all the studios, was designed by Norroom. Branching out on one leg of the
ton and contracted out to a local carright angle are the engineering room and
penter to build. "Icopied the in-vogue
the 8-track production studio. On the
thing of putting formica on top and putother leg, Norton situated the newsroom
ting the oak edge around it," said Norand next to it, the 2-track studio.
ton of the studio furniture.
In the control room, where an allCD forFitted around the light oak furnishings
mat is loaded up on one
of two Denon DN-950FA
compact disc players,
Norton installed the Auditronics 218 board. An
in-board mic compressor
and equaliwr support a
controller's Shure microphone. Two Scully 280
playback/recorders, for
on-air contest bits, and
six ITC SP series cart
machines were imported
from the old facility.
KRNA's festive control room utilizes two Denon CD players ( left)
A Studer A727 CD
and an Auditronics 218 console.
player is also resident in
the studio for backup, as well as two
in the 2-track are two MCI JH110C 2Technics SL1200 MKII turntables for
track recorders that, according to Norwhat used to be the primary source in
ton, take quite abeating, as well as two
1985 but now are used only for the ocITC triple deck cart machines, two Tech-

1

ENGINEERING S
CHEDULE
•Thursday, September 13
AM Directional Antenna Seminar
8:00-5:00 pm
Engineering Management:
Dealing with the Difficult Employee
3:30-4:40 pm

•Friday, September 14

BosToN
RADIO 1990
National Association
of Broadcasters
1 (800) 342-2460

•Tuesday, September 11
Radio Data System Seminar
1:00-5:00 pm
•Wednesday, September 12
3rd Digital Radio Station Seminar
9:00-5:00 pm

AM Directional Seminar
8:00-5:00 pm
The Progress of Radio
Receiver Technology
2:00-3:10 pm.
FM Engineering
3: 30-5:00 pm

flics SL1200 MKII turntables and two
Technics SLP1200 CD players. A Denon
DN-950FA compact disc player is also
available.
The production studio Denon machine
can also be used as a control room
backup, although it has never had occasion to. Two UREI LA4compressors, an
H910 Harmonizer, aUREI 535 equalizer
and the Orban 111B spring reverb are
also in the 2-track, along with two
Nakámichi cassette machines.

ton picked up the recorder, according to
his recollection, "for what Iwould have
paid for a4track."
To complement the 8track recorder,
Norton brought in two MCI JH110C 2track recorders (the parts were interchangeable between the 8-track and 2track recorders!) as well as aTechnics SL1200 MKII turntable, an ITC 3-deck cart
machine and, of course, an 8-track console.

A single story, the
facility was built for
radio from the
ground up.

Gates newsroom
In contrast to the studios that air rock
and roll from CD is the station's newsroom, an antique affair with Gates
The board Norton selected was the Pro
Criterion cart machines, an aging Sparta
790 Harrison, which "has amic EQ and
board and an Ampex AG440 recorder.
there's aloop on the mic channel to go
They're still workhorses, said Norton,
to the mic compressors—Iuse LA4s,"
who insisted that the Ampex AG440 is
said Norton. The 8-track console, like all
still the "best recorder in the building as
KRNA consoles, is spared the necessity
far as ruggedness goes."
of additional channels by the use of a
The biggest surprise, however, is that
Shure M267 mixer.
the newsroom has two personal comSaid Norton, "The Shure mixer
puters. "It's atotally electronic newsroom comes up in remote. If Ineed to mic
in spite of the rather old recording equip- other people we use that instead of
ment," said Norton. The personal comusing very expensive channels. That
puters are used to prompt the UPI wire
way we can plug in six more mics into
service as well as actuality scripts, which
any studio!' With little budget to spare,
are scripted from WordPerfect software.
Norton completed the 8-track—at least
The newsroom, with the exception of for the time being—with what he refers
the computers, hasn't
changed in ten years
and Norton suspects it
won't change for another ten. Norton's recent pet project, the 8track room, is less than
ayear old and still not
complete, according to
Norton. "It's usable," he
said, "but it doesn't
have the MIDI stuff I
want." Even so, in the
Cedar Rapids/Iowa City
Light oak cabinetry, designed by Norton, supports an Auditronics
market, KRNA's mulboard and other equipment in KRNA's 2-track studio.
titrack studio is the only
8track room to be found.
to as "the poor man's Harmonizer," the
Alesis Quadraverb.
Turning four tracks into eight
Popular with bands, and unbalanced,
The decision to go from the station's
the Alesis lets production personnel do
original plan of a4track, which already
limited special effects. "(It's) not as good
exists in the market, to an 8track apas aHarmonizer," admitted Norton, 'but
pears to be the doing of Broadcasters
it will create reverb and phase shifting."
General Store, via an MCI JH110C-8
With this studio complete, Norton is
recorder. "While Dave (Kerstirt, at Broadtaking abreak. When he slips on his encasters General Store in Carol Springs,
gineering hat again, he said, it will most
IL) was looking for a4track recorder, he likely be for a new transmitter site or
was telling me about this 8track he
when the new digital cart machines
had," remembers Norton.
come to fruition. He can hardly wait.
One of the last JH110C-85 made by
MCI, Broadcasters General Store was
Dee McVicker is afree-lance writer and
holding the merchandise for another staregular contributor to RW. To inquire about
tion. When this deal fell through, Norher writing service, call 602-899-8916.

l

•Saturday, September 15
AM Engineering
9:00-10:30 am
Interference: Its Causes and Cures
10:30-11:40 am

Two families of audio routing switchers - 8300 & 9000
• ALL with CD level performance

• with relay crosspoints

Increasing AM Quality and the
FCC Proposals
1:00-2:10 pm

• from 1x10 to 60 x60

• optional machine control

. with level metering

• from LED indicator switches
through PC/computer control

Radio Technical Measurement
Demonstrations
2:30-3:40 pm
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Two Monitors To Construct
by Jeff Littlejohn, CE
WYSY AM/FM
Chicago IL The following simple and
inexpensive projects will help you accomplish two helpful tasks.
The first allows you to actually listen
to AM noise, synchronous and asynchronous, while you're tuning your FM
box. The second helps you monitor the
competition.
For the construction of the AM noise
monitor, see Figure 1.
When using this device to tune the
transmitter you should hear acouple of
things.
First: AC Hum. This is the asynchronous AM noise caused by power
supply ripple.
Second: Program Material. This is the
synchronous AM noise that can be
minimized by tuning.
A couple of notes
1. AM noise will change as the transmitter warms up, so let it run for three
or four hours before making final adjust-

ments.
2. The program content that you hear
while tuning will get softer as you reach
minimum AM noise.
3. All transmitters are different; but as
a general rule, the point of minimum
AM noise will not be the point of maximum efficiency.
Monitor circuit
The second project was inspired by a
former program director who wanted to
be able to monitor three stations in the
market at one time. At the time Ihad almost no money to spend and alimited
amount of time to work on widgets. The
circuit in Figure 2 is what Icame up
with.
I used a cheap plug-in type wall
adapter to run it to save time in construction and modified aplug strip to supply
the power.
The unit is very simple to use: just
plug into awall outlet and plug acouple of boomboxes into the plug strip. The
recorders need to have mechanical
switches so the unit will stay in the rec-

Figure 2.
12 VDC

ord mode when the
power is shut off.
The two potentiometers are used to adjust the on and off
cycle time.
Jeff Littlejohn can be
reached at 708-8514600.
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THRU -LINE Section with built in
Detector Diode in Sampling Element

Bi-directional RPU for $250
with The Cellular Production Unit
by The Davis Communications Group
By connecting our $250.00 Cellular Production Unit to your cellular telephone, you
get afully bi-directional RPU system capable of interfacing with any audio gear you
own, including frequency extenders. The CPU' features aseparate output for return
audio, and provides
you with instant
mobile remote
capability from any
cellular service
location, without
FCC licensing or RF
problems.
•Sports Events
•Live News
Coverage
•On- Site Promotions
•Boom Boxes
•Roving Interviews
•TV IFB/CUE

ni BROADCAST
SERVICES CO
CPU and Cellular Production Unit are trademarks of The Davis Communications Group

Neal Davis, Four Oaks, NC, 919 934-6869 • Keith Arnett, Front Royal, VA, 703 635-1413
FAX 919 934-1537
Circle 64 On Reader Service Card

You Don't Need No Stinking Beepers!
Toss the Beeper. The National Supervisory Network is on the job. 24 hours a
day, seven days aweek. Our experienced staff of broadcast professionals is trained in
your procedures to provide you— the Station Engineer—with the operations support
you need. Unlike an answering service, night clerk, dial-up off-premise system, or
untrained local operator, we don't bother you with minor problems. We take care of
them to your specifications.
The National Supervisory Network gives you time to concentrate on making
your station sound great. Without those pesky, unnecessary beeps. At aprice your
GM will love.
• Experienced Duty Operators 3 30 Minute Logs 3 Trend Analysis Reports 3
FCC & EBS Legal Off-Premise Control 3 No ATS Rules 3 Fire & Security Systems
Monitoring U FCC News U Local & National Weather U PrivateLink Service for
Station Groups 3 And Much More!
Lock The Door.

Walk Away.
You're On The Air.
We're On The Job.
For Information

1 (800) 345-VSAT
NATIONAL OFF-PREMISE CONTROL
See Us At Radio ' 90 Booth 1416

NA770NAL
SUPERVISORY
NETWORK
SM

AVON, COLORADO
Circle 135 On Reader Service Card
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How to Handle PCB Equipment
by Steve Crowley
Washington DC It was nice to read
about the Michigan Association of
Broadcasters' program to dispose of
members' polychlorinated biphenyl
(PCB) items (RW, 11 July 1990). From
that story and phone calls, Iknow this
is of continuing concern to broadcasters.

CORNER
There was no legal problem with PCBs
until 1976. That's when Congress passed
the Toxic Substances Control Act. The
Act directed the EPA to regulate PCBs.
The toxic effects of PCBs are well
documented. These effects can be compounded since PCBs accumulate in the
body. The biggest problem occurs when
PCBs burn; the products of combustion,
which include dioxins, are more hazardous than the original PCBs.
Though PCBs are no longer used in the
manufacture of broadcast equipment,
they may exist in equipment manufactured before 1979, where they're usually
found in transformers and capacitors.

velops, it must be cleaned up as soon as
possible, but no later than 48 hours after discovering the spill. Stricter rules apply if the spill contaminates water,
sewers or food sources.
In addition, transformer records must
be maintained and PCB transformers
must be registered with the local fire
department. There are also special labeling requirements, and if there is afirerelated incident involving release of
PCBs, it must be reported to the US
Coast Guard National Spill Response
Center (800-424-8802). Of course, measures must be taken to contain any spill.
When it comes time to dispose of a
PCB transformer, it can only be done
through accepted disposal methods. As
an alternative, aqualified company can

A large PCB
capacitor contains
3 lbs. or more of
dielectric fluid.

drain and refill the transformer so it contains less than 50 parts-per-million of
PCB transformer definition
PCBs. Then it does not have to be labeled or inspected.
A transformer is considered a "PCB
PCB capacitors are categorized into
transformer" if it has at least 500 partslarge and small types depending on the
per-million (PPM) of PCBs in the dielecamount of dielectric fluid they contain.
tric fluid. If you have one, it must be inA small capacitor contains less than 3
spected quarterly for leaks. If aleak de-

lbs. of dielectric fluid. If you don't know
the weight of the fluid, you can assume
it is less than 3lbs. if the capacitor volume is less than 100 cubic inches.
If the PCB capacitor volume is between
100 and 200 cubic inches, and the total
weight is less than 9lbs., it is considered
to have less than 3lbs. of fluid. A small
capacitor has no use restrictions and can
be disposed of as municipal solid waste
unless it's leaking—then tougher disposal restrictions apply.
Large capacitor regulations
A large PCB capacitor contains 3lbs.
or more of dielectric fluid. If it has avolume of more than 200 cubic inches, it
must be considered as containing more
than 3lbs. of fluid. Disposal restrictions
apply to large capacitors.
Large PCB capacitors operating at 2000
V and above are subject to labeling
requirements—lower-voltage large capacitors must be labeled if they are taken
out of service.
Since 1 October 1988, use of large
capacitors has been prohibited unless
they are located in an area with restricted
access and containment for any leaking
dielectric fluid. If there is any risk of exposure to food or feed, they cannot be
used.
This is just an overview of some of the
PCB rules. There's alot more ... rules
regarding record keeping, repair, storage. If you keep PCBs in your station,
you have to manage them. Worse than
this inconvenience, if there's afire, the

PCB combustion products may render
your transmitter building or studio unusable for along time.
When anyone asks me about labeling
or record keeping for PCBs, Ianswer
their question ... then suggest they get
rid of the PCB items in an approved
manner. Programs like the Michigan Association of Broadcasters' can take abig
bite out of the disposal costs.
Where to go for information
If you have PCBs at your station (
or if
you don't and are in the used equipment
market), you should read and retain Part
761 of the EPA's rules. You can get the
rules free from the EPA by calling 800424-9065 (in Washington, DC: 554-1404)
and requesting their "PCB Package!'
You can wade through the rules yourself, but the FCC's rules read like afirstgrade primer by comparison. And what
Ireceived looks like afourth-generation
photocopy. Irecommend the NAB's publication A Broadcaster's Guide to EPA PCB
Regulation Compliance (
Phone 800-3685644— members $15, non-members
$30 +$4 postage and handling). It not
only contains the EPA's rules, but interpretations in plain English.
The NAB guide also provides useful
information on identifying PCB items,
finding disposal companies, and specific
steps to take in the event of aspill. Your
attorney should be consulted if there is
any question regarding the applicability
of the rules to your situation.
•
Steve Crowley is aregistered professional
engineer with the consulting firm of du Treil,
Lundin & Rackley, Inc., 1019 19th Street,
NW, Third Floor, Washington DC. Phone:
202-223-6700; FAX: 202466-2042.

MAXIMUM VELOCITY AND MINIMUM ATTENUATION
That's what MYAT rigid line and RF components deliver. We manufacture them using highest quality
pure copper or aluminum, and thoroughly test each one before shipping. Princeton University's
Plasma Physics Laboratory evaluated MYAT performance, and chose our components
for their research reactor.
RELIABILITY AND LONGEVITY
They're important to you—and to us. So we use non- galling silver plated beryllium
copper contact springs, brass elbow reinforcements and pure virgin Teflon inner
supports. Every MYAT rigid line section and component is warranted for afull
year. That's why you'll find the bright blue MYAT logo in transmitters and systems by Harris, Acrodyne, QEI, Micro Communications and Broadcast Electronics. And at thousands of broadcast stations worldwide.
SERVICE. \ ND SUPPORT

•
•

Need areplacement fast? Check our catalog—virtually every item listed is ready
for immediate shipment. Not sure what you need? Ask aMYAT engineer for technical assistance. Unusual requirements? Our computerized design and testing facilities turn them into " routine" projects. We did it with high power 93/
16" 50 Ohm line

•

for KGON-FM's multi-station tower, and we can do it for you.
Whether you're planning anew tower, upgrading an older installation, or coping with an
emergency, MYAT power is as close as your phone. Put it to work in your RF transmission
system. Contact your RF distributor, or phone us at ( 201) 767-5380.

MYAT,INC.
Manufacturers of RF transmission equipment since 1951.

40 Years of Experience, 40 Years of Excellence.
380 Chestnut Street • P.O. Box 425 • Norwood, Ni 07648 • Tel ( 201) 767-5380 • Fax ( 201) 767-4147
Circle 141 On Reader Service Card
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Opportunity From Adversity
It's the same where you work. You
may feel, from time to time, that you're
overwhelmed with problems. And just
when you think you have heard them
all, afew new ones sneak onto your list.

Overcoming Obstacles Can Bring Out Qualities
In You That Will Make You Successful in Life
by John Cummuta
Downers Grove IL Henry Fonda
played Admiral Chester Nimitz, the World
War II Pacific Fleet Commander, in the
movie Midway. At one point in the story
Nimitz has committed the bulk of his crippled fleet to ambush the Japanese Navy as
they try to invade Midway Island. Then,
just at the most critical moment, an aide
informs Nimitz that Admiral "Bull" Halsey, his top battle commander, is in the
hospital and can't lead the raid.
A day for problems
No sooner has he digested that when
another subordinate comes up and says,
'Admiral ... we've got abig problem!'
Nimitz replies, "Go ahead ... today's
the day for 'em.' It turned out that the
Japanese had changed their communications encryption codes from the ones
that we had already broken—the ones
that had given us the edge of knowing
where they were going to attack.

ENGWURIN
MANAGER
Dealing with these heavy decisions,
Nimitz went to visit Halsey in the hospital. After reciting the list of obstacles
standing in his way, Nimitz looked at his
friend with "What should Ido?" written
all over his face.
Halsey characteristically answered,
"Chet, you once told me, 'When you're
in command ... command:"
Nimitz left that meeting, quickly made
the tough decisions, sent the fleet off
into battle, and as history records, our

ifAe
DATAWORLD MAPS ®
q11.11111‘

DO YOU KNOW YOUR MARKET?
YOUR COMPETITION DOES!
DATAWORLD MAPS CAN
Depict your coverage!
Market orient your sales people!
Target your ethnic/demographic markets!
Identify marginal signal areas!
Plot any special requirements!
MAP OPTIONS
• SHADOWING ( TERRAIN SHIELDING)
• POPULATION DENSITY
• CONTOUR COVERAGE

victory at the battle of Midway irreversibly turned the conflict in the Pacific
around in our favor.
While that little story is interesting,
there's acritically important truth in it.
If such problems had not always been
cropping up during the war, there would
have been no need for Admiral Nimitz.

wck1®

Fax ( 301) 656-5341
(301) 652-8822
(8001 368-5754
Circle 144 On Reader Service Card

See Us At Radio ' 90 Booth 335

Earning your pay
So, you get stressed out or feel asense
of drowning, and you wish you had absolutely no problems. Well think again,
because problems are why businesses
have managers, and when you get your
paycheck, handling problems is what ev-

Telephone Interface Products

Final?y, just tvhatyou've been
lookingfor, arealty important
phone message.
llave you been playing tele-

phone tag trying to solve your
telephone interfacing problems?
Well, have we got an important
message for you. Every telephone
interface you could possibly
need is available with asingle call.
Only Gentner Has A Hybrid
For Every Application.
Rapidly growing needs for
sophisticated special purpose
telephone interfaces have driven
our engineers to develop quite a
range of products. Here are just
afew for you to consider.
If you're looking for
an inexpensive, fully
automatic 2-way
interface for
your " listen
line", sports
line or
weather
phone,
you're
looking
for our Auto
Coupler.
Maybe your
field reporters
need an auto-answer
line that triggers a
recorder so they can
dump their story and run.
That's our TC-100. If you
need atelephone hybrid for
on-air interviews or recording
calls in the production studio
and newsroom, you can rely on
our SPH-3. It's afull blown
hybrid that's been the workhorse
of many stations for years.
Gentner telephone interfaces
give you the on- air presence you
need to dominate your market.
That's because they're designed
to make callers sound like they're
right in the studio with you.

• SPECIALS

A Service of OW. Inc

ery dollar is for.
W. Clement Stone, a self-made multimillionaire, credits his success to
several key principles, and one of the
most important to him is his observation
that, "In every adversity there is the seed
of an equal or greater benefit!' Let that
sink in, because it's absolutely true.
First of all let's establish that
life is fair. Not just sort of fair, but
completely and precisely fair. You get
out of life exactly as much as you put
(continued on page 48)

New Solutions
To Old Problems.
The latest additions to our
growing line of hybrids, the DH-2
and SPH-5, take proven Gentner
technology to new heights.
"Call

me, I'm

interested." Circle 35.

Thanks to some real design
and manufacturing innovations, we've packed alot
more features into higher
performing packages.
With 16 bit processing
and 2X oversampling,
the DH-2Digital Hybrid
gives you auto-nulling,
full digital separation of "send" and
"receive" signals and
asound quality that rivals
analog. The new SPH-5 Analog
Hybrid with its "dual
coil" hybrid system
will give you agreat
sound at agreat
price.

or
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Get The Message?
Your single source, for every
telephone interface you could
possibly need, is Gentner. Give
us acall for the name of your
authorized dealer. Our operators
are standing by. Hello, you're
on the air...

e
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Both the DH-2and
SPH-5 give you aCUE
button to toggle send
e4
,
e
audio between the
4c e • ive,
console and the
•
See
4
„
e
announcer's mie. This
allows your announcer
to easily use the hybrid like a
44
speakerphone before putting a
caller on-air. And aRECORD
button lets you automatically
record calls, both on- and off-air,
for later playback. Finally, telephone hybrids designed to work
the way you work.
Gentner Electronics Corporation
1825 Research Way
Salt Lake City, UT 84119
(801) 975-7200
Fax: (801) 977-0087
4'47

GENITNER

See Us At Rack '90 Booth 300
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What Is Benign Discrimination?
by Harry Cole

minority ownership policies was relatively simple: The Constitution prohibits
the government—state or federal—from
discriminating against people on the basis of race.

nign" classifications intended to achieve
that goal. Case closed.
Washington DC For today's text we
So why is this bad, you ask? Think
have a choice: from the Bobby Fuller
about this. The majority opinion (writFour songbook, "IFought the Law and
ten by Justice Brennan) focuses in conthe Law Won"; or from the last verse of
siderable detail on the regulatory role of
"The Man Who Shot Liberty Valence"
the Commission.
(i.e., "alaw book was no good").
In particular, it re-states with approval
Or perhaps atitle from the Beatles says
the notion that some regulation of proit all: "I'm a Loser." That's right, we're
gramming is permissible because of the
talking about the Shurberg case, now perscarcity of broadcast frequencies. It rehaps better known as Metro Broadcasting,
The FCC's policies are clearly race- emphasizes that broadcasters are "fiduInc. v. FCC. If you missed the headlines
based classifications which favor some ciaries for the public," and that "it is the
on this at the end of June, the bottom
and disfavor others solely on the basis
right of the viewers and listeners, not the
line is simple: The United States Suof race or ethnicity; therefore, according right of broadcasters, which is parapreme Court, by a5-4 vote, upheld the
to well-established (at least, we thought
mount?'
constitutionality of two of the FCC's
it was well-established) precedent, those
These are, of course, not new
minority ownership policies.
policies are unconstitutional unless they
thoughts. But over the past ten years or
are directed to agoal of overriding imIrepresented Shurberg Broadcasting
so the Commission has been moving the
of Hartford, the party which had sucportance and they are narrowly tailored
broadcast industry away from them. The
cessfully attacked the minority distress
to achieve that goal.
Fairness Doctrine was abandoned, for
sale policy on constitutional grounds in
example, because of the notion that
Supreme Court disagrees
the US Court of Appeals in Washington.
spectrum scarcity no longer justified it.
The Court, however, decided that that
The Supreme Court's reversal of that deThe Commission's much-hailed deregucision was, to say the least, adisappointpreviously well-established precedent
lation program has been based on simiment.
should not apply here. Instead, the
lar justifications.
Court held that, as long as Congress is
The Court's opinion, which seems to
An ill wind
trying to achieve some important objecembrace the scarcity rationale, thus may
tive and as long as the means it is using
Hey, nobody likes to lose. But, at the
encourage areturn to amore regulated
risk of sounding like asore loser, Ithink
are "substantially related" to that objecenvironment. It will, at aminimum, put
it's important to recognize that the Sutive, "benign" racial classifications are
strong arguments in the hands of pubpreme Court's decision bodes ill on a hunky-dory.
In these cases the Court
lic interest advocates challenging, for exnumber of levels for the broadcast indusfound, first, that "broadcast diversity"
ample, the programming performance of
try as awhole and, perhaps surprisingly,
(by which it presumably was referring to
incumbent licensees.
from civil rights advocates who may
program diversity) is an important govTrue civil rights advocates, too, have
have applauded the decision.
ernmental goal and, second, that the
cause for concern. The civil rights moveThe attack against the Commission's
minority ownership policies are "bement, after all, has been dedicated to the
elimination of racial and ethnic discrimination. The Court's decision does not accomplish that—far from it.
Rather, the Court has effectively said
that discrimination by the federal
government is all right as long as it is
somehow "benign." In so doing, the
Court effectively declared that discrimination is an acceptable governmental
mechanism.

LAW

CCA

Define "benign"
Mind you, the Court did not trouble
itself to define the term "benign."
Presumably, discrimination is "benign"
if its proponents claim that the discrimination is designed to be helpful and
not harmful. In this day and age, of

course, government officials are not
likely to adopt a policy expressly
designed to harm anyone on the basis
of race.
But any racial classification will be
harmful to people who don't happen to
be in the favored class. Moreover, who
is to say what is helpful (and thus, "benign" and constitutionally acceptable)
and what is harmful? After all, the notion of "separate but equal" facilities for
races, conclusively rejected by the Supreme Court in Brown v. Board of Education, was supposedly a "benign" means
of advancing the interests of all races by
permitting everyone to enjoy equal (albeit separate) public facilities.
Would separate travel facilities (such as
"back-of-the-bus" seats or separate lunch
counters reserved for certain races) be acceptable under the Metro Broadcasting
case? Probably.
What if Congress, noting an "underrepresentation" of blacks in the rosters
of National Hockey League teams, imposed aprogram requiring the recruitment of black hockey players, in order
to provide positive role models for black
youth? That might be acceptable, too, as
might a similar program to encourage
Asian youth to play major league baseball.
And what about Hispanics and Asians
(or whites, for that matter), all of whom
appear to be "underrepresented" in the
National Basketball League?
These may be unattractive notions, but
they are appropriate to consider in the
face of aSupreme Court decision which
condones, indeed encourages, precisely
that kind of thinking. By endorsing governmental racial classifications of this
sort, the Court has turned its back on the
notion, articulated by Martin Luther
King, that people should be measured
by the content of their character, not the
color of their skin.
And, whether we like it or not, the
Court's decision is now the law of the
land.
Harry Cole is apartner in the Washington, DC-based law firm of Bechtel & Cole,
Chartered. He can be reached at 202833-4190.

BrinLim back alive with

ARTI

"Simplicity is the highest form of science."
-Albert Einstein

CCA Transmitters
P.O. Box 426
Fairburn, GA 30213
(404)964-3530 FAX (404)964-2222
See Us At Radio ' 90 Booth 1307
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We've been bringing back live
remotes for over 30 years.
Go with the undisputed leader!

MARTI

The poriompance-vcduir loader in Broadcast Equiermone.
Morel Electronics, Inc.. P. O. Box 66). Cleburne, Texas 760334661
(817) 64.5-9163
TELEX 8794635 "Nail) CLBN"
FAX (817) 641.31169

See Us At Radio ' 90 Booth 1218
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4-TRACK

8-TRACK

REVOX OPEN REEL RECORDERS.
YOU'RE ON THE RIGHT TRACK.
THE C270 SERIES

This exciting new line of recorders
provides you with all the traditional Studer Revox
benefits—mechanical precision, electronic sophistication,
supreme sound quality and superior support—adding
up to state-of-the-art analog recording technology.
The C270 is available in 2, 4and 8-track versions with or
without remote/autolocator.

BEST BUY Compare the performance of any C270
Series machine with the competition, and you'll find
there is no competition. The die-cast deck plate and
head block, the precision mechanics and ahost of
powerful features tell you any C270 Series machine
will last as long as you need areel-to-reel
in this emerging era of digital workstations.
And in the digital future, you'll need analog
recorders that will sound good—for along
time. That's why your last reel-to-reel should
be from Studer Revox.

TIME CODE . . . OR NOT The C270 2-track version
offers optional center track time code for effortless
synchronization to picture or sound. The C274 4-track
and C278 8-track are both equally adaptable to production or post. The optional remote/autolocator stores 18
start/stop addresses and provides full transport and
channel remote control to fit into any professional
studio environment.

LOGGING TOO

For station logging applications,
special super low speed versions of the C274 and C278
are available with built-in time/date code generator and
reader with search capabilities, providing up
to 25 hours of continuous audio on one reel
of tape.
Call your Studer Revox Professional Products
Dealer—or Studer Revox direct—to discuss
all the details. Or simply call 800-366-4900
to receive our C270 series color booklet.

C270 Remote/Autolocato ,

STUDER REVOX
Studer Revox America, Inc. • 1425 Elm Hill Pike • Nashville, TN 37210 • (615) 254-5651
New York ( 212) 255-4462 • Los Angeles (818) 780-4234
Studer Revox Canada Ltd., Toronto (416) 423-2831
See Us At Radio ' 90 Booth 551

1990 Studer Revox America, Inc
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Make Lemonade from Lemons
(continued from page 45)
in. Jesus said, "As ye sow, so shall ye
reap!' Newton said, "For every action
there is an equal and opposite reaction!' Others have spoken the same
truth in different words.
An opportunity to grow
The point is that to grow, you must invest something. You must sow. If you
wanted to become abetter tennis player,
you'd have to starting playing against
people who are much better than you.
It would be hard work, but you would
have to overcome the obstacles of their

superiority; and that would force you to
get better yourself.
To borrow some more words from Ad-

to lead men in important battles. Halsey
replied, "There are no great men,
son ... only ordinary men who are

"There are no great men, son . . . only
ordinary men who are forced by
circumstances to do great things."
miral Halsey, ayoung flier once asked
Halsey to relieve him of command of his
squadron. It seemed that the young officer didn't think he had the "right stuff"

forced by circumstances to do great
things!'
Those circumstances forced Halsey to
become probably the greatest fighting

CHAIRMEN of the BOARDS

"It's amazing that you can offer aconsole
of that quality for the low price tag that
was on it."

0_ BOX 70
MAINSON. MINNESOTA swee

January 5, 1990

"I would recommend the xL SERIES audio
consoles to anyone with asmall budget
who is looking for 'big quality'."

Dear Sirs:
Just a note to let you know how much we like the
Rambo xL62S stereo console we installed in our FM broadcast operation a few months ago.
The audio quality is excellent and our announcers
like the ease of operation.
It's amazing that you can
offer a console of that quality for the low price tag that
was on it.
I had one occasion to call your service department
for an answer to a question I had on a minor problem and
I received some friendly and accurate advice.
Incidentally,
the minor problem resulted from a severe lightning strike
at our studios, the Ro board survived it nicely!
Iwould recommend the xt SERIES audio consoles to anyone with a small budget who is looking for big" quality.

"Congratulations! We believe you've built the most
perfect audio console available to broadcast
stations."
=

"We have found that noise and distortion are lower
--much lower, in fact-- than audio consoles selling at
three to four times the price of the RAMKO XL Series!"

Central Mono, l'urr Grid !stun,.

April

II STEREO. SINGLE & DUAL CHANNEL
• HUGE. INDIVIDUAL. MULTI- COLOR " VU" METERS
MI LONG LIFE SWITCHES. Silent illuminated 5miihon operation
input output switches
• DISTORTIONLESS. SOLID STATE SWITCHING & VCA audio
control
RI EASE OF INSTALLATION. 2screw drivers & awire stripper.
All other functions switch & jumper programmable
• TOTAL RF PROOFING. Of the hundreds installed absolutely Li
RF reoortec
• FREE 2WEEK TRIAL & 2year parts & labor warranty.
IM SUPER 20TH ANNIVERSARY BONUS! For alimited time. take
1o'. off al! published prices.
B ROTARY & OPTIONAL NOISELESS. LONG LIFE LINEAR
FADERS lexclusive, non-moving contact design'
al EXTRAORDINARILY LOW PRICES. Check the competition ,
• 4. 6. 8. & 12 MIXER. 15 to 31 . nputs
• 9INPUT MIX MINUS BUSS & programmable start stop controls
Ill AND AWHOLE LOT MORE.
EXAMPLE WITH ANNIVERSARY DISCOUNT:

8mixer, single channel
12 mixer, dual channel

$2,606 !!!
$3,735 !!!

WBZel
94.3 FM
Peoria

24,

1990

sAMKO Research
1501 414 Sunrise
Rancho Cordova,

Blvd.
CA 95670

Centlemen:
Congratulations!
We believe you've built the most
audio console available to broadcast stations.
We've

been

using

an

XL

Series

stereo

console

for

perfect

four

months

Indeed, your specifications for
with outstanding results.
this console are quite conservative.
We have found that noise
and distortion are lover-- much lover, in fact-- than audio
consoles selling at three to four times the price of the RAMKO
XL

Series!

Dollar- for- dollar
the

finest

and

available

feature- for- feature.
in

broadcast

RAMKO consoles

are

applications.

What sets RAMKO apart, however, is not simply the quality of
the product.
When problems develop ( and with today's complex
circuits, it's inevitable), your technicians have provided
invaluable

assistance

to make fast

It appears to us
slick four-color
use quietly
in

fact,

that
ads,

the

telephone

your competitors
while RAMKO puts

developing

that

our

the " noise- free .
Yours

over

which has

enabled

us

repairs.

rugged,

technicians

spend a lot of money on
its resources to good

dependable
refer

to

the

consoles.

So

RAMKO console

good,
as

board.

ruly,
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FOR THE REST OF THE STORY CALL:
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admiral of World War II, and the young
flier became an ace.
Of course, they both could have
ducked their responsibilities and fallen
back into the ranks of ordinary people
doing ordinary things, but they didn't.
They took advantage of the opportunities their problems presented them, and
they rose to new heights of experience,
self-confidence and value to their superiors. Without the problems, these two
men would never have known their extraordinary potentials.
Quickly—without concentrating—tell
me the biggest problem you were worried about ayear ago. If you're like most
folks, that horrible obstacle, the one you
sweated bullets over a year ago, has
somehow slipped into oblivion. That's
because it never was as big as you imagined it.
I once read of a study that some
university had done on the things that
people worry about. It turned out that
only about 7% to 8% were worth worrying about. The rest were exaggerated figments of their imagination.
The 1930s American humorist Will
Rogers once said, "In my life I've experienced many terrible things ... afew
of which actually happened!'
Adjust the brightness
The point is that you could probably
take the intensity of the things you see
as problems and turn the mental brightness down half way. Then turn it down
half way again, and you'd probably still
be overestimating its importance. That's
not to say you shouldn't address it. It is
simply to say that you must never let
your problems devour you.
One of the most important rules, and
the hardest to observe, is that work problems should stay at work. This is toughest for success-oriented achievers. They
are mulling over their challenges almost
continuously, but that's not necessarily
good. At least it's not good to be consciously thinking about work problems
when you're not at work.
If that concerns you, you'll be happy
to know that your subconscious mind—
the part that really solves most of your
problems anyway—will be working on
your challenges and opportunities 24
hours aday. And when it has some suggestions, it will dump them into your
conscious mind for you to consider.
Iguess the one thought that puts it all
in perspective is that the only people
who don't have problems are the ones
who reside in the cemetery. If you ever
find it hard to be grateful for aproblem,
consider the alternative.
People who rise to the top in business,
in personal relationships, in life, are
those who consistently and persistently
overcome the problems that life brings
them.
So if you're one of those professionals
who is serious about making amark in
broadcasting or any other endeavor, be
grateful for your problems. They're your
continuing opportunities to show the
world and yourself what you're made of.
John Cummuta is president of Advanced
Marketing Concepts, Inc., a broadcast
management and marketing consulting firm,
and a regular RW columnist. He can be
reached at 708-969-4400.
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AMX Rates High at WDFX
by Jeff Breitner, CE
WDFX
Detroit Ml Pacific Recorders & Engineering describes its AMX console as
a "broadcast operations console"—one
that can handle the rugged life of an onair board and one flexible enough to be
of use in aproduction studio.
Yet how many times have "one-size fits
all" products fallen short of even the
most conservative expectations? The
AMX will meet the challenge of avariety of broadcast applications.
The AMX, like all of PR&E's consoles,
is modular. For wiring ease, all wiring
connections are made in the rear of the
console. Mainframe sizes are 10-, 14-, 18-,
22-, 26-, 30- and 34-input positions. The
mainframe comes standard with the

USER
REPORT
mixing bus metering and meter
switchers, line output/DA modules, control room monitor and a send/return
foldback module.

PR&E's AMX corsole stands up to daily use
in WDFX's production studio

source for another set of line outputs.
Any of the three mix busses can be
selected (although not simultaneously)
and sent to aset of outputs independent
of the normal line outputs. This can be
ahandy device if distribution amplifiers
are used in aproduction studio.
Telephone mix-minus
Almost all studios have aneed to record
telephone conversations. Whether it be
with state of the art digital hybrids or less
lofty methods, the AMX is quite at ease in
making mix-minus for telephone use.
A very simple method of supplying
mix minus is by using two mix busses
and amono-output module. The mono
output module will sum the left and
right channels of the selected buss. If

Return to sender
The send function is auseful concept:
It allows audio from any input module
to be routed to one of the two send
busses. Send audio can be strapped as
aleft-right sum of the input module or
discrete left and right channels.
The return buss routes audio into any
or all of the three mix busses and is
controlled with its own fader. The advantage of being able to easily punch
audio to another location is readily apparent. There's no patching involved
Pacific Recorders &
in sending various workparts to effects
Engineering AMX Console
equipment.
49
by Jeff Brenner, WDFX
And getting it back to the console
for the final mix is just as easy with
Arrakis 12,000 Console
the return controls. Additional versatilby Gary Fullhart, WVKS
51
ity is gained with the "pre-send" conWheatstone A-500 Console
trols on each module. Pre-send routes
by Lloyd Collins, KCMO
52
audio ahead of the module fader to
the send busses.
Radio Systems RS- 12 Console
The AMX has been designed to allow
by Anthony Kord
each input module to be independently
Bear Broadcasting
53
processed. This is accomplished with an
extra row of slots above the input modStuder 961 Mixing Console
ules. Optional accessories for these slots
by Robert Jewell, WFUV
55
are stereo and mono equalizers and a
voice processor module.
Logitek Perfectionist Console
Even though the PR&E equalizer and
by Scott Fowler, WXPN
57
voice processor modules do agood job,
for some people it may not accomplish
ATI Vanguard Console
the desired amount of equalization or
by Sam Brown, UPI Radio Network 58
voice compression. It may be a good
idea to provide additional mic processAuditronics 418 Console
ing via patch send and return points
by Mark Werner, KRXY
59
and put any existing equalizers in the
effects rack.
Ramko xL82S Console
A very useful optional module is the
by Bacilio Maciel, KTAA
60
line output switcher. Its function is simply what the name implies—it selects the

more than one buss is selected, it too is
part of the output.
If the user requires a bit more extravagance, the telco mix module will
sum the channels of the selected mix bus
and give additional control over the incoming telephone audio. Control panels
for the Telos brand of telephone hybrids
are also available and make anice complement to the console.
There are also ahost of other option

modules and accessories suited for
different needs. Items such as remote
control panels, studio monitor modules,
slate/talkback monitors, remote input
selectors and extra control turrets make
the AMX very well suited for either a
specific or wide range of tasks.
In the real world of radio, how does
the AMX perform? The one in use at
WDFX has withstood the incessant use
dealt to it every day. It's turned out
to be agreat two-track production console. Very little coaching of the production staff was required to get them off
and working when the console was first
installed. And there's never been a
problem which resulted in studio
downtime.
PR&E has areputation of being not for
the budget-minded. However, once consideration is given to the features and
quality of the AMX, the money is found
to be well spent.
um
Editor's note: For additional information
on the AMX consoles, contact Anders Madsen at PR&E: 619-438-3911, FAX: 619-4389722, or circle Reader Service 26.
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TTC
With the All Solid State
FMS Line of FM Transmitters
TTC's Leading Edge
Technology Gives You:
•Easy Fast Installation
•Constant Power Output
•Low Maintenance
•Virtually No Down Time
•Low Power Costs
•One of the Best Speced
Exciters in Radio

The TTC FMS Line— Products that give you years of trouble-free,
crystal-clear signal, and is available in lkVV to 8kW models

Call 1-813-684-7724 for product information
and dealer nearest you.
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The DAT Standard.

SYSTEMS. INC.

We all know it: broadcasters are acautious lot.
So, despite DAT's great promise, at first
most Radio stations, TV stations, and
production houses took await-and-see
attitude toward the new format.
But today, five years after the format
was unveiled, two years after the RS-1000
IGMCOV
\ICATIO\S
was developed, and on the brink of a
consumer DAT introduction, RS-DAT has emerged as the Pro DAT Machine.
This means that over 300 units are now in use at such prestigious institutions as
ABC, CBS, the U.S. Navy BBC, Muzak,
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation,
KITS in LA, WQCD in NY, Greater Media,
and hundreds of others.
RS-DAT is the perfect automation
machine. Because it's the only one with end-of-message cues and broadcast
standard remote control, it easily connects to
all existing systems. And random cut access
adds awhole new creative dimension to
WORLD COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION
automation programming.
In fact, all of the prestigious automation companies whose logos appear on this
page have integrated RS-DAT into their
automation systems and recommend it to
rAlr
iSENTRY SYSTEMS their customers for the best DAT performance.
RS-DAT is tested and ready for
automation, or as alive source in your air
studio, or for DAT archiving.
1I
The world is going DAT—RS-DAT—the
SONO-MAG CORPORATION
one that works. Call today, or contact these
fine companies directly about RS-DAT for automation.

schafer

DwIston of Kaye-Sfne Racho

Ramo SYSTENIS INC.

110 High Hill Road • P.O. Box 458 • Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0458
609/467-8000 • 800/523-2133 • FAX 609/467-3044

See Us At Radio ' 90 Booth 112
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Apparently the 28 V bulbs were more
susceptible to mechanical shock problems. Ihave also had to replace the shot
clock timer under warranty. It developed
the tendency to reset to 3minutes, rather
than 00:00.
aspecial module outfitted by Arrakis to
Despite some initial errors and warts
provide an external cue output. Isee in
the latest manual revision this is now a that are not uncommon in new products,
all in all, the Arrakis 12,000 has performed
standard provision.
well for us. It is asimple yet flexible conThe monitor outputs are at line level
sole that can be adapted to work in all but
and require an external power amplifier
the most complex of on-the-air situations.
for the speakers. The headphone output
Will Istill be wary of buying "serial
will directly drive high impedance head#1"? Yeah, probably. But, with this #1, we
phones. Iadded an external headphone
will continue to thumb our noses at
amplifier so any type phones could be
Mr. Murphy.
used. A second amp connected to the
"unmuted Studio 1" output provides for
Editor's note: For more information on the
guests' headphones; they are not af12,000 series, contact Michael Palmer at Arrakis Systems: 303-224-2248, FAX: 303-4931076, or circle Reader Service 77.

Arrakis Number One at WVKS

had no connector problems.
Interfacing the 12,000 was very simple.
The modules provide dry contact relay
closures (50 milliamps max.) for both
Toledo OH A corollary of Murphy's
"start" and "stop" of external devices.
Law states, "Never, ever, buy serial numDIP switch programming on each modber one of any product." I'm pleased to
ule selects whether the closure is
report the law can be (at least on occamomentary or continuous. Remote
sion) repealed.
channel on and off is accomplished by
shorting the correct logic connection to
ground and works equally well with
open collector or relay closures.
Additional DIP switches select timer
reset, muting and channel assignment to the
At the Spring 1989 NAB show, Arrakis
two mix-minus busses.
Systems unveiled its new 12,000 series
Standard features inconsole. Our corporate technical operaclude three stereo outtions director looked over the show
put channels—program,
demonstration model and made araudition and utility.
rangements to have it shipped to us afEach channel has both
ter the show.
direct module outputs
While we technically purchased the
and pre-fader patch
demo model, Arrakis felt it was best to
points. The patch point
ship us an unmanhandled unit. So we
link is made with an onwere sent anewly built console (but still
the-module connector,
with serial #001). The choice of Arrakis
so no wired connection
for our on-the-air board made sense for
WVKS uses the Arrakis 12,000 as its on air console.
us, as we had just finished installing a has to be made at the
fected by the console's headphone voloutput connector.
10,000 series in our remodeled producume control.
The cue system is designed to utilize
tion studio and had a150SC installed as
As in all Arrakis products, VCA conthe
studio
monitor
speakers
and
headaremote mixer in our Super Roving Ratrol of the audio is used, eliminating the
phone output. Whenever a fader is
dio mobile studio trailer.
"scratchy pot" syndrome. Main inputs
pulled into the cue position, the moniand outputs are active balanced. The
tor and headphone volume dim and mix
On top, not through
only transformer is in the power supply
in the stereo autocue signal. The depth
Installation began in early June 1989
(externally mounted cabinet). P&G slide
of the dim is internally adjustable.
and was straightforward. The 12,000
faders, conductive plastic rotary pots,
uses amodular design and has several
ITT Schadow switches and gold board
No hit with Dis
modules available, like stereo line input,
connectors are utilized throughout.
Originally, Ithought this was arather
mono mic input and an internal 1x4 disnifty feature. The DJs, however, hated it.
tribution amp. Unlike many other conLamp failures overcome
When they were mixing while talking on
soles, the 12,000 rests on top of the cabinThe only ongoing problem we had was
the air, they sometimes, by accident,
etry, rather than fitting through it.
premature lamp failure. The design origipulled the fader into cue. Their headAs you could expect with anew prodnally used 28 V bulbs operating at about
phone volume would drop, and they
uct, there were afew "typos" in the man24 V. Even dropping the lamp voltage to
would hear the "faded out" audio at full
ual that took afew extra minutes to re12 V didn't solve the early failures. After
volume.
solve and correct. Ihave received two realmost ayear, Arrakis has now switched
This caused so many complaints Ihad
visions of the manual since.
to a12 V lamp that has eliminated the failto totally disable this feature and add an
All connections are made underneath
ure. They also provided free retrofit kits.
external cue amplifier. We had to have
the hinged meter bridge. So far, Ihave
by Gary Fullhart, CE
VVVKS-FM
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Board

News and tips you can use
are on line right now...
How to size abackup generator...File
#147; UL wire and fire codes...File #489;
Convert dBs to others...File #116; Design
an LTU...File #293; Sentry automation
demo...File # 373; Calculate ERF
(FM)...File #297; All you want to know
about ModMinder ( R)...File #413; and
hundreds of others.
Check our bulletin board menu— by
the time you read this we will have the
Audisk demo for you to download.

You are now on the
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FREE ****
Allied Radio World
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A SEE THE FUTURE A
of Studio Furniture for the 1990's
in Boston at Radio '90
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Fidelipac Booth #356
,Northeast Broadcast Labs Booth # 1227
I—

STUDIO FURNITURE
4153 N. BONITA STREET

SPRING VALLEY, CA. 92077

TEL ( 619) 698-4658

FAX ( 619) 698-1268

MAIL:
[E]nter Mail
[R]ead Mail
ISIcan All Mail
[N]ew Mail Only
[Wail Activity
[H]ot News

SYSTEM HELPS:
($1Sale Prices
[L]ast Callers
[T]ime & Date
[W]elcome New Person
liflPhone Directory
[J]unque/Trade-in

UTILITIES:
[7]Menu Choices [ O]utline of BBS
[C]hange SIGs [ G]ood-bye
[Bjoiler Plate
IX]fer Help
REGISTERED USER AREA:
[P]assword Change [ U]pload aFile
[Q]uestion [ I]ndivi File Download
IVIerify Your SIGs [ A]lpha File Listing
[Dlownload File/List
alard-software Info
Carriage Return for Selections

MODEM SPECS:
8Bit • No Parity • 1Stop • 300-2400 Baud
No Filtering

Call the Bulletin Board

317-935-0531
See Us At Radio ' 90 Booths 3568 & 1227
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KCMO Chooses A-500 for Air
Kansas City Broadcaster Upgrades; AM and FM
Control Rooms Both Use Wheatstone Consoles
by Lloyd Collins, CE
KCMO-AM/FM
Kansas City MO The studios and
offices of KCMO radio were relocated
to a new 11,000 square-foot facility in
the summer of 1987. New consoles for
both AM and FM control rooms were
a necessity.
The consoles had to be "user friendly";
they needed excellent audio specs,
mechanical durability and had to fit into
apre-approved budget. The Wheatstone
A-500 consoles were judged the best fulfillment of the criteria.

REPORT
The A-500 is available in mainframes
sized for 10-, 14-, 18-, or 22-input modules.
We selected the 18-input size for FM, and
the larger 22-input mainframe for the
needs of the News/Talk AM format.
Straightforward layout
The console layout is easily understood and the knobs and buttons are
spaced for easy operation. Each input
module has illuminated pushbutton
"On" and "Off" switches at the bottom
where they are easily operated. Next up
the line is aPenny & Giles fader, then
output bus selection and control and, finally, input selection and control.
Each stereo line input module has a
"mono" button just above the fader.
There is also a "balance" control that
functions as apan pot when the module is in mono. These will help overcome
those little surprises you can get from
outside source material.

A monitor module for the control
room is part of the standard mainframe.
It allows selection of eight sources for the
monitor system (four internal and four
external). Controls for cue speaker level,
headphone level and headphone equalization are also on this module. The
headphone amp can be switched to either the cue bus or the monitor source
selector. A button near the control room
level control mutes the control room
speakers.
Since our consoles were purchased,
other helpful modules have been added
to the lineup. An intercom module allows communication with up to eight locations through the announcer's mic. A
rack mount version is available for locations that do not have aconsole. A "Multiphone Module" aids in interfacing up
to three phone hybrids to the console
and an "Outside Line Module" can replace outboard mixers for a variety of
submixing tasks.
Full function remote control for tape
machines is available in module form as
are line selector modules for additional
input switching capability. The optional
modules along with the basic input
channel modules combine to make up
aconsole that is quite capable of handling most studio tasks.
Specs check out
Electrically, the console tested very
nicely. Frequency response was within
±0.1dB out to 25 kHz and was down
0.4db at 100 kHz on a line input.
THD+N measurements showed no
more than 0.01% from 20 Hz to 20 kHz
at + 18dBm out. SMPTE IM measurements yielded results of 0.007% at the
same output level from aline input.
The audio path is straightforward,

with no VCAs or FET switching circuits.
There are only six amplifier stages from
input to output, most running at low
gain. This contributes to a low overall
noise spec.

Wheatstone's A-500 comes in sizes of up to 22 input modules. Shown is an 8-input model; KCMO
uses an 18-channel and a 22-channel version.

The mainframe wiring is ribbon cables
on ametal bottom plate. Main bus ribbon connectors are all gold contact, insulation displacement type. The technol-

ogy, borrowed from the computer industry, has survived one liquid spill we
know of. Some functions in the console
were halted until we cleaned the liquid
out of the connectors, but the board remained on the air during the ordeal.
Machine start and stop functions are
accomplished by dry contact closures on
the "ON" and "OFF" switches and associated contacts in the selector switches.
This allows awide range of machinery

LBA TUN1POLUANTENNA SYSTEM
IN Radiation model identical to " Series Fed" antennas.
• Effective matching and impedance transformation.
II Reduces loss in tuning units and in marginal and
deteriorated ground systems.
• Increases radiated field toward theoretical values.

al Special configurations for powers up to 250,000 watts and
special environments.
• Also available are Tuning Unite, Powertopper TH top loading.
BasemuTm base efficiency systems, and Detuning Systems.

For More Information About the
World's Best AM Antenna System Contact

ISOLATION
• Tower base at RF ground potential eliminates the need for
lightning chokes, FM quarter wave stubs or two-way
isocouplers.

LIGHTNING PROTECTION

CUSTOMIZED OPTIONS
• Folded unipole systems are designed specifically for AM
broadcast operation and can be used in both directional and
non-directional systems. These systems have been proven in
use for over 15 years.

Corrections

LBA Technology Inc.
Broadcast di Communications Antenna Products
P.O. Box 8026 • Greenville, NC 27835
919-757-0279 • FAX 919-752-9155

1100.2484277 (USA)

Additional IBA Group services include Engineering Consulting Services in all aspects of
Radio, TV, Microwave, Cable TV, Cellular Telephone, System Design and Equipment Procurement
© 1990 1.11A Technology,

Inc.

An LBA Group, Inc. Company
Circle 120 On

Reader Service Card

needing to set its switches or jumpers.
After some time with this layout, Ibelieve Iwould prefer to make the selection on the individual module. Ithink
it would be quicker and less disruptive
when changes are needed.
Installation was mostly painless. We
encountered amainframe wiring error at
one connector in one console and abroken trace on a PC board during initial
tests. Other than those easily corrected
problems, the consoles came to life as expected.
Besides light bulbs, the only parts requiring repeated replacement over the
three years of service have been some
On/Off switches. We attribute most of
that to wear and tear (spelled "abuse"!).
Would we buy more Wheatstone consoles? I'll say it this way: Each console purchase is evaluated on the basis of intended
function, human interface, electrical
specifications, and cost/benefit analysis. I
would include the Wheatstone product in
any such evaluation in the future.
Editor's note: For more information on the
A-500 console, contact Gary Snow at Wheatstone: 315-455-7740, FAX: 315-454-8104, or
circle Reader Service 94.

L
1
-

• Use AM tower for FM, two-way or microwave antennas.

al Tower directly grounded to offer highest level of protection
to transmission equipment.

the "A' and "B" on signals from each input module with the functions to be controlled. This allows areplacement module to be placed in any slot without

Full function remote control for tape machines is
available in module form as are line selector
modules for additional input switching capability.

Why Your AM Station Should Install The

EFFICIENCY

to be interfaced without external hardware. If, however, you want to start a
machine and put it on air from another
studio, adouble pole switch and its associated wiring or an interface circuit will
be needed.
Internal logic functions such as muting and timer reset are assigned in the
"Matrix Master" module. Here, diodes
are placed on amatrix board connecting

Se Rabb Espanol

In the 27 June Buyers Guide article WMMZ's Sound is Tailor-Made,
Broadcasters General Store's phone
number should have been given as:
904-622-9058. In the 25 July article
Dolby AC-2Reduces Bit Rate, Dolby's
phone number should have been
given as: 415-558-0200.
RW regrets any inconvenience
caused by these errors.
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WHIM Ties the Knot with RS- 12
by Anthony Kord, DE
Bear Broadcasting
Providence RI "Do you, Anthony,
take this console to love, honor, and
cherish?" The planned studio move date
for WHIM was dangerously close to my
wedding day. If wiring didn't proceed
quickly, Imight find myself taking the
hand of WHIM's new console in holy
matrimony instead of my beautiful bride.
Ineeded aconsole that installs quickly
without requiring additional switches, relays or wiring to become fully functional.
Yet, Iwasn't willing to sacrifice quality. Of
course, all this on atight budget.
Familiarity with Radio Systems' original
ESA line of consoles prompted me to investigate the RS Series. What Idiscovered
was aconsole extremely well prepared to
enter abroadcast environment. Additionally, these boards are aesthetically pleasing, have an easily grasped layout and
perform exceptionally well electronically
and mechanically. I'm now happily married to both my wife and the Radio Sys-

used to require hours of console modification with drill, chainsaw and wire cutters, as well as bags of resistors, relays
and switches, takes but afew minutes
with the RS series console.

REPORT
Remote control of your audio sources
is easily accomplished with optional
cards that install inside the console. I
used basic remote interface cards to provide a relay closure for CD machine
starting. Turntable interface boards help
me remote-start my Technics turntables
and insures that they stay synchronized

with the console's start/stop commands.
The console's standard open collector
output worked well for my cart
machines, but Iwas tempted by Radio
Systems cart machine interface boards.
These provide console tally lamp follow
of cart machine lamps, cue tone channel turn-off and next channel event sequencing. Other options that looked
tempting are an inboard distribution amplifier, audio input switcher and intercom system.
Sounds as good as it looks
Even before "power up," the jocks
liked the RS console's attractive black
overlay, color coded fader knobs, engraved switch buttons and stylish oak
trim. Since nothing extraneous appears

on the front panel, console operation is
easily grasped by even the most timid of
jocks.
Putting the console on line brought
more smiles; Chet Atkins and Hank Williams never sounded sweeter. Front
panel faders control DC input to ahigh
quality VCA, minimizing the length of
the audio path and eliminating fader
contact noise. Distortion figures of 0.02%
and SNR of 88 dB means that WHIM's
digital audio sources encounter no
degradation in the Radio Systems RS-12.
Servicing the RS-12 makes it evident
why there's a "radio" in Radio Systems'
name. A special tool is provided by the
factory for opening the console to discourage unauthorized access by curious
(continued on page 58)

T
HEYOUTELEPHONE
INTERFACE
YOU
THOUGHT
COULDN'T AFFORD.
Naturally, you're skeptical. At $985, the
lelos One offers the quality of true digital
performance for the price of analog.

AGC and noise gate/downward expansion
as well as very effective digital high- and
low-pass filtering. Plus alelos exclusive:
pitch-shift feedback suppression.
You'll have simple installation with
an input that accommodates
either mic or line levels and

The RS- 12 console ( center) has proven itself
on the air at WHIM for over a year.

terns RS-12 Console.
The Radio Systems RS Series is available in 6-, 12-, and 18-fader versions, each
fader with two-input capability. Since Radio Systems is the only place to buy aRadio Systems product, the sales staff can
readily explain the console's fine points.
They helped me select the 12-channel version for WHIM as well as tailor the board's
numerous options to my needs.
Made for radio
Installing the RS-12 console was a
breeze. All inputs and outputs are made
via quick connect barrier connectors.
Changing the console layout is simply a
matter of pulling off a connector and
plugging it into another input.
Radio Systems' knowledge of the
broadcast environment is refreshingly
evident when console setup time arrives.
Programming jumpers allow quick configuration of each input for monitor muting, remote control pulse or holding output, cue inhibit and timer reset (of the
console's built in timer). Gain sensitivity for each input is easily set via plugin DIP attenuators and gain jumpers.
To help avoid "wasted" console inputs,
microphone level and line level inputs
can be accommodated on the same
fader. Trimmer pots conveniently adjust
external monitor input levels as well as
console output levels. In short, what

two outputs, one of which can
be amix of the caller and
input signals.
How did we do it? Using the same
advanced technology that made famous
our 100 Hybrid, we were able to leverage
development costs. Smaller packaging
lowered our manufacturing expense.
Slightly reduced control flexibility and
14 bit conversion rather than 16 further
reduced costs. But since the lelos One

You'll have full compatibility with the lelos
family of line selection modules, panels and
consoles.
Digital quality at an analog price.
Call for detailed literature. Or better yet, try
the Telos One for yourself. Skeptics welcome.

retains the same processing core as our
100 Hybrid, you can be sure this is an
interface that really performs!
With the lelos One, you'll have excellent
trans-hybrid loss for smooth, natural,
two-way conversation without up-cutting
SYSTEMS

or announcer voice distortion.
You'll have sophisticated digital input and
output dynamic processing with smart

1729 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
(216) 241-7225
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Future for Consoles Still Analog
by Alex Zavistovich
Falls Church VA In years past, like
other radio equipment, console technology was believed to be in line for adigital facelift. But, with the exception of
some prototype experimentation, digital
consoles have not materialized. Instead,
industry insiders are seeing an evergrowing demand for reliable analog
models with features tailored to specific
station needs.
Paul McLane, broadcast sales and marketing representative for Radio Systems,
commented, "There's no question that
digital technology is changing studio life.

eeee

However, we have seen no dropoff of demand for good, long- life analog
products. People need agood, reliable
centerpiece for their studio!'
He added that "there has been a
strong demand for these products, despite asoft economy. The Radio Systems
RS line has just passed number 300 and
is going strong!'
Wheatstone's Manager of Sales, Ray
Esparolini, commented that "no one's
asking for digital consoles. They are,
however, looking for performance that
meets digital standards and allows use
of digital source equipment!'
Anders Madsen, sales and marketing

YESTERDAY,
TODAY,
TOMORROW.

We
BUY—

manager for Pacific Recorders & Engineering, also agreed there is a "low demand for digital consoles!' He went on
to note some of the difficulties inherent
in producing such equipment.
Two types of digital console
In consoles, there are digital front
ends, which control analog switching,
and true digital consoles that carry only

INDUSTRY
ROUNDUP
digital information through their infrastructure, said Madsen.
In the case of adigital front end, front
panel switches send digital information
to logic circuitry within the console, controlling analog output without audio appearing at the front panel controls. While
this arrangement may be superior to an

People AKG Acoustics, Inc. recently
announced the promotion of David
Roudebush to US marketing and
sales manager for AKG Acoustics, the
Orban Professional Products Division
and dbx Professional Products Division. Roudebush was formerly worldwide marketing manager for
Orban Professional Products.

SELL—
TRADE—
Broadcast
Equipment.
Otani Corporation has promoted
John Carey to VP of sales and marketing. Carey has been with Otan since
1981.

At Harris Allied Equipment
Exchange, we accept
TRADE-INS, SELL NEW and
USED gear and selectively
BUY used radio equipment. Call us today. Let us
help you, economically!

analog front end, Madsen underscored
the need for good switches, preferably
gold contact.
"Silver contact switches have caused
some people problems due to intermittent signals" resulting from tarnishing of
the contacts, said Madsen. He went on
to say that, therefore, any discussion of
apure digital studio needs to address a
completely digital console.
But such adiscussion, at least for now,
may be moot. "Radios are not set up to
receive square waves, and STLs, exciters
and transmitters still broadcast analog,"
Madsen pointed out. Considering the
extra cost of digital consoles—both for
manufacturers and consumers—and the
basic lack of need for them as yet, "they
are not an effective means to an end;' he
concluded.
New wrinkles in analog
So, apractical digital console is still a
long way off, and tied to the development
of other broadcasting gear. If digital is not
the trend for the future, what is?
Wheatstone's Esparolini pointed to
several themes emerging in today's
(continued on page 62)

The National Supervisory Network
announced that Brent Jacox has
joined the company as director of
software development. Formerly, Jacox was NSN's project coordinator
and principle author of NSN's client
user computer programs.
Hall Electronics President Jon Hall
has appointed Bob Bousman to the
position of sales engineer with the
firm. Houseman is aformer employee
of Harris, Broadcast Electronics, CCA
Electronics and General Electric.
Appointed distributors Television
Technology Corporation announced
an agreement with Socatel Consultants Inc., to provide services as an
exclusive distributor in Canada.
Socatel is planning to arrange anetwork of dealers and technical
representatives across Canada.
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Studer Fits WFUV Inside and Out
by Robert Jewell, CE
WFUV
Bronx NY When WFUV, apublic radio station on the campus of Fordham
University, decided to improve its remote
broadcasting capabilities, the Studer 961
appeared to be the answer.
The decision was based on the need

WFUV uses the Studer 961 both in production
for adurable, feature packed mixer that
would provide the high level of performance we demand. It would also be
needed for the proverbial "short notice"
remotes, some in under less-than-ideal
conditions.
Five years have passed and the 961 has
far exceeded our initial expectations. In
fact, we have found it to be an excellent
performer in our own Bronx-based studios. Because of its plug-in-and-go design, installation in the news and public affairs production facility was effortless; it has since been used non-stop as
the staff's board of choice.
On the road
When it is time to hit the road, removal
is acinch. Unplugging the easily accessible XLR field and monitor, removing the
power cord and replacing the covers is all
that is required. Construction is modular
throughout with afold-up design; the VU

overbridge and all controls are fully protected during travel.
A selection of three input modules can
be mixed and matched to suit various
live broadcast and recording applications. You can choose from amono input unit with an equalization section or
two stereo units with or without the
equalizer section. The mono unit accepts
mic or line level inputs
with a continuously
variable sensitivity from
—70dB to — 10dB or in
"click stop" 15dB increments.
Overall frequency response of the 961 is 31
Hz to better than 16
kHz, ± .05 dB with 3dB
points falling at 4.5 Hz
and 45 kHz. Un weighted noise voltage
on the mic chain with a
200 Ohm termination
(hold onto your hats!) is
less than 125dBm.
The mono unit also
provides three separate
inputs for mic, line and
and for remotes.
the internal audio
generator. In addition, mic level inputs
can provide switchable 48 V phantom
power.

". . . the Studer is the
only thing that I
have never had to
put on the bench."
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No clicks or coughs
Both modules include click-free, silent
muting and cough switches, pre-fader
listening capability, fader starts, insert

flacJi®WerIcJ

is quite alife-saver!
Other modules are atalkback unit and
motor unit, both with features only to be
found on larger, "on-air" consoles.
The audio quality of our remote broadcasts, mainly high dynamic range music material, often prompts calls of praise
from listeners whose donations comprise a large part of our funding—the
life-blood that keeps us on the air.

A pleasing performer
WFUV's News and Public Affairs
Director, Chuck Singleton, said he has
been very pleased with the performance
and reliability of the professional-quality
console. The unit receives extensive use
by students at Fordham, who comprise
alarge portion of our staff.
"In a room full of equipment, the
Studer is the only thing that Ihave never
had to put on the bench. Everything else
has at some point failed, at least once,"
said Assistant CE Steve Uckerman.
The compressor is absolutely remarkThe controls of the 961 are laid out in an
able. Compression ratios are adjustable
extremely logical manner, making it very
flexible and efficient to use. "Setup and
from 1:1.5 to 1:20 and again reduction
meter provides auseful visual indication
use is asnap," according to Uckerman.
While the Studer 961 is not cheap, it
of activity. Release time is also adjustable
and alinking button couples two Master has proven to be an invaluable investment for WFUV. If you're looking for
Units for stereo material. The compressor/limiter is uncanny in its ability to hanflexibility and value, the Studer line of
portable consoles may be your answer.
dle complex program sources and leave
al
it clean with a "garbage-free" sound.
Editor's note: For more information on the
To aid in setup and calibration, the 961
contains a built-in audio generator, a Studer 961 console, contact Dave Bowman
phase correlation meter and a phase at Studer: 615-254-5651, FAX: 615-2567619, or circle Reader Service 133.
reversal switch on all inputs. This alone

The stereo modules only accept line
level sources. Line level sensitivity is from
—10dB to +20dB, enough range for any
source we have ever encountered. The stereo units also indude a pan-pot and
individually-controlled auxiliary outputs.

SUBSCRIPTION/READER SERVICE FORM
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points with balanced +6dB inputs and
the ability to "loop-in" the built-in compressor or other effects through jacks on
the rear of the unit. Headroom on channel faders is + 20dB for 1% THD.
The equalizer sections are three-band
type with ahigh frequency EQ shelving
at 20 kHz, an adjustable mid-band EQ
for 150 Hz to 7kHz and alow frequency
EQ shelving at 20 Hz. The EQ sections
are clean and lend themselves well to
real-world situations.
Each Master Unit contains a single
high-level input on a rotary pot,
balanced insert points, master channel
summing, abalanced floating line amp
and alimiter/compressor that functions
using PDM.

008 030 052 074 096 118 140
009 031 053 075 097 119 141

Only the BPA-200 has:
• Isolated, passive equalization
• Dip-switch input capacitance settings
• Fully balanced outputs and inputs
• Low-hum toroidal power transformer
• 5-year parts/labor warranty
• Full refund if it doesn't sound better
than what you're using now!
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(Texas, Alaska, Canada 713-782-4592 collect)
for full information, or call your Logitek Instant Action Dealer.
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TRIPLE YOUR
PRODUCTION ROOM'S OUTPUT
FOR LESS THAN

$30*
ADAY

First the good
news. The DSE
7000 is revolutionizing production at stations
from Boston
to San Diego.

your production
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output for less
than $ 30 aday.
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You can arm
your sales staff
with " killer"

spec spots.
Change copy every day, if the client
wants to. And still have time left over for

LEASE AKG'S DSE 7000 DIGITAL SOUND EDITOR FROM ALLIED.

Production directors already know how
to use the Digital Sound Editor's tape
transport- style controls, real faders and
on- screen " grease pencil." They sit right
down and start turning out the tightest,
cleanest, punchiest spots, promos, and
news actualities they've ever done—
three times as fast as they could with
analog tape.

outside production that can generate
extra income.
The future of radio production is here
now. And at less than $ 30 a day, you
can't afford not to be part of it. For more
information on the DSE 7000 and details
on our leasing plan, call your Allied

Now the even better news. With Allied's

representative toll free at 800-622-0022.

leasing program, the DSE 7000 can triple

It's the new speed of sound!

*60 month lease with one payment in
advance, 10% purchase option, sales tax
not included. Prior credit approval
required.
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Logitek Key to WXPN Facelift
Friendliness and Flexibility Central to Station's
Selection of Perfectionist Consoles for Production
by Scott Fowler, CE
WXPN
Philadelphia PA Last year our station
refurbished its entire studio plant. Our
new layout consisted of amaster control
room, three production rooms (which
also serve as alternate control rooms),
and three studios for hosts, guests and
musicians.
One of the production rooms was
designed for 4-track use, while all of the
other rooms were designed for 2-track.
We purchased three Logitek Perfectionist
Consoles for all of our 2-track production/control rooms.
The Logitek console is definitely
friendly and has a low-density layout.
The program and audition buttons are
labeled and color-coded and they illuminate when activated, providing
quick feedback to the operator.
Downpot cueing keeps the cueing off
the air. Controls for the monitor, builtin cue speaker and headphones are off
to the right side, away from the action.
Selector buttons for Pgm, Aud, Cue and
Aux are individually labeled to provide
clear identification. The volume controls
for the monitor, headphones and cue
speaker are large enough to be effortless
to use and give the operator apositive
sense of control.
Flexible in operation
Flexibility was anecessity at our station. The Logitek consoles allow achoice
of four inputs per channel, selectable by
asmall row of four buttons above each

OUU'
REPORT
fader. In our master control room, we
need inputs for CD players, turntables,
cart machines, tape machines, microphones and network programming.
Our morning show hostess, evening
children's show hostess, traffic reporter,
guests (sometimes along with amusical
instrument or two) regularly broadcast
from an adjoining studio. With the Logi-

tek console, we can easily accommodate
three microphones and telephone audio
from this studio, plus an extra input or
two if needed.
We have our largest studio wired for
eight microphones and we can record or

ilfific,
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Those of us in engineering can appreciate some additional features. There
is a mono sum meter on the console,
which has helped me to keep input wiring in phase. All of the inputs are at line
level and Logitek provides up to eight
microphone preamps inside the console
which can be wired to any input.
All of the input and output wiring is
normally brought out of the console to
punch blocks. That provides for many

inputs and outputs in asmall space, yet
wired in a tide fashion. Independent
channel muting on the four speaker
preamps works great in our control
room/studio combinations.

time. We had one timer card that did not
keep time. The console clocks have their
own crystal oscillator and they tend to
drift too much. We need accurate time
for meeting the network and we have to
set the clocks almost daily. A clock board
that can interface with a master clock
system would be agreat plus for us.
A few bushings have worn out inside
the Penny & Giles faders of one console.
Logitek taught me on the phone how to
carefully disassemble and reassemble
the faders, and Italked them into supplying me with extra bushings. Now,
when an old bushing set fails, Ican replace them myself within an hour if
necessary. Of course, they will exchange
the fader if you wish.
I've experienced occasional mechanical problems with the input selector buttons, and with the lighting for the program/audition buttons. One feature that
could be eliminated is the button that
switches everything from program to audition and vice versa.
Overall, we are pleased with our Logitek Perfectionist consoles. They are
friendly and flexible to use. They look
good, sound good and can bring professional quality to any station.

Timer cards and bushings
Ihave experienced afew minor problems with the consoles; however, Logitek has provided prompt attention each

Editor's note: For more information on
Logitek consoles, contact Tag Borland at Logitek: 713-782-4592, FAX: 713-782-7597, or
circle Reader Service 90.
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WXPN uses three Logitek Perfectionist boards for production purposes.

broadcast avariety of live programs from
this studio through the control console
at any time. We also have room for an
input from our routing switcher that allows us to put any other control room,
or additional network program, on the
air through the master control console.
We use a 12-channel console in our
master control room, which gives us 48
inputs. There is enough flexibility that
we can assign the inputs in a logical
fashion and repeat important inputs on
separate faders to avoid having them unavailable when another input on that
channel is in use.
Extras
Other operational features include separate meters for program and audition channels on the 12-channel console, abuilt-in
digital clock, atimer with user-selectable
reset when achannel is switched to program mode and two headphone jacks. A
remote start is available for each input and
the signal can be set per channel for continuous or pulse by aswitch on the input
card inside the console.
A mono sum button for the speaker
preamp is a great feature for checking
phase problems in stereo production
work and is aquick check for monitor
speaker phasing at times when you are
searching for the cause of acoustical
anomalies.

Ellason. E250 Color Radar
Real-time local radar coverage for
your entire audience.

DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITORS

In Stock — Available for Immediate Delivery

Price $2400.00

2 Towers

Will operate with any remote control equipment.

0.
Price $1780.00 2 Towers For AM directionals with studio located at transmitter site.
These monitors are state-of-the-art instruments of unequalled accuracy. (.5% or better on ratio and .5° or better
on phase) and stability. With typical modulation the true ratio readout of these monitors is a factor of 10 more
stable than instruments that measure normalized amplitude, and their phase readouts are rock solid. Phase
sign is automatic , no extra operation. In addition to the analog DC outputs for remote control the Model CMR
has amultiplexed BCD digital output which can be used to drive the Remote Indicator Model CMR-1. RF inputs
have dual protection. Gas discharge tubes across the sample line terminations plus relay protection.

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO
FAX 614-592-3898 • 257 W.Union St. • Athens OH 45701 • 614-593-3150
Circle
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•Detects snowfall as well
as rain and thunderstorms.

•Optional larger antenna to
provide better snow detection.

•Five selectable ranges up
to 200 miles.

•Picture storage to determine
weather changes.

•Operator selection of
antenna tilt, receiver gain,
two separate graphic
overlays, and automatic
operations.

For complete information,
call 314/532-3031, or write
Ellason Weather Radar,
747 Spirit of St. Louis Blvd.
Chesterfield, MO 63005.
1-800-727-2327

ELLASON WEATHER RADAR
Circle 51 On Reader Service Card
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UPI Uses Vanguard for Remotes
by Sam Brown, CE
UPI Radio Network

removable jumpers for monitor muting.
Additional jumpers can be installed for
muting on any input and levels are selecWashington DC All's Vanguard contable as 0dB, — 10 or —20 for each.
soles have not been blessed with alife
Another nice option is factoryinstalled
of leisure or asedentary existence at UPI
start and stop buttons in front of the
Radio—we use them for remotes.
faders, wired to a punch block inside.
A full studio console may sound like
These allow for easy remote operation
overkill for those accustomed to dragwithout separate homebrew panels or
ging out a tiny mic mixer for that big buttons mounted in tables.
One of the Vanguard's available options is an input extender module that
allows selection between five different
sources per standard input for two inputs. These selections may be wired
separately, creating ten positions, or in
broadcast from the grand opening of a parallel to maintain"mixability" between
pizza shop, but in network news reportany two of five sources.
ing it's a necessity.
One option necessary for most applications is on-air light relays; none are inBoard configurations
cluded in the purchase of the console
The ATI Vanguard is available as an 8- alone. You will also need to supply amonor 12-fader stereo board with slide conitor amp or provide an amplified monitor
trols; knobs are available in the 8-pot
speaker for use with the Vanguard.
configuration only. On the 12-mixer version, there are two input selections per
Getting the story
channel. With no optional enhanceIn atemporary studio at abusy event,
ments, the 8pot model has two single
ease of operation is essential. The
microphone channels, four line channels
straightforward design of All's Vanguard
with twoinput selectors and two single
allows anyone to adapt quickly. There
selection line inputs.
are no extra "mystery buttons" for opAll wiring is installed on easy, well
tions you don't have or oddly named feamarked punchdown terminals that do not
tures designed for other industries.
require special tools. Either version has
The Vanguard is just big enough to
userchangeable connections from the
have the feel of areal board, but small
microphone preamps to the inputs and
enough to be moved easily. The 8-mixer

REPORT

All
The Right
Connections

version is just 24" x x18 " deep, and
weighs less than 10 lbs.
Its power supply is external. It's a
small metal box roughly the size of a
portable cassette recorder, weighing
about 10 lbs. The power supply is set up
for 120 V, 60 Hz, but it can be usermodified in the field by moving internal
jumpers.
The instruction manual is clearly writ-

switches' 1—
ne- .^1--.
,fancv is three to five
years in 24hour on-air use.
t
,„ i.
the
earliest issue of Vanguard consoles, the
switches are on areplaceable panel costing about $180—not an outrageous sum
for apart that is infrequently needed and
in some applications never replaced.

Counting the beans
This brings us to one of the most important factors in choosing broadcast
products, and one of the Vanguard's best
selling points: price. The manufacturer's
suggested list price for the 8-channel version (slide or rotary pots) is a modest
$3395, with actual selling prices often $200
less.
A suggested list of
$4995 for the 12 channel
board results in an actual price averaging
about $4600. On-air
light relays cost an additional $125; LED
meters, $350; and the
dual 5source input expander option lists for
$275. All of this plus an
additional dual mic
preamp for $150, remote
start and stop buttons
for $125 and a spares
UPI Radio uses the ATI Vanguard board for remote applications.
kit—also $125—will still
keep the price of your
ten and has asense of humor. It makes
loaded 8-channel board under $4500 or
for worthwhile reading even if you've al12channel well under $6000.
ready figured out this console's relatively
Most major market broadcasters probself-explanatory layout and wiring arably would also opt for something larger
rangement.
and more versatile than the Vanguard for
The one aspect of the design that worprimary facilities; however, it's perfect for
ried me was the use of membrane
the extra studio, production workstation,
switches for channel and input switch- back-up purposes and of course on the
ing. So far at UPI we haven't had any
road. In small to medium markets the ATI
switch problems; however, our usage
is an excellent candidate for any studio.
has not been fulltime, as might occur in
an air studio. Still, these membrane
Editor's note: For more information on the
switches also are used in McDonald's ATI Vanguard series consoles, contact Neil
cash registers, where they have proven
Glassman at Bradley Broadcast Sales: 301reliable under heavy-use conditions.
948-0650, FAX:301-330-7198, or circle
The ATI people tell me that the
Reader Service 50.

WHIM Married to RS-12
(continued from page 53)
jocks. Parts more likely to fail, such as
faders and on/off switches, are connectorized for easy replacement. Should the
need arise, any PC board can be removed in afew minutes.
The only trouble I've experienced at
WHIM is abroken headphone jack. Radio
Systems' attentive warranty service put a
replacement in my hands the next day.

console's crystal clear country sounds for
over a year; I've enjoyed the console's
lack of nagging.
Since your state may not allow marriage to both ahuman and abroadcast
console, please consult local authorities
before contemplating matrimony.
Even aclose friendship to the Radio
Systems RS Series console could prove
just as rewarding.
ma
Marital bliss
Editor's note: For additional information
My marriage to the Radio Systems RS- on the RS-12 console, contact Dan Braver12 at WHIM has proven to be most
man at Radio Systems: 609-467-8000, FAX:
gratifying. Providence has enjoyed the
609467-3044, or circle Reader Service 118.

With over 5,000 units working in radio around the world, the
industry's most popular IHF to PRO box now has gold plated
connectors and an allmetal chassis at no extra charge. Harris
Allied now supplies all the input/output connectors when you
buy aHenry Matchbox" from us.

The MATCHBOX
with all the holes
plugged as shown

$179

HARRIS
ALLIED
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

800-622-0022

3712 NATIONAL RD. WEST • P.O. BOX 1487 • RICHMOND, IN 47375
_
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NRSC-2 Dilemma? No Problem.
We deliver the simple, effective, andTerpensive soluticln to
your compliance with thmandatory NRSC specification.
Easily in$tallei in only minut s, oilr product utilizes digital
techniques for tuft asymmetrical pealctontrol, self-regulating preemphasis and no-Óvershoot lowpass filtering. It works with any existing processing, -arcan even stand alone_ a the only-Wocessor your
really nerd!
.
INOVONICS MODEL 222 $590

"Call me, I'm interested." Circle 92.
"Send me literature." Circle 126
See Us At Radio '90 Booth 819

inovonics Inc.

,CALL: 1-890-733,70.552
FAX (4094581554

19901.1.15..1.1.
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Auditronics Scores
Triple Hit At KRXY
Affordable Consoles Have Allowed the Station
To Enhance Its On-Air and Production Facilities
the edge connector.
Wiring the 418 is almost easy—all connections are Amphinol crimp pin connectors. The one thing you don't want
Denver CO If the transmitter is the cornerstone of radio, then the mixing console
to do, though, is lose the small pin
removal tool that comes with the conshould be considered the foundation. It
may be the single most important pur- sole. If you lose the tool and insert apin
the wrong place you will be forced to cut
the connector off and start over.
The thing that made all of our installations easier was to bring all inputs and
outputs out to apatch bay. This gave us
an insert point for any effects we would
ever need at alater date and it also made
chase aradio station will have to make—
the final connections easier.
after all, every piece of audio that goes on
air will pass through it. And our audio is
As for control and audio interface, the
first console was alittle over-designed.
the only thing we have to sell.
A few of its features had to be disabled
Currently, we are using three Au-

Dymo labels.
When we were comparing consoles for
arecent 8-track studio construction project, we got input from the production
director. He recommended the Auditronics console for ease of use of the
foldback circuit and commented that the
console performed comparably to higher
priced models from other manufacturers.
The money we saved by purchasing
the less expensive Auditronics
console—almost $10,000—allowed us to
buy more effects and knowing we were
building aroom the production director

wanted to work in capped our decision
to buy the board.
Your console decision will help or hinder your station for years. If you use every scrap of information at your disposal
to make it, you can be confident that you
made the correct choice. With Auditronics, we know we made the best
purchase for our station.
Editor's note: For more information on any
of the Auditronics consoles, contact Murray
Shields at Auditronics: 901-362-1350, FAX:
901-365-8629, or circle Reader Service 13.

by Mark Werner, Asst. Tech. Dir.
KRXY-AM/FM

USER
REPORT

All Auditronics consoles are modular, making it
simple to place any of the input modules in any
position. The appearance and ease of use of the
consoles are good.
ditronics consoles. The first, a224, was
purchased seven years ago for on-air
use, ayear later a218 was added and just
recently a418 was purchased for use in
an eight track studio.
Reliability is key
At this time, reliability is one of the
strongest reasons to purchase an Auditronics. Over the years we have had to
replace very few worn-out parts. The one
thing that we have had to replace are the

because they just confused the jocks. In
newer models the features are now
jumpers—you select what you want or
don't want, customizing to your station's
needs. The audio is straightforward
balanced 600 Ohm inputs, with module
choices of mono, stereo, line or mic level.
Modular design
All Auditronics consoles are modular,
making it simple to place any of the input modules in any position. In our in-

THE BIGGEST
PENNY PINCHER
IN RADIO
SINCE JACK BENNY.
Mr. Benny certainly knew agreat
bargain when he made one. And we think
he'd appreciate the brilliance of the bargainpriced Tascam BR-20 Broadcast Production
Recorder
The BR-20 is built to do one thing—
broadcast production—and to do it exceedingly well. It's arugged, reliable 2-track with
features that make every job easier and
more efficient. Like independent reel-size
selection. Splice block. Built-in monitor
speaker Independent L/R record for monitoring on one track while recording in sync on
the other for overdubs and voiceovers. Fader
start. And Quick Cue with Auto-Repeat.
The $2,299* BR-20. ft's got everything
you need in abroadcast production recorder
Including aprice even your station manager
can live with.
Come see it today at your nearest
Tascam dealer

Three Auditronics consoles are in use at KRXY, including a 418 for its 8-track studio.

Hall-effect switches that control the modules. But most switch replacements have
been due to abuse by over-zealous jocks.
The switches are simple to replace—
they are "press clipped" locked into place
with six wires on the underside that must
be removed and resoldered into place. The
one drawback to this is that you must
power-down the console for the removal
and reinsertion on the modules.
This is true of the 200 series; the new
400 uses an entirely different zero insertion method—you just drop the module
into place then twist anut at the top of
the module to close the contacts around

stallations we ordered several of the
blank panels and custom-made aphone
line selector, routing switch for record input, clock control, remote control, etc.
The appearance and ease of use of the
consoles are good. Everything is clearly
marked and easy to see. On the 200 series we discovered the button lens is the
same one that ITC uses for the 99 cart
machine. We ordered extra blank red
lenses to replace the "ON" from ITC and
took them to alocal engraver who engraved the various device names. This
helps to identify the modules and the
appearance is more professional than
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KTAA Starts Right with Ramko
by Bacilio Maciel, CE
KTAA
Kerman CA At one time or another,
we all kind ourselves standing on the
threshold of an equipment purchase.
We may be building a radio station or
production facility from the ground up,
we may be replacing equipment that
is outdated or was perhaps destroyed
by a "green jock" who spilled his soda
into the audio console and gave it a
sugar-coated lobotomy from which it
will never return, or we may be doing
a routine updating.
I recently found myself facing the
arduous task of building aradio station,
KTAA-FM in Kerman, CA, from the
ground up. Ihad to come up with an audio console that would satisfy the gamut
of needs that would develop.
Above all Iwanted to be secure in the
fact that no one down the line would
find reason to say, "Idon't know what
Bacilio was thinking of when he ordered
this piece of scrap metal." Ineeded a
console that would be well priced for its
capabilities, would have agreat deal of
flexibility, would be easy to operate and,
most of all, be practical without costing
the proverbial arm and aleg.
My decision became easy when Icame

across the Ramko xL82S. It was priced
very reasonably and had lots of features
without looking like acontrol panel from
the space shuttle. In short it was extremely easy to use and didn't have bank
upon bank of unnecessary buttons and
switches.
The two Ramko xL82S consoles Iordered have literally exceeded my every
expectation and have proven to be workhorses that have stood up to the use and
abuse that has been dished out here at
KTAA-FM in our very hectic start-up
period.
A capable gem
Let me tell you alittle about the Ramko
xL82S and just what it can do. As far as
capabilities this little gem will leave you
wanting for very little, if anything.
Its program and auxiliary mixers allow
the operator to do two separate mixes
simultaneously and to monitor each mix
separately with aselectable monitoring
control. The same is true of the separate
headphone selector, which gives the
operator the additional option of
monitoring one source through the studio monitors and asecond through the
headphones.
Monitoring is just the icing on the
cake, however, because flexibility is the

operative word here. The switchable relays allow for mic or line input capabilities and built-in relays allow for amoni-

In addition, separate meters for audition
allow the operator to monitor two separate sources simultaneously without
having to switch any selectors.
Finally and perhaps most importantly
the unit is lightweight yet extremely
durable; it allows for clean and accurate
fades and mixing. You don't have to be

KTAA launched its operations with the Ramko xL82S console.

tor mute for various channels as well as
for installation of on-air lights without
the hassle of complex or additional
wiring.
Something we have found very useful

a six-armed mutant to do production,
and the channel eight selector is expandable to accommodate additional inputs
from various outside sources.
Ican truthfully say that my decision

Ican truthfully say that my decision to go
with the Ramko xL82S has made me look
like a genius.
here at KTAA-FM is the preset levels on
the consoles. We have two versions of
the board: one with rotary pots and one
with faders. The pots are set to the standard 11 o'clock position; the faders are
set at the 0 db setting.
Easy to read meters
Metering is another facet of the
Ramko that Ifound to be very satisfying. They are practical, easy to read
and will please even the space rangers
who can't seem to function without a
panel of dancing lights to satisfy their
high-tech fantasies.
The meters are extremely easy to read
as well through the tasteful use of colorcoded LED lights that allow for easy meter reading even from agreat distance.

go with the Ramko xL82S has made
me look like a genius. It satisfied the
budget constraints of my business manager and the boss. It has kept my
demanding production director from
constantly standing in front of my desk
and whining that he can't do this or can't
do that.
In short, Isolved averitable mountain
of potential conflicts and problems by
having the foresight to choose the
Ramko xL82S for KTAA-FM. You may
serve yourself and your facility well to
do the same.
to

Editor's note: For more information on the
xL82S, contact Mike Pardee at Ramko: 916635-3600, FAX: 916-635-0907, or circle
Reader Service 56.
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East Coast. Art Constantine

800-336-3045

Fax: 703-998-2966

Midwest, Art Constantine:

800-336-3045

Fax

703-998-2966

West Coast,

415-786-2198

Fax

415-786-2754

Pat Macsata:

"GO WITH THE WINNERS.

DYNAMAX CTR100 SERIES"

"For reliability and ease of
maintenance, nothing beats
DYNAMAX cart machines.
And for lifelike fidelity,
you can't equal DYNAMAX
Cobalt carts."

13111 Dorweiler
Chief Engineer
KPLZ-FM
#1 in Seattle, WA

BROADCAST

PRooucrs

BY FIDEUPAC®

Fidelipac Corporation
PO. Box 808
,ii Moorestown, NJ 08057
H U.S.A.

L]609 235 3900
1TELEX: 710-897-0254
_1FAX: 609-235-7779

See Us At Radio ' 90 Booth 356
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Console Trend Analog
nections, McLane added.
PR&E's Madsen commented that some
of the greatest changes in consoles are
taking place because of the political
changes in Europe.

(continued from page 54)
new station
construction

field service
AM directionals

RON KROB
broadcast technical consultant

4910 Four Star Court
Fort Collins, CO
80524
303 484 2704

Consulting Communications
Engineers
• FCC Data Bases
• FCC Applications and Field
Engineering
• Frequency Searches and
Coordination
• AM-FM-CATV4TFS-LPTV

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.

EVANS ASSOCIATES
Consulting Communications Engineers
FCC Applications, Design
.4 Field Engineering
Broadcast Engineering Software

216 N. Green Bay Rd.
Thiensville, WI 53092

BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
AND ENGINEERS
•FCC Applications & Field Engineering
•Frequency Searches & Coordination
•Tower Erection & Maintenance
•Facility Design & Construction
CONTACT:
Kenneth W. Hoehn
23400 Michigan Ave
Dearborn, MI 48124

(313) 562-6873

Ste 200F
(803) 785-4445

SOFTWARE
FM CHANNEL SEARCH
FM Database pool
MSDOS
EGA Graphics- Color
Broadcast Technical
Consulting
broadcast Consultant
1600 Picturesque Drive
Cedar Falls, IA 50613
319-266-8402

with any radio station!
27 years of expertise

guarantees results!
Solve problems fast in
Management, Sales,
Programming or
Engineering. No problem
too big or too small.
Free initial consultation.
Full Service Consulting
Bill Elliott

48 Imperial Avenue

>Teletech,inc.

1036 William Hilton Pkwy

Member AFCCE

MAKE MONEY

1-703-998-7600

BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS

Hilton Head Is., SC 29928

1306 W. County Road. F.
St. Paul, MN 55112
(612)631-1338 Member AFCCE

Space
Available

& ASSOC., INC.

(414) 242-6000

Doug Vernier

This

W. LEE SIMMONS

413-442-1283
Pittsfield, MA 01201

RADIO SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING
FCC Applications • Design
•Installation • Field Service

Experienced az Affordable
4289 Roanridge
Las Vegas, Nevada 89120

24 Hr: (702) 454-2085

Moffet,
Larson &
Johnson, Inc.
Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers
Two Skyline Place
5203 Leesburg Pike • 800
Falls Church VA 22041

703-824-5660
800-523-3117
Member AFCCE

Suffa & Cavell, Inc.
Consulting Engineers
• Interference Resolution
• Coverage Improvement
•RF Hazard Studies
• Custom Softmare
•AM Antenna Improvement
• Former Chief Engineers
•Suburban Bashington Based
9653 Lee Highway. Suite •25
Fairfax, Virginia 22031
Phone 703-591-0110
Fax 703 591 011

Huntsville Antenna
Engineering
There is hope for AM radio!
AM station unipole antennas with
circular polarization & beam tilt.
Broadband your present
AM tower Series R shunt fed.
205-353-9232

205-353-6747

Kenneth Casey

radio stations. In production, he said,
there is amove toward multitrack consoles. "Any more, stations in larger markets have to have 8-track production
capability. This means there is atrend toward true 8-track type consoles!'
"In the past, many stations had used
air consoles for their production studios!' Esparolini explained. But this
move toward production multitracking
means aneed for on-board EQ multiple
busses and more effects sends; therefore,
amove away from air consoles.
News people are also looking for
something new, he said. Traditionally
these folks have searched for small, three
to five rack space consoles. More and
more, however, are looking for "real"
consoles that are rack mountable, which
has led Wheatstone to create a rack
mount version of its A-20 console, Esparolini added.
Radio Systems' McLane has noted a
need for consoles that are simple to service, reliable and quickly installed. He commented that the decreasing number of engineers in radio means stations are looking for products they can repair themselves, if need be. This means "connectorized guts" in the boards, McLane said, to
facilitate changes of switches, for example.
Radio Systems is now providing
"tethered switches" so that astation can
pop out the old switch and install anew
one, without having to solder any con-

Going to

Cumbersome features
"The international community has always incorporated two or three features
in their consoles that manufacturers in
the US have considered cumbersome!'
he said. Now that many stations are no
longer nationally supported and have to
be concerned with competition, Madsen
noted, they have to care more about how
they sound.
This means aturning away from such
features as fader start, in which afader
simply ramps up to gain, without an on
and off button, he said. Also, there is
less need for EQ channels—"you don't
want the DJ changing the sound of his
voice; you want to standardize the sound,"
he pointed out.
In short, there has been no digital
facelift for consoles—as yet, there has
been no need, and no demand. But analog consoles are getting better, and
manufacturers see stations availing
themselves of the new improvements.
"A great number of station owners are
improving their facilities in the face of a
soft economy!' said McLane. "We're
looking at abridge into an era of new
technology with solid equipment at an
affordable price!'
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Stop By Booth 1227 and See

Our Full
FCC's Engineering
AM,FM and TV Data
Bases for your PC

HARMON'S TOWER
SERVICE, INC.
Maintenance, Painting,
Antenna & Equipment
Installation,
Winch Services

Call today to request atree sample

Communications Data
Services
6105 E Arlington Blvd
Falls Church VA 22044
(703) 534-0034
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Consulting Radio Engineer

435 B Broadway
Columbus, GA. 31901
(404) 327-1074

TOWER SERVICES

John Nix

50 Park Ave.
Claremont, NH 03743

WESTMONT, NJ (
609) 869-0222

603/542-6784
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INSTALLATION AND SERVICE OF BROADCAST
ANTENNA SYSTEMS/TOWER MAINTENANCE & ERECTION

(WIDEST & FINEST CHOICE OF PRODUCTION MUSIC & SF)
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PO Box 13244 Salem, OR 97309
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BROADCASTING
& ELECTRONIC
SERVICES LABS
PO BOX 178
NEWTON, UT 84327
801-563-3088
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
REFURBISHED & REPAIRED
AUDIO. VIDEO, RF. DIGITAL
15 YRs EXPERIENCE

ram
ULU

NORTHEAST BROADCAST LAB, INC.

MAIN OFFICE
P.O. Box 1179

Contact Radio World Newspaper for availabilities.
P.O. Box 1214 • Falls Church VA • 22041

S. Glens Falls, NY 12803

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1%1

MID-ATLANTIC
P.O. Box 565
Southhampton, PA 18966

NEW ENGLAND
P.O. Box 406
Auburn, NH 03032

SOUTHWEST
P.O. Box 867717
Plano, TX 75086

Tel: 518-793-2181

Tel: 215-322-2227

Tel: 603-483-1002

Tel: 214-612-2053

FAX: 518-793-7423

FAX: 215-953-0523

FAX: 603-483-2352

FAX: 214-612-2145
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WE SURPRISED OURSELVES!

—
:=:1AUDIOARTS

" A-50 RADIO CONSOLE!

We wanted to know if it really was possible to build a high quality
low-cost radio console. We found the answer to be quite exciting! We've
come out with the A-50 console and even given it its own trade name:
AUDIOARTS. This console comes complete with machine control
functions; individually programmable channel logic; program, audition and
telephone outputs; control room and studio monitors; as well as
headphone and cue power amplifiers. It's also designed so you can
expand or add accessory modules as your needs grow.
The A-50 is cost effective through clever engineering and the latest
advances in electronic assembly procedures. It was developed by the
same design team that creates our other high end equipment. Its performance is light years beyond the competition.
Imagine the benefit that our major market experience can bring to
your station. Take advantage of VVheatstone's expertise and reputation.
Call us today for immediate action!

'VVI--leati-tone.Corporation
6720 V.I.P. Parkway, Syracuse, NY. 13211 ( TEL 315-455-7740 / FAX 315-454-8104)
s.,.•
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"Many of the headaches
associated with building a
new studio were eliminated
with the WHEATSTONE prewire package. Set up and
wiring of WAZU was a
breeze. The furniture is solid
and good looking, quick and
easy to assemble-many
hours were saved. Our jocks
love the easy straight-forward
layout of the new A-500 air
console... and, after aquick
and easy production room
installation, little time was
needed teaching the staff
how to use the new multi- track
studio: operators familiar with
an on-air console adapt
themselves easily to the SP-6
stereo console and the easy
ways to insert special effects
and audio processingoperation is so simple!"
John Soller. chief engineer at WA2U

Radio is Starting to Experience aShortage:
Technical Experts
Let our experts supply your prewired studio, consoles, studio furniture and audio system
engineering. We'll help with your design, then build, wire, test and document your whole studio
furniture installation— all at our factory. This takes a major load off your technical people and
ensures project completion on time.
When Osborn Communications decided to upgrade member station WAZU in Dayton,
Ohio, they chose WHEATSTONE for the job. With 12 rooms of Wheatstone consoles already
installed, the Osborn people are well qualified to vouch for our commitment to client satisfaction.
Draw on our experience and reputation. Get a great looking studio with cutting edge
performance. Contact WHEATSTONE—the experts!

SVVheotxtone" Corporation
6720 V.I.P. Parkway, Syracuse, NY. 13211 ( TEL 315-455-7740 / FAX 315-454-8104)
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